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"Only if we understand the possible cRnsequenccs for our-aetions

and innovations; only if we choose our goals and pursue thim, only

if we believe that social responsibility cannot be delegated or avoided,

can we remove our future from the domain of chance and actively

seek the best for all."
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PREFACE

Two questions occur to teachers as they consider the implemen-
tation of a new social studies curriculum. First they ask, "Why do we
nccd a new social studies curriculum?" Then they wonder "What is
new about the new social studies?"

Stated most simply, a new social studies curriculum is necessary
because some very difficult decisions face today's young people. Afflu-
ence and an accompanying reduction of external restraints' have placed
in the hands of each individual the opportunity and the responsibility
of choosing how he will live and what he will live for.

Young people today, more than any .other generation of students,
have the freedom to determine their personal relationship to the social
and physical environment. 'A new social studies curriculum isneeded
in order to give students guided experience in the responsible use of
personal freedom.

Alberta's new social studies seeks to help students utilize personal
freedom in discovering ways to-improve man's relationship to his, social
and physical environment. In order to meet this objective;lhe new
social studies seeks to provide actual exPerience in the making of choices
and judgementi:3Students are invited to deal not only with the "what is"
but also with the "what ought to be".

A concentrated concern with "what ought to be" gives rise to what
is probably the major distinguishing characteristic of the new social
studiesits values orientation. The values orientation of the new social
studies is premised on the conviction that students (and adults). exercise
freedom according to the values that they hold. Values, and related
feelings and attitudes, arc the prime determiners of actions. Man's
relationship to his social and physical environment can bc improved;
but only when people's behavior is guided by values that arc clear,
consistent, and defensible in terms of the life goals of each individual
as a member of society.

I

Thus, the new social studies should be organized around experi-
ences which allow students to clarify their personal values and to under-
stand the values of otheis.:Human values should be the .major focus ,
of attention in the new social studies.1,The valuing process should be
thc major activity of social studies studentil

5

a-

I-A-second characteristic of the new social studies
curl:ilium allows For decisions to be made by those wl
by them. The objectives and 'content prescribed by t,
Education are stated in the very broadest of terms.
framework, called the master curriculum, teachers
practice responsible decision-making by plaiiining
experiences which are significant and relevant to thci

"c:The values orientation and flexibility of- the ne.v
a definite de-cmphasis on "covering" knowledge from
and the social sciencekiThis is not to say that such ki
portant. Students .cannot "value in a vaccum", with
alternatives and consequenées. Nor will "the pooling
ance" prove for very long to be significant and relev .

iowledge should be "uncovered" not for its c
as it is needed when students are CI 1: Ting in the valt
this in mind, the new social studies outlines major con(
zations that are easily remembered, enduring, and
variety of life situations. Similarly, the new curriculu
tunities for developing many skills, espccially group.
problem-solvi ng skills.

The new 'social studies offers many challenges
among these challenges is the invitation to help chil
re-discover) their feelingOchooling can no longer b
an intellectual experience.' Social studies classes mus
in which students merge reason with feelings./

'Not everyone would agree that external restraints on indi
been reduced. Some would argue that the diminishing it
cohesive community, church and family is .counter-balant.
imposed by big business, government and the mass media.
influences are, less direct, thus enabling individuals to "do t
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-A second characteristic of the new social studies is flexibilithe
cum'Enium.allows for decisions to be made by those who will be affected
by them.' The objectives and content prescribed by the Department of
Education are stated in the very broadest of terms. Within this broad
framework, called the master curriculum, teachers and students can
practice responsible decision-making by planning together learning
experiences which are significant and relevant to their own lives.

yalnes orientation' and flexibility of- the new curriculum imply
definite de-emphasis on "covering" knowledge from history, geography

and the social Seiencenrhis is not to say that such knowledge is unim-
portant. Students cannot "value in a vaccum", without knowledge of
alternatives and consequences. Nor will "the pooling of mutual ignor-

.:
ance prove for very long to be significant and relevant.

Knowledge should be "uncovered" not for its own sake but only
as it is needed when students are engaging in the valuing proceC With
this in Mind, the new social studies outlines major conceptsandgenerali-
zations that are easily remembered, enduring, and transferable to a
variety of life situations. Similarly, the new curriculum includes oppor-
tunities for developing many skills, especially group-proceis skills, and
problem-solving skills.

The new social studies offers many challenges to teachers. Chief
among these challenges is the invitation .to help children discover (or
re-discover) their feelingsUchooling can no longer be viewed as purely
an intellectual experience. Social studies classes must become a forum
in..which students merge reason with feelin-F7

,

'Not everxone would agree that external restraints on individual behavior have
been reduced. Some would, argue that the diminishing influence of the once
cohesive community,' church and family is counter-balanced by the restraints
imposed by big business, government nnd the mass media. However, these latter
influences are less 'direct, thus enabling individuals to "do their own thing".
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Rationale

Free Choice
1 of values
4 to live byI

Chapter I

THE NEW SOCIAL STUDIES PROGRAM

Alberta's new social studies cuniculum (Grades
I-XII) is premised on the assumption tliat schools must
help students in their quest for a clear, consistent and
defensible system of values: Schools have long_ been
concerned with the attitudinal development of their
students; however, this concern has been more implicit
than explicit. Now, as our socie(y becomes more and
more pluralistic, schoois must assume the explicit re-
sponsibility of cooperating with the home, the church,
and other social agencies in helping students find how
to live and what to live for.

In keeping with the basic tenets of democracy (and
with optimism about the nature of man and the efficacy
of democratic ideals), the new social studies invites
free and open inquiry into the definition and appli-
cation of individual and social values. Such inquiry
will serve the humanistic' goals of education by offering
students experience in living and not just preparadon
for living. By actively confronting value issues, students
will come to know the ideas and feelings of themselves,
their peers, and the adult generation; they will deal not
only with the "what is" but also with the "what ought
to be" and will have the opportunity to make this
world a more desirable place in which to live.

'Humanistic education strives to develop the full human poten-
tial of each child. It is not inconsistent with the application of
theistic goals.

14
9

Priority on
Valuing

Acting upon
values

ATTENDING TO AFFECTIVE ki
COGNITIVE OBJECTIVES

A. The Valuing Process

Consistent with the agove ration
of the new social studies= place hij
valuing process. The valuing prod
basic skills.= Students in the Alb(
should demonstrate that they are:

Choosing-
1. Identifying all known alto
2. Considering all known coi

alternative.
3. Choosing freely from amo

Prizing-
4. Being happy with the chd
5. Affirming the choice, willi

if necessary.

Acting-
6. Acting upon the choice.
7. Repeating the action col

pattern of life.

Vlease note that the objectives which fo
behavioral terms. They indicate thc procc
should engage and, in a general way, id
content to which students' behavior sib
words, the objectives include both proc(

312aths, Louis, et al., Values and Teachi
Charles E. Merrill & Co., 1966).
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Priority on
Valuing

Acting upon
values

ATTENDING TO AFFECTIVE AND
COGNITIVE OBJECTIVES

A. The Valuing Process

Consistent with the above rationale, the objectives
of the new social studies= place high priority on the
valuing process. The valuing process involves three
basic skills.3 Students in the Alberta social studies
should demonstrate that they are:

Choosing-
1. Identifying all known alternatives.
2. Considering all known consequences of each

alternative.
3. Choosing freely from among alternatives.

Prizing-
4. Being happy with the choice.
5. Affirming the choice, willingly and in public

if necessary.

Acting-
6. Acting upon the choice.
7. Repeating the action consistently in some

pattern of life.

'Please note that the objectives which follow are expressed in
behavioral terms. They indicate the processes in which s.udents
should engage and, in a general way, identify the substantive'
content to which, students' behavior should relate. In other
words, the objectives include both processes and content.

ltaths, Louis, et al., Values and Teaching (Columbus, Ohio:
Charles E. Merrill & Co., 1966).
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A ffective and
Cognitive
aspects of
valuing

Internalizing
a value
complex

As students engage in the valuing process, the ex-
perience wM involve both emotional reactions and
intellectual understandings. It is essential to distinguish

these affective and cognitive capacities and to direct
educational effort along both dimensions.4

B. Affective Objectives

Affective objectives emphasize a feeling tone, an
emotion, or a degree of acceptance or rejection. To
choose, prize and act consistently and effectively, stu-
dents should demonstrate that they are:

Aware of values, willing to take notice of values,

and giving controlled or selected attention to
values

Responding to values with openness, willingness

and satisfaction

Accepting values, preferring values and commit-

ting themselves to values

Conceptualizing their own values and organizing

a value system

Becoming characterized by a value or value

complex.5

'Scriven, Michael, "Student Values as Educational Objectives"
(West Lafayette, Ind.: Social Science Education Consortium,
1966) p. 18.

'Krathwohl, David, et al., Taxonomy of Educational Objectives:
Affective Domain (New York: David McKay Co., Inc., 1964).

16
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Value issues
as content

The values referred to above should, at the aware-
ness and response levels, include a wide range of indi-
vidual and social values. Students eventually should
accept, prefer, and commit themselves to certain of
these values, while rejecting others. Finally, they should
conceptualize their own values, organize a value system,
and through their actions, become characterized by a
particular value or value complex.

A powerful means of attaining thesc affective objec-
tives is to have students confront real problems that
involve conflicting values. Such problems may be re-
ferred to as value issues. Focusing upon value issues
can enable studcnts to clarify their own values and to
recognize the value positions of othcrs. Peer relation-
ships, family matters, work, politics, religion, money,
recreation,. morality, culture, and other .problem areas
are fertile sources of value issues. The most potcnt of
value issues will require students to examine thcir own
behavior relative to:

1. Thc dignity of man

2. Freedom

3. Equality

4. Justice

5. Empathy

6. Loyalty

7. Other values

C. Cognitive Objectives

Cognitive objectives involve the solving of some
intellectual task. The choosing, prizing and acting
phases of the valuing process require that each student
develop cognitive skills that will enable him to work
with others in thc solving of social problems. The
cognitive skills which are exercised in problem solving
are varied and complex. These skills may be summa-
rized as follows.6 Students should be able to:

18
11

Cognitive
skills
summarized

Categories of
knowledge
content

Recall and recognize data
social problems

Comprehend pertinent dal
the ability to translate, int
from data.)

Analyze pertinent data in
mcnts, relationships and or

Evaluate pertinent data in,
external criteria

Synthesize pertinent data
original communication o
action

Apply pertinent data in
problems

The "data" referred to in
might be drawn from everything
and Can doboth formally struc
the disciplines and informally
from ordinary experience.' Such

Knowledge of specific term

Knowledge of ways and z
social problems

Knowledge of concepts, gi
and structures.s ,

°Bloom, Benjamin, et. al., Taxonomy
Cognitive Domain (New York: David
and Sanders, Norris M., Classroom
(New York: Harper and Row 1967

been listed in an order more closely
solving process. Bloom's Taxononty
difficulty; the order being recall, and
sion, application, analysis, synthesis,

'Johnson, Mauritz, The Translation
struction (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell U

op. cit., p. 62 ff.
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Cognitive
skills
sumnzarized

Categories of
knowledge
content

el

Recall and recognize data which are pertinent to
social problems

Comprehend pertinent data (This skill includes
the ability to translate, interpret andi extrapolate
from data.)

Analyze pertinent data in order to identify ele-
ments, relationships and organizational principles

Evaluate pertinent data in terms of internal and
external criteria

Synthesize pertinent data in- order to create an
original communication or propose a plan of
action

Apply pertinent data in the solving of social
problems

The `.`clata" referred to in the above objectives
might be 'drawn from everything man knows, bzlieves,
and can doboth formally structured knowledge from
the disciplines and informally structured knowledge
from ordinary experience.7 Such data include:

'Knowledge of specific terminology and facts

Knowledge of ways and means of dealing with
social problems

Knowledge of concepts, generalizations, theories
and structures.8

°Bloom, Benjamin; et. al., Taxonomy of Educational Objectives:
Cognitive Domain (New York: David McKay Co., Inc., 1956)
and Sanders, Norris M., Classroom Questions: What Kinds?
(New York: Harper and Row 1967). Note that skills have
been listed in an order more closely resembling the .problem
solving process. Bloom's Taxonomy lists skills according. to
difficulty; the-order being recall, and recognition, comprehen-
sion, application, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation.

'Johnson, Mauritz, The Translation of Curriculum into In-
struction (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University, 1968), p. 2.

'Bloom, op. cit., p. 62 ff.
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Problem
solving
method

Knowledge of specific.terminology and facts should

serve as a basis for dealing with social problems and
understanding concepts, generalizations, theories and

structures.

Knowledge of ways and means of dealing with

social problems should include the ability to:

1. Identify and clarify the problem
2. Formulate hypotheses
3. Collect data
4. Classify data
5. Analyze data and evaluate the desirability and

feasibility of taking action on the problem
6. Proposc a course of action and examine the

desirability and feasibility of taking action on
the problem.°

friI=I1

.L.4/

St

°Simon, Frank. A Reconstructive Approach to Problem-Solving
in the Social Studies (Calgary: The University of Calgary,
1970). The Simon model differs from most methods of Problem
solving in that it leads to action on the problem.

20

Knowledge of ways and m
problems should also include

Social 1. Interpret the feelings
skills 2. Respond to the feelin

a manner appropriate
3. Express one's own fec
4. Cooperate with others

of compromising basi,
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Social
skills

R-1.114;:
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Knowledge of ways arid means of dealing with social
problems should also include the ability to:

1. Interpret the feelings and ideas of others
2. Respond to the feelings and idcas of others in

a manner appropriate to the occasion,.
3. Express one's own feelings and ideas to others
4. Cooperate with, others, though not to the extent

Of compromising basic values.

rS.
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Inter-
disciplinary
base of
social studies
concepts

The
spiralling
of concepts

Knowledge of concepts, generalizations, theories
and structures should result from students synthesizing
the specific data gathered or produced while confronting
value issues. Some of the major, concepts needed in
studying human behavior are outlined below. These
concepts should be used by students in developing
generalizations .and theories which seek to explain
people's values.

-INTERACTION is a key concept in the under-
standing of social problems. History; geography and
the social sciences describe in part man's interaction'
with his social .and ,physical environment.

1. ENVIRONMENT is, itself, an important con-
cept which can be defined in terms of Time,
Space, Culture and Systems.

2. Man's interaction with his environment pro-
duces. CAUSAL RELATIONSHIPS. In order
to understand causality, one needs to recognize
that behavior is affected...by Goals,.-Norms,
Techno;ogy, and-Power.

3. Sincc all man's interactions involve cause and
cffect relationships, he lives in a state of
INTERDEPENDENCE. Interdependence may
take the form of Cooperation and/or Conflict
and may produce Stability and/or Change.

A diagramatic represcntation of the interaction
process appears opposite.

These and other concepts should be studied in more
than onc grade level on the understanding that lower
grades will attcnd to the concept in a specific, concrete
and simple manner. Succeeding grades will treat each
concept in greater generality, abstractness, and com-
plexity.'° A diagramatic representation of spiralling
conccpts is shown on page 14.

"Taba, Hilda, Teachers' Handbook for 'Elementary Social
Studies (Don Mills, Ontario: Addison-Wesley Company, 1967),
Chapter 4.
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Two-thirds
time on
structured
scope and
sequence

Planning For The Attainment of Multiple
Objectives

The preceding statements of objectives offer only

a general indication of the processes and content of
learning opportunities in the social studies. More
detailed planning of learning opportunities is the re-
sponsibility of each teacher and class. All learning

opportunities must be consistent with the objectives
outlined above, whether the learning opportunity arises

from the structured scope and sequence or in connec-
tion with a problem of current interest.

A. Structured Scope and Sequence
Approximately two-thirds of social studies class

time will be spent inquiring into themes, value issues
and concepts which fall within a scope and sequence
specified by the Department of Education. This scope

and sequence is very general, thus permitting teachers

and students to select learning opportunities according
to their own needs and interests. Topics and themes for
each grade are indicated below:

KindergartenAll About Me
Grade IFamilies

Analysis of family living through case studies of,

for example, a contemporary family, a family of

long ago, an Afro-Asian family, and other
families

Grade IINeighbours
Analysis of interactions which occur among, for

example, the local neighbours, rural and urban
neighbours, neighbours in other cultures

Grade HIComparing People's Communities
Comparison and contrast of community life in,

for example, a modern-day Indian or Eskimo

community and a North-American megalopolis; a
village in Africa or Asia, and a community in

the Pacific, or tropical South America; a Menno-

nite or Hutterite community and other communi-

ties which lend themselves to comparison and

contrast

28
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mple, the local neighbours, rural and urban
ghbours, neighbours in other cultures

Comparing People's Communities
mparison and contrast of community life in,

example, a modern-day Indian or Eskimo
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Grade IVPeople in Alberta'
Historical, cconomic, sociological and/or geo-

graphic analysis of Alberta's people, including
comparison and contrast with other world areas
that have similar historical, geographic and/or
economic bases, for example, Australia; Argen-

tina, U.S.S.R., Middle East oil producers, West-
ern U.S.A. and other areas

Grade VPeople in Canada
Sample studies to analyze historical and/or con-

temporary life in Canadian regions, for example,
people in an Atlantic fishing port, people in a
French-Canadian mining town or farm com-
munity, people in a St. Lawrence Seaway port,
people in an Ontario manufacturing center,
people in a Prairie farm or oil town, people in a

British Columbia fruit or forestry industry,

pedple in a Western distribution center, people
in a coastal city, people in a Northern mining

town, andsother sample studies

Grade VIHistorical Roots of Man
Anthropological analysis and social history of

early civilizations in, for example, The Mediter-
ranean area (e.g., Egypt, Greece, Rome), The
Far East (e.g., India, China), The Americas
(e.g., Incas, Mayans, Aztecs, North American
Indian), and Africa (e.g., Numidians, Nubians,
or other tribes).

Grade VII-7-Man, Technology and Culture in Pre-
industrial Societies

Conceptual understanding of Man, Technology

and Culture through case studies of primitive,
pre-industrial societies to be selected by teachers
and students

Grade VIIIMan, Technology and Culture in Afro-
Asian Societies

Depth studies of societies selected from Africa,

Asia (excluding the U.S.S.R.), the Middle East

and Pacific Islands



One-third
time
unstructured

Joint
Planning

Grade IXMan, Technology and Culture in Western
Societies'

Depth studies of societies selected from thc
Americas (excluding Canada), Europe, all of
U.S.S.R., Australia and New Zealand

Grade XCanadian Problems
=Historical, economic, sociological, political prob-

lems facing Canada

Grade XIWorld Problems and Issues
Tradition versus Change
Population and Production

Grade XHWorld Problems and Issues
Political and Economic Systcms
Conflict and Cooperation

B. Problems of Current Interest

Approximately onc-third of class time in socthl
studies may be devoted to problems that are of currcnt
interest to studcnts and teachers. The Department of
Education does not intend to structurc thc use of this
one-third time. Problems which mcct the criteria which
follow may arise as extensions of the main thcmcs and
value issues for each grade. Thcy may relate to prob-
lems of individual studcnts, the school, the community,
or the world, and may concern the past, the prcscnt
and/or the ftiture. A given problem may be studied by
the whole class, by a group, or by individual students.
It is important that a rccord be kept of the problems
studied by each student throughout his or her school
career.

Students and tcachcrs should jointly plan the use of
the one-third time. Generally speaking, the teacher
should view the one-thivd time as an opportunity for
students to develop independence and responsibility.

17

Distribution
of thne

The amount of teacher leadership r
ning and usc of thc one-third time
to the ability, experience, arkcl matu
teacher's influence should bc exert
to a degree consistcnt with this objc

e

0.; 7

t

The one-third time may be
school year (or semcster) in any w
teachers see fit. Three of thc many
are:

1. One time block, accountii
total class time, taken at a
year

2. Two- or three-week "units"
for one-third of total class ti
points dtiring the year

3. Propitious occasions, accot.
of total class time, taken
during the year.

31
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Distribution
of time

The amount of teacher leadership required in the plan-
ning and use of the one-third 'time will vary according
to the ability, experience, and maturity of the class. The
teacher's influence should be exerted in a manner and
to a degree consistent with this objective.

r

OPP-

The one-third time may be distributed over the
school year (or semester) in any way that students and
teachers see fit. Three of the many possible alternatives
are:

1. One time block, accounting for one-third of
total class time, taken at any point during the
year

2. Two- or three-week "units" of time, accounting
for one-third of total class time, taken at various
points during the year

3. Propitious occasions, accounting for one-third
of total class time, taken at opportune times
during the year.
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Futurity

C. Criteria for Selecting Leirning Opportunities
In selecting the processes and content for day-to-

day experiences in . thc social studies curriculum
whether for the two-thirds time broadly stmeured by
the Department of Education or for the one-third time
devoted tO problems of current interestteachers and
students should attend to the follOwing criteria:

1. Does the experience have futurity? That is, can
it contribute to thc attainment of affective and

cognitive objectives?

a) Does it involve a' pertinent value issue?

b) Can it contribute to the development of
social and/or inquiry skills? )

e) Does it provide for growth in students' un-
derstanding of concepts?

d) Does the experience fit as part of a sequence
which will lead to a reasoned pride in
Canada tempered with a worl0 view and ah
understanding of sign i flea n t social problems?

Releviince

Materials

Overlap

2.

3.

4.

18,

Is thc everience relevant to the needs and in-c
terests or students?

Arc data and materials available and/Or can
students gain experience through gathering pri-
mary data?

Does the experience avoid thc disadvantageous
overlap and rcpetition of experiences in earlier
or later grades?
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Chapter II

ELABORATION OF PROGRAM COMPONENTS

THE CURRICULUM-INSTRUCTION PROCESS

Alberta's new School Act' stipulates that courscs of study will bc
preFcribed by thc Department of Education.

However, the nature of this prescription will tcnd to be broad and
will consist of statements of objectives as well as statements of mini-
mum content expressed in tcrms of concepts, proccsscs, experiences
or skills. While such courses will form the basis for instruction, it is
expected that within thc framework of the prescribed courses, many
decisions will be made at thc district, school and classroom level ih
order to meet thc needs of particular groups of students as well as
the needs of individual students.2

The Department of Education's broad prescription for the social
studies is outlined in Chapter I of this handbook. Chapter I might be
called Alberta's "master-curriculum"3 for social studies in Grades I-X11.

It forms the basis for instruction but allows for many decisions at thc
_

district, school and classroom level.

The task of translating the nu-is.t-e; curriculuni into effective learning
opportunities 11 the responsibility of educators at the local level. In
order to help teachers in their curriculum planning, Chapter II clabo.-

rates the values, skills and knowledge components of the master curri-
culutn.

'Government of thc Province of Alberta: An Act Respecting Public and Separate
Schools: Edmonton, Queen's Printer, 1970. See Section 12(2) and 12(I)(d).

'Department of Education, "Curriculum Bulletin" December, 1970.

'Johnson. Op. Cit.

491"1

21

VALUES AND VALUING AS CURRICULAR

Values are the 'feelings 'and ideas, for the most
which individuals and socictics hold in regard to what
important. Values predispose people to act in certa
major determinants of human behavior. As such, tin
definite and explicit part of social studies content.

Th periods of deep anxiety and rapid social change
come to the surface and become morc intcnsc. E

default or intent become embroiled in the curren
to reconcile old and emerging values. Thc school
sibility for coming to terms with a questionit
searching for answers to thc deepest questions a
cratic society can pose.'

As schools "become embroiled in the current tu
reconcile old and emerging values", teachers find th,
multi-horned dilemma. Arc they to transmit the val
do they allow students to discover thcir own values?
themselves as transmitters of values, which values
whcn socicty is so pluralistic that many competing
If students arc allowed to discover their own values.
be functional for and tolerated by thc society served

'Logan, Lillian and Gerald Rimmington, Social Studies: A
Toronto: McGraw-Hill of Canada Limited, 1970, pp. 29-30.
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Chapter II

ELABORATION OF PROGRAM COMPONENTS

1LUM-INSTRUCTION PROCESS

,Act' stipulatcs that courses of study will be
tent of Education.

I. this prescription will tcnd to be broad and
its of objectivcs as wc11 as statcmcnts of mini-
! in terms of conccpts, proccsscs, cxpericnces
ourses will form the basis for instruction, it is

le framework of thc prescribed courscs, many
at the district, school and classroom level in

is of particular groups of studcnts as well as
1 students.2

ducation':: broad prcscription for the social
ptcr I of this handbook. Chapter I might be
irriculum"3 for social studics in Grades I-X11.
ruction but allows for many dccisions at thc
.1111 level.

the master curriculum into effective learning
msibility of educators at the local level. In
their curriculum planning, Chapter II elabo-
1 knowledge components of the master curri-

of Alberta: An Act Respecting Public and Separate
Ainter, 1970. See Section 12(2) and 12(1)(d).

urriculum Bulletin", December, 1970.

,
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VALUES AND VALUING AS CURRICULAR CONTENT

Values are thc feclings and ideas, for the most part unconscious,
which individuals and societies hold in rcgard to what is right, good and
important. Valucs predispose people to aet in ccrtain ways and arc
major determinants of human bchavior. As such, they should form a
definite and cxplicit part of social studics content.

In periods of dccp anxiety and rapid social change value oricntations
come to the surface and become morc intcnsc. Education must by

default or intcnt become cmbroilcd in the currcnt turbulcnt efforts
to re6oncile old and emerging values. The school must take respon-
sibility for coming to tcrms with a questioning youth who is
searching for answers to the dccpcst questions a changing dcmo-
cratic socicty can Pose.4

As schools "become embroiled in thc currcnt turbulent cfforts to
reconcile old and emerging valucs", tcachcrs find themselves riding a
multi-horned dilemma. Are thcy to transmit the valucs of socicty or
do they allow students to discovcr thcir own valucs? If tcachcrs rcgard
themselves as transmittcrs of values, which valucs do thcy transmit
when society is so pluralistic that many competing valucs are extant?
If students arc allowed to discovcr their own values, will these values
be functional for and tolerated by the socicty served by the school?

'Logan, Lillian and Gerald Rimmington, Social Studies: A Creative Direction,
Toronto: McGraw-Hill of Canada Limited, 1970, pp. 29-30.
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The teachers' dilemma is furthcr cornplic
to how values arc internalized by an individua
values? It is commonly believed that values.
However:

The widespread notion that values cannot
as archaic. Pretechnical and preliterate st
process with a high degree of predictabili
or through deliberate shaping of the ma
many generations. Authoritarian societies,
of massive frustration, have shaken us wit
fanatical commitments to an explicit, simr
of totalitarian ends and modes of bchav
and which are turned against othcrs wi
morsc.5

Assuming that we can tcach values, we
don, "Should we teach values?" Should si
values primarily designed to serve society? (
tcntialist dictum that:

In this perennial problem of human existei
is thc highest value. Thc only values a
indivklual arc those which hc has freely

In attempting to resolve these dilemmas,
by the statement of Aims and Objectives for
Alberta. The statement establishes the po
school in the province may adopt a philosoph
to the needs and intcrcsts of the community
latcd, however, that students must also be exp
positions. This policy arises from a basic i

individual, particularly his right to responsi
decision-making.

'Smith, Robert R. "Personal and Social Values", 1
ington, A.S.C.D., May, 1964.

"Walker, 13. D. "Values and the Social Studies"
Strulks, Odynak, S. N. (cd), Alberta Departm
1967, p. 149.
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The teachers' dilemma is further complicated by questions relating
to how valms are internalized by an individual. Can wc, in fact, "teach"
values? It is commonly believed that values are "caught, not taught".
However:

The widespread notion that values cannot be taqght must be labeled
as archaic. Pretechnical and preliterate societies have mastered the
process with a high degree of predictability througli intuitive means
or through deliberate shaping of the maturation process spanning
many generations. Authoritarian societies, which risc during periods
of massive frustration, have shaken us with their success in building
fanatical commitments to an explicit, simplified ideological catchism
of totalitarian ends and modes of behavior which become dogma,
and which arc turned against othcrs without equivocation or re-
morse!.

Assuming that we can teach values, we arc All left with thc ques-
tion, "Should we teach values?" Should schools strive to inculcate
values primarily designed to serve society? Or do wc follow the exist-
tentialist dictum that:

In this perennial problem of human existence, authentic individuality
is the highest value. Thc only values acceptable to an authcntic
individual are those which he has freely chosen."

In attempting to resolve these dilemmas, teachers should be guided
by thc statement of Aims and Objectives for the Elementary Schools of
Alberta. The statement establishes the policy that each elementary
school in thc province may adopt a philosophy of education appropriate
to thc needs and interests of the community which it serves; it is stipu-
lated, however, that students must also be exposed to other philosophical
positions. This policy arises from a basic belief in the rights of the
individual, particularly his right to responsible participation in social
decision-making.

`Smith, Robert R. "Personal and Social Values", Educational Leadership, Wash-
ington, A.S.C.D., May, 1964.

"Walker, B. D. "Values and the Social Studies". A Rationale for the Social
Studies, Odynak, S. N. (cd), Alberta Department of Education, Edmonton,
1967, p. 149.
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Further guidance may come from current educational thcory and
practice. Discovery learning is the order of the day. Schools arc com-
mitted to the methodological values of objectivity, skepticism, and
respect for evidence. We cannot "teach children to engage in inquiry
and discovery and have them refrain from pushing their questioning to
the point of asking what ought to be".7

Consistent with the above guidelines, the new social studies is
concerned primarily with developing students' ability to process values.
Each student is subject to bombardment by many, often conflicting,
values from the home, the church, the pccr group, the mass mcdia. Hc
must process these many values, accepting some, rejecting others and
modifying still others. His unique behavior will represent a synthcsis of
the many values which he has had to process. Each person's behavior
should attcst to values that are clear, consistent and defensible in erms
of the life goals of the individual as a member of society.

'Price, Roy "Goals for the Social Studies" in Social Studies Curriculum Develop-
ment: Problems and Prospects, 39th Yearbook of the N.C.S.S., 1969, p. 51.
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The many value positions with which each child
resent various forms of what societies generally agrt
basic moral values.8 The social studies curriculum
forum in which students can determine for themsel
interpret and apply these basic values. Though n
should also be considered, the following are deemed
of attention in the social studies. The six values lis
mutually exclusive. Thcy are all inter-related. For o
of man may well represent a composite of all thc otl

Each student should determine how he will intert
i. The Dignity of Man. Human behavior is inilu

which is placed upon the dignity of man. D
need-fulfillment. Maslow puts forward the
can be placed in a hicrarchy which includes r
safety needs, love needs, cstccm needs, and
actualization. Human dignity will have beei
cach individual has actualized his potential.
dignity of man, students may usc terms suc
individual, human pride, importance, distincti
respectability, status, self-esteem, honor, etc.

ii. Freedom. Human behavior is influenced
upon various forms of freedom. We may s
hunger, disease, opprcssion, etc. We also se
our lives in satisfying ways. In talking abou:
may use terms such as liberty, independen
right, privilege, autonomy, self-determination.
sibility, etc.

iii. Equality. Human behavior is influenced
upon equality. Variations in social and ph
produce inequalities among individuals and
people are prepared to grant equality to othei
equality, students may use terms such as par
larity, synonymous, ctc.

iv. Justicc. Human behavior is influenced by the
justice. Judicious behavior is usually based
sideration for others. Justice is sometime,
legislation and court decisions. In talking abi
may use terms such as fair play, security.
impartiality, equality, reasonableness, legiti
etc.

*Walker, Op. Cit.
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The many value positions with which each child is bombarded rep-
resent various forms of what societies generally agree to bc a core of
basic moral values.8 The social studies curriculum should provide a
forum in which students can determine for themselves how they will
interpret and apply these basic values. Though many othcr values
should also be considered, the following arc deemed particularly worthy
of attcntion in the social studies. The six values listed below arc not
mutually exclusive. They are all inter-related. For example, the dignity
of man may well represent a composite of all the others.

Each student should determine how be will interpret and apply:
I. The Dignity of Man. Human behavior is influenced by thc value

which is placed upon thc dignity of man. Dignity is related to
need-fulfillment. Maslow puts forward the theory that needs
can bc placed in a hierarchy which includes physiological needs,
safety needs, love needs, esteem needs, and thc nccd for self-
actualization. Human dignity will have bccn maximized whcn
each individual has actualized his potential. In talking about the
dignity of man, students may use tcrms such as worth of thc
individual, human pride, importance, distinctiveness, supremacy,
respectability, status, self-esteem, honor, ctc.

ii. Freedom. Human behavior is influenced by the value placed
upon various forms of freedom. We may seek freedom from
hunger, disease, oppression, etc. We also seek freedom to live
our lives in satisfying ways. In talking about freedom, students
may use tcrms such as liberty, independence, scope, margin,
right, privilege, autonomy, self-determination, immunity, respon-
sibility, etc.

iii. Equality. Human behavior is influenced by the value placed
upon equality. Variations in social and physical environment
produce inequalities among individuals and societies. Not all
people are prepared to grant equality to others. In talking about
equality, students may usc terms such as parity, evenness, simi-
larity, synonymous, ctc.

iv. Justice. Human behavior is influenced by thc value placed upon-- -

justicc. Judicious behavior is usually based on reasoned con-
sideration for othcrs. Justice is sometimes codified through
legislation and court decisions. In talking about justice, students
may use terms such as fair play, security, what ought to be,
impartiality, equality, reasonableness, legitimacy, rightfulness,
etc.
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v. Empathy. Human behavior is influenced by the empathy people
hold for each other. Empathy is "The abi.ity to put yourself in
somebody else's shoes". Empathy arises from understanding and
increases as a result of improved communication. In talking
about empathy, students may use terms such as sharing feelings,
projecting oneself, imagining, pretending, appreciating, etc.

vi. Loyalty. Human behavior is influenced by the loyalties people
hold. Loyalties may be directed toward persons, things and
ideas. Multiple loyalties are possible. Loyalty conflicts must be
resolved by assigning priorities among the loyalties. In talking
about loyaty, students may use terms such as homage, allegiance,
faithfulness, devotion, fidelity, obedience, trustworthiness, etc.

11.
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SKILLS AND PROCESSES AS CURB

Skills arc developed abilities or aptitudes._
of social studies skills so comklex as to defy
However, most social studies skills can be
major skills which define the valuing proc
acting.

i. Choosing. Choices should be made I
tives after careful consideration of
alternative. This suggests that studef
skills of:

locating, gathering, organizing, in
summarizing information from
including print and non-print med.
observations

identifying a problerh and sugges
action

formulating and testing hypothes
quences of each alternative

ii. Prizing. Prizing includes being happy
ness to affirm the choice, in publk
that students must develop the sub

understanding their own value syst

using logic, rhetoric and semann
support of the choices made

iii. Acting. Acting involves doing sornet
edly in some pattern of life. This
develop the sub-skills of:

planning strategies and tactics su

utilizing available resources

carrying actions to a satisfying ci

It should bc recognized that choosing, pr
all of the affective, cognitive, problem-sok
in Chapter I of this handbook. At the elem
be expected that skills would be only partizl
for levels of skill development should be est.
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SKILLS AND PROCESSES AS CURRICULAR CONTENT

Skills arc developed abilities or aptitudes. There is h staggering array
of social studies skills so complex as to defy satisfactory categorization.
However, most social studies skills can bc subsumed under thc three
major skills which define the valuing process-choosing, prizing and
acting.

i. Choosing. Choices should bc made freely from among alterna-
tives after careful consideration of thc consequences of each
alternative. This suggests that students must develop thc sub-
skills of:

locating, gathering, organizing, interpreting, evaluating and
summarizing information from a wide variety of sources,
including print and non-print media, interviews, surveys, and
observa t iOns

identifying a problem and suggesting alternative courses of
action

formulating and testing hypotheses as to the likely conse-
quences of each alternative

ii. Prizing. Prizing includes being happy with the choice and willing-

ness to affirm the choice, in public if necessary. This suggests
that students must develop the sub-skills of:

understanding their own value system

using logic, rhetoric and semantics to speak and writc in
support of the choices made

iii. Acting. Acting involves doing something with a choice, repeat-
edly in some pattern of life. This suggests that students must

clevelop thc sub-skills of:

planning strategies and tactics suited to the intended action

utilizing available resources

carrying actions to a satisfying conclusion

It should be recognized that choosing, priiing, and acting encompass
all of the affective, cognitive, problem-solving and social skills listed
in Chapter I of this handbook. At the elementary grade level, it might
be expected that would be only partially developed. Expectations
for levels of skill development should be established by each teacher.
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CONCEPTS AND GENERALIZATIONS

AS CURRICULAR CONTENT

Knowledge is useful only to the extent that it finds expression in
human behavior. The kinds of knowledge which are likely to have the
greatest influence on human behavior are the "big ideas" which we call
concepts and generalizations. A concept is an abstractionan idea
generalized from particular cases. A generalization is a statement which
expresses relationship between two or morc concepts. Concepts and
generalizations have the power to symbolize vast amounts of infor-
mation. They differ .from facts in that they are transferable from one
setting to another. They arc also more easily remembered and are less
subject to obsolescence.

The "big ideas" to be developed in Alberta's social studies curri-
culum arc expressed as concepts. These concepts must be developed by
tying together facts and specifics. Concepts can then be embodied in
even more abstract generalizations. In selecting social studies content,
teachers should plan deductively from generalization to concept to
specifics. Students should learn inductively; beginning with specific
data, conceptualizing this data and then generalizing about the concepts.

The Place of Concepts in Soda! Studiei"

Specifics

Teaching and Learning

Generalization

Concept

Specifics

I.
Sped fics

Concept

Specifics

Specifics

25

Concepts .used in the social studies are draw,
phy and the social scienceS. Some social studil
disciplinary in that concepts from the vailous si
distinct and separate. .The Alberta curriculm.
Concepts from the social disciplines are' integrat
be indistinguishable as separate entities. It is

behavior should not be compartmentalized for sti
to be developed in the Alberta social studies
ACTION. The interaction concept is basic to
It is the proceSs through which man relates to
environment.

The interaction process takes place in an EN
by time, space, system and culture: Interactic
RELATIONSHIPS which are influenced by go
and power. Interaction results in INTERDEPI
take' the form of cooperation, conflict, stability

All of the above concepts should receive
grade level in the elementary social studies prl
though, that teachers select two or three conceg
each unit of study. (See spiral of concepts, pagi

The following generalizations embody the 1
above. Generalizations are high-level abstraction
in what is essentially adult terminology. In plan
teachers should translate these generalization,
appropriate to the level of his or her students.

a. :Environment

Man constantly seeks "to satisfy his social an
doing, he attempts to adapt,sbape, utilize, and

, physical environment.

i. Space. The nature of man's organizatio,
area (spatial organization) results from
tudes, needs and demands; the kinds of rt.
and the stage of his technology.

ii. The. Man lives within a measured sj
ciency k determined by the successful
his needs and demands, and, in some cz
meeting their needs and demands.

iii. Culture. Culture is a product of man'
comprehend and communicate by mean:
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Concepts uscd in the social studics arc drawn from history, geogra-
phy and the social scicnccs. Some social studies curricula arc multi-
disciplinary in that concepts from the various social disciplines remain
distinct and separate. The Alberta curriculum is inter-disciplinary.
Concepts from the social disciplines are integrated in such a way as to
be indistinguishable as separate entities. It is our belief that man's
behavior should not be compartmentalized for study. The major concept
to be developed in thc Alberta social studies curriculum is INTER-
ACTION. The interaction conccpt is basic to- Most social disciplines.
It is the process through which man relates to his social and physical
environment.

The intcraction process takes place in an ENVIRONMENT defined
by time, space, system and culture. Interaction produces CAUSAL
RELATIONSHIPS which arc influenced by goals, norms, technology
and power. Interaction results in INTERDEPENDENCE which may
take the form of cooperation, conflict, stability or change.

All of the above concepts should receive some attention at cach
grade level in thc elementary social studics program. It is suggested,
though, that teachers select two or thrcc conccpts to be emphasized in
each unit of study. (Sce spiral of concepts, page 14.)

The following generalizations embody the basic concepts outlined
above. Generalizations arc high-level abstractions. Thcy arc stated here
in what is essentially adult terminology. In planning units and lessons,
teachers should translate these generalizations into language more
appropriate to the level of his or her students.

a. Environment

Man constantly seeks to satisfy his social and physical needs. In so
doing, he attempts to adapt, shape, utilike, and exploit his social and
physical environment.

i. Space. The nature of man's organization of activities within an
arca (spatial organization) results from his social-political atti-
tudes, needs and demands; the kinds of resources at his disposal;
and thc stage of his technology.

ii. Time. Man lives within a measured space of timc. His effi-
ciency is dctcrmincd by the successful usc of timc in meeting
his needs and demands, and, in sonic cases, assisting othcrs in
meeting their needs and demands.

iii. Culture. Culture is a product of man's exClusive capacity tq,
comprehend and communicate by means of symbols, gestures,

.16
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and experiences. Culture is socially learned and consists of the
knowledge, beliefs, and values which humans have evolved to
establish rules of group life and methods of adjusting to and
exploiting the environment. Each culture serves to sustain the
individuals who live within that culture.

iv. Systcm. Societies require systems of social control to survive.
These controls arc based upon uncodificd or codified rules of
behavior (mores, values and laws). Infraction of mores, values
and laws brings ostracism, or pressure to conform to thc controls.

b. Causality
All mcn arc biased by the values established in their cultures, by

their position in time and space, and by their individual tastes and
prejudices. The bbses cause diversity in goals and in the means chosen
for attaining these goals. That events arc caused is basic to grasping the
course and meaning of social action.

i. Goals. Values held by individuals, social groups and nations
arc reflected in the goals which thcy choose. Cultural differences
dctcrminc priorities among these goals.

ii. Norms. Each of the social groups to which an individual
belongs helps shape his behavior. Members have different ways
of acting, perceiving, thinking and feeling. Groups exert pres-
sures on thcir members so that thcy will accept and follow group

"....
ILL_Ith111111MINIL'
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_
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ways and mores. The behavior of any indivit
ways the norms of the group.

iii. Technology. Man uses technology to sup
physical needs. The complexity of his tcc:
the culture. Acceptable levels of supply al
determined by culture. Differences in tec !

within and among cultures lead to prohl.
employment, and of meeting new needs.

iv. Power. Power is a relationship by which
or nation can take action which affects the t
others. The number of options for action
exercise those options, are the determiners
finite, thus there is conflict among those wh

c. Interdependence
Thc social and physical environment influences I

Man in turn modifies this environment. As he bean
efficient, man is more able to modify his cnvironm
of people and their institutions in timc and space.
cesses that bring about their establishing of patter
ecology. This is the study of interdemndence hi
environment. It involves for example, clothing, shc
c.c.s, food. institutions, folkways and mores.

i. Cooperation. A major problem in the r
discover ways in which indixiduals, social
with similar or divergent cultures can coop,
of mankind and yct maintain as much resp:
cultural patterns as possible.

ii. Conflict. Conflict is a process-situation in
human beings or societies seek actively to
interests, even to the extent of injuring or d,
Individual conflict may exist within an ind
in which needs arc in competition for satiq'

iii. Stability. Man has established traditional
which tcnd to remain relatively stable. Mul
engage in activities which are familiar t,
sometimes threatens the stability of life situ

iv. Change. Change has been a universal c
socicty. Pace of change varies with culture a
traditional nccds and exposure to other cul:
change has increased markedly in team'
the recent past.
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ways and mores. Thc behavior of any individual reflects in many
ways the norms of the group.

iii. Technology. Man wes technology to supply his social and
physical needs. The complexity of his technology varies with
the culture. Acceptable levels of supply and demand are also
determined by culture. Differences in technological advances
within and among cultures lead to problems of distribution.
employment, and of meeting new needs.

iv. Power. Power is a relationship by which an individual, group
or nation car. take action which affects the behavior of self and

others. The number of options for action and the means to
exercise those options, arc the determiners of power. Power is
finite, thus there is conflict among those who covet power.

c. Interdependence
Thc social and physical environment influences man's ways of living.

Man in turn modifies this environment. As he becomes more technically
efficient, man is more able to modify his environment. Thc distribution
of people and their institutions in timc and space, as well as the pro-
cesses that bring about their establishing of patterns, is called human
ecology. This is the study of interdependence between man and his
environment. It involves for example, clothing, shelter, natural resour-
ces, food. institutions, folkways and morcs.

E Cooperation. A major problem in the modern world is to
discover ways in which individuals, social groups and nations
with similar or divergent cultures on cooperate for the welfare
of mankind and yet maintain as much respect for onc anothees
cultural patterns as possible.

Conilict. Conflict is a process-situation in which two or morc
human beings or societies seek actively to thwart each other's
interests, even to the extent of injuring or destroyine each other.
Individual conflict may cxist within an individual's personality
in which needs arc in competition for satisfaction.

iii. Stability. Man has established traditional patterns of living
which tend to remain relatively stable. Most people prefer to
engage in activities which arc familiar to thcm. Technology
somctimcs threatens the stability of life situations.

iv. Change. Change has been a universal condition of human
society. Pacc of change varies with culture and is determined by
traditional needs and exposure to other cultures. Thc tempo of
change has increased markedly in technological societies in
the recent past.
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Chapter III

PLANNING INSTRUCTIONAL UNITS WITHIN THE ELEMENTARY SOCIAL STUDIES II

Chapter I of this handbook prescribed the master-curriculum for
social studies in the province-of Alberta. Chapter II elaborated upon
the major components of the program. The current chapter suggests
one means of implementing thc program thc preparation of well-
constructed unit outlines.

In each unit, an appropriate number of itcms should bc selected
from thc master-curriculum and organized for instructional purposes.
Units must he planned in ways that allow the different needs and
intcrests of students to be served. Within the same unit plan, students
may work as a whole class, in small croups or on individual projects.

Alberta teachers have been preparing their own unit outlines for
many years. often with the help of externally-prepared resource un;is.
A set of suggested procedures for developing unit outlines is offered at
this time because of certain characteristics of thc new Alberta Social
Studies Program. These characteristics have important implications for
unit planning:

1. Planning must include an emphasis upon VALUES and the
VALUING PROCESS

2. Activities within the unit should be planned as a meat,s of
developing thinking and problem-solving SKILLS

3. The content of the unit must be selected for its utility in building
toward the unders.landing of CONCEPTS and GENERALIZA-
TIONS

4. The greater FLEXIBILITY of the new social studies curricu-
lum allows for planning to take into account the NEEDS and
INTERESTS OF CHILDREN

For further explanation of numbers 1, 2 and 3 above, see the
preceding chapter of this handbook.

The master-curriculum for social studies in Grades I-XII is pur-
posely flexible. Units of study may IN' organized around problems,
themes, or topics which students wish to investigate. For approximately
two-thirds of class time, the problems, themes and topics of study should
be ones nhich lit into the very broad scope and sequence outlines on
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pages 16 and 17 of this handbook. During th
of class time students may confront the problen
any time and any place. All units should meet
page 18 of this handbook.

Thc planning of all social studies units shouk
discussions which arc guidcd by probing quest;
Purposes of this pupil-teacher discussion should

I. Problems, themes, or topics which studcn

2. Attitudes, feelings, beliefs, and values wl:t

3. Skills whickneed strengthening

4. Areas of knowledge in which conceptual u

Most teachers already use suitable formats
unit plans. However, some may prefer to use the 1
allows for effective integration of objectives and

FORMAT OF ME UNIT P1

1. Unit Title

2. Overview

3. Objectives

(a) Value objectives
(b) Skill objectives
(c) Knowledge objectives

4. Learning Opportunities
(a) Opener
(b) Development
(c) Evaluating unit outcomes

Each element of thc unit format is describe
written in bold type arc intended to guide teacher
own unit outlines. All criteria, have been extract
check list which appears on paces 38 and 39.
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Chapter III

INSTRUCTIONAL UNITS WITHIN TIIE ELEMENTARY SOCIAL STUDIES PROGRAM
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the help of otternally-prepared resource units.
..dures for developing unit outlincs is offcrcd at
:lain characteristics of thc ncw Alberta Social
characteristics have important implications for

ncludc an emphasis upon VALUES and thc
CESS

thc unit should be planncd as a mcans of
mg and problem-solving SKILLS

7C unit must bc scicctcd for its utility in building
rstanding of CONCEPTS and GENERALIZA-

-AIBILITY of thc ncw social studics curricu-
lanning to take into account thc NEEDS and
1: CHILDREN

Ation of numbers 1, 2 and 3 abovc, scc thc
is handbook.

um for social studies in Grades I-XII is put-
f study may be organizcd around problems,
students wish to invcstigatc. For approximately
the problems, themes and topics of study should
the very broad scope And sequence outlines on

29

pages 16 and 17 of this handbook. During the remaining one-third
of class time students may confront the problems of any people from
any time and any place. All units should meet thc critcria sct out on
page 18 of this handbook.

The planning of all social studics units should be preceded by class
discussions which arc guidcd by probing qucstions from thc tcachcr.
Purposcs of this pupil-tcachcr discussion should bc to identify:

1,. Problems, thcmcs, or topics which students wish to invcstigatc

2. Attitudcs, feelings, beliefs, and valucs which nccd clarifying

3. Skills which nccd strcngthcning

4. Areas of knowlcdgc in which conccptual understanding is lacking

Most tcachcrs alrcady usc suitable formats in thc preparation of
unit plans. However, sonic may prefer to use the following format which
allows for effective integration of objectives and learning opportunitics.

FORMAT OF THE UNIT PLAN

I. Unit Title

2. Overview

3. Objectives

(a) Valuc objcctivcs
(b) Skill objectives
(c) knowledge objectives

4. Learning Opportunities
(a) Opcncr
(b) Development
(c) Evaluating unit outcomcs

Each clement of thc unit format is described below. Thc critcria
written in bold type arc intcndcd to guidc teachers as thcy prepare thcir
own unit outlines. All critcria have bccn extracted and compilcd as a
check list which appears on pagcs 38 and 39.
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TITLEVALUE IESUES AS TUE I:0

Criterion I: Does the title direct attention to"
expressed in terms %%filch require
judgements?

Consistent with the master-curriculum's cl
process, it is strongly suggested that ckmentar,
organized around value issues. Value issues .1

question form an.; require students to mak(
example, "Should family income be spent on
hest form of transportation in urban areas?" .

A clearly stated value issue provides focu
study. The value issue directs attention to th,
learning; it suggests thc need to develop inqu
need to learn facts, concepts and gencralizatioi
understanding of the value issue. Using a val
has the advantage of extending the unit bcyo
For example, in Grade VI, the title "Should
Dominant in Aztec Lifc?- provides a morc u
"Aztecs". Similarly, the title, "How Should Pe
Supermarket?" requires students to be morc
title, "The Supermarket".

OVERVIEW

Criterion II: Does the osersiew explain the te
and the relationship of this unit t

Intended to clarify and expand the title t
include a statement of the teacher's objecti
objectives should show how the unit will relate
the overview may identify the particular value,
will receive the greatest emphasis; history, g
social science may bc designated as providing
roleplaying, simulation, inquiry, or other techn
the temporal and geographic "boundaries" ot
thc way in which thc unit relates:to previous
be specified.
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T1TLEVALUE ISSUES AS TIIE FOCUS OF STUDY

Criterion 1: Doec the title direCt attention to a pertinent value issue,
expressed in terms which require students to make lalue
judgements?

Consistent with the master-curriculum's emphasis on the valuing

process, it is strongly suggested that elementary social studies units be
organized around value issues. Value issues arc usually expressed in

question form and require students to make value judgements. For
example, "Should family income bc spent on recreation?" "What is the
best form of transportation in urban areas?"

A clearly stated value issue provides focus for thc whole unit of
study. The value issue directs attcntion to the affective component of
learning; it suggests the nccd to develop inquiry skills; it indicates the
need to learn facts, concepts and generalizations which are basic to an
understanding of the value issue. Using a value issue as the unit title
has the advantage of extending the unit beyond thc traditional focus.
For example, in Grade VI, the title "Should Religion Have &en So
Dominant in Aztcc Life?" provides a morc useful focus than the title.
"Aztecs". Similarly, the title, "How Should People Trcat People in the
SupermarketT requires students to be morc evaluative than does thc
titic, "The Supermarket".

OVERVIEW

Criterion II: Does the overview explain the teacher's general objectixes
and the relationship of this unit to the master-curriculum?

Intended to clarify and expand the title the overview should also
include a statement of the teacher's objectives for the unit. These
objectives should show how the unit will relate to the master-curriculum:
thc overview may identify the particular values, skills or concepts which
will receive the greatest cmphasis; history, geography or a particular
social science may be designated as providing perspective for thc unit;
role-playing, simulation, inquiry, or other techniques m'ay be mentioned;
the temporal and geographic "boundaries" of thc unit may be stated;
the way in which thc unit relates to previous and succeeding units may
be specified.

Oc..)
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WRITING UNIT OBJECTIVES

Criterion III: Are the multiple objectises of the unit consistent nith
both the master-curriculum and the' needs, interests and
abilities of particular students as-members of society?

A. Are the objectis es stated in terms nhich clearly identify the
expected behasior of students and the content of learning?

13. Are %Ale objectises stated in such a nay that students are re-
quired to explore and clarify indisidual and social values?

C. Do skill objectives define particular skills and identify behaviors
ishich might give es idence that students have developed these
skills?

D. Do knonlcdge objectives identify the concepts and generaliz-
ations that are to be developed?

The major challenge in developinQ curriculum at the classroom level
is to effect a marriage of the child's current interests. needs and abilities
with the values, skills and concepts which be needs in meeting life situ-
ations now and in the future.

In writing unit objectives, primary attention should be devoted to
affective learning. Objectives should also include attention to skill
development and conceptual knowledge. Finally, objectives should be
stated in such a way as to indicate both the ACTIVITY and the CON-
TENT of learning experiences.

These points are illustrated by thc following examples of unit -c4c

objectives:

Value Objectives
e.g. Students should clarify (activity) their feelings tonard native

peoples (content)

Skill Objectives
e.g. Students should postulate and verify (activities) causal hypothe-

ses (content)

Knooledge Objectives
e.g. Students should analyze (activity) the causes of discrimination

(content)

31
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LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES

Criterion IV: Do learning opportunities provide practice with be-
havior and content identified in the statement of objec-

tives?

A. Are there specific opportunities for valuing?

B. Are there specific opportunities for skill development?

C. Are there specific opportunities for gaining and using conceptual
knowledge from the social studies and other subjects?

D. Are learning opportunities such that students are motivated by

a clear sense of purpose?

E. Are data and materials that are appropriate for student use

and/or developnwnt available?

F. Do the learning opportunities Wild _on what has gone before

and prepare for what is to come?

G. Arc there opportunities for individual and/or group iction on
the problemv studied?

H. Is evaluation of student behavior done in terms of objectives

and as a continuous process?

Learning opportunities arc situations in which students can practice

various bel,laviors for the purpose of achieving educalional goals.

Specific learning opportunities may relate to one or many of the multiple

objectives of cach unit.

The sample units which appear later ip this handbook suggest a

wealth of learning opportunities which ,Imve been used successfully

with Alberta students. The sathple units, or other units developed by
teachers, may be taught using an inquiry model.' Thc following outline

suggests some learning opportunities that could be incorporated into
an inquiry unit.

'A commendable model of inquiry. culminaling in action, has been developed
by Frank Simon. See Simon, op. cit.

32

Opener

Thc "opener" iS the part of the unit during w
students identify onc or more value iSSucs to
opcncr sets the stage. It motivates. It defines (but
will be done during the remainder of the unit.

The discrepant evCnt. Proponents of inquiry le
"discrepant event" makgs :a worthwhile opener. .

something which .revdals a discrepancy; it is hay.
rise to hypotheses. Examples of discrepant events
Ioop, unusual picture, item of realia, literary rcad

interests, perplexes or disconcerts the student. A
a unit entitled, "Should Mctis People Be Integrated
might introduce that unit by using as the discrepa
Louis Rids 'Regina trial. The picture study shot
intellectual analysis. Stuilents should have thc oppo
feelings, toward trial by jury, capital punishment, t

Identifying the problem. Following presentati
event, students and teachers focus on particula
problem. Through questioning and the uncovcrin
mation, students should ,klentify a particular 'asp:.

like to explain or act upon.

Hypothesizing. Flaving focused on particula
problem, students should postulate hypotheses whi
problem on wh icli they have focused. Some II
explain why something has already talsen place

Others predict what will happen in the futurc
Hypotheses should be 1Cased on all known evidel
emphasize selected evidence; should observe laws
avoid logical contradictions.

As students formulate hypotheses, they arc.
'themselves. They are laying their ideas On the lin

extent that this is true, Criterion IV-D will have I,
will be motivated Iv a clear sense of purpose.

The hypothesizing stage is fertile ground for
dents' .hypotheses arc, themselves, hid:cation
and values. Techniques hich bring attitudes and
should be used at this timc.

'See Raths ci al op. cit. and Shaftel, op. cit. and Chap
for strategies.to be used in value clarification.

G



Development

It. is in the development stage of the unit thnt most of the criteria
listed under number IV will be met. .

Testing the hypotheses. This is the stage at Nhich inquiry learning
moves toward the testing of hypotheses. Students should TEST their
hypotheses, NOT DEFEND them. Reliable data arc essential to the
testing of hypotheses. It is important that data represent all sides of

an issue. Biased data should be recognized as such.

NIP
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Students gather data from all available sources. ,

material is best. Field study, interviews with resourc
ments, newspaper accounts, Jackdaw folios, maPs, phot
ings, etc. leave room for students to carry out their (
data. (Students .can use most A.V...equipment on the
films. filmstrips, transparencies, tape recordings, etc.
sources of data for individual students and groups.)

After data has been gathered, it should be analyzed
establiSh criteria for the analysis of data. Their criteria /1
evidence fact or opinion? Is it consistent? What arc th
stated assumptions which underlie the evidence? Are'
supported by fact? From what frame of reference is th
sented?

. Students demonstrate and clarify their own values wi
hypotlieses. Their own biases and their attitudes towa
method become very evident. Likewise, they have the op
to -understand the values of others. Value clarification lc
be tised at this stage.

.Reaching tentative conclusions. After analyzing thei
should be in a position to reach tentative conclusions7 1
reject or modify their hypotheses.

Following research activity concerning sucial pro
should explore opportunities for individual and/or grou
problem.
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Students gather `dzL from all available sources. Primary source
material is best. Field study, interviews with i.esouree people, docu-

,ments, newspaper accounts, Jackdaw folios, maps5"photos; tape record-.

ings, etc. leave- room for students to carry, otit/:theirown -analysis of
data. (Students can use most A.V. equipment/on their own. Hence,
films, filmstrips, transparencies, tape recordings, etc. can be valuable
sources of data for individual students and groups.)

After data has been gathered, it should be analyzed. Students must
establish criteria for the analysis of data. Their criteria might ask: Is the
evidence fact or opinion? Is it consistent? What are the stated or un-
stated assumptions which underlie the evidence? Are generalizations
supported by fact? From ,what frame of reference is the evidence pre-
sented?

Students demonstrate and clarly their own values while testing-their
hypotheses. Their own biases and their attitude's toward the scientific
method become very evident. Likewise, they have the opportunity better
to understand the values of others. Value clarification techniques should

be used at this stage.

Reaching tentative concluskms. After analyzing their data, students
should be in a position to reach tentative conclusions. They may verify,
reject or modify their hypotheses.

Following research activity concerning social problems, students
should explore opportunities for individual and/or group action on the
problem.



Succecdint chapters of this handbooks suggest .a variety of techniques

for providing learning opportunities which maSt. Prove useful in the ne\v

sodal studies. Teachers may algo wish to consult standard professional
references for help in planning learning opportunities.

For activities and .contcnt to be uscd in meeting value objectives,.

please see:

Ratls ct al., Values and Teaching, Charles E. Merrill. 1966.

Shaftel and Shaftel, Role-Playing for Social Values, Prentice-Hall. 1967.

Teaching-learning strategies for developing inquiry skills are de-

scribed and illustrated in:

Carpenter, H. M., Skill Development in Social Studies, Washington,

D.C., N.C.S.S. 1963 Yearbook.

Fair and Shaftel, Effective Thinking in. the Social Studies, N.C.S.S.

1967.

Lippitt, ct al, The Teacher's Role in Social Science Investigation, S.R.A.

1969:

Moore and Owen, Teaching the Subjects in the Social Studies, Mac-

Millan. 1966.

Sanders, N. M., Classroom Questions: What Kinds? Harper and Row.

1966.

Simon, V., A Reconstructive Approach to Problem-Solving in the Social

Studies, University of Calgary. 1970.

Teaching for concept development can be made more effective

by reading:' .

Taba, H., Teacher's HaMlbook for Ekmemary Social Studies, Addison-

Wesley. 1967.

Morrissctt, I. (ed.), Concepts and Structure in the New Social Science
Cyrricula, Holt Rinehart. 1967.

All of the above references alle available from the School Book
Branch, 10410 . 121 Street,'Edmonton and are listed in the current
School Book Branch Catalog for Elementary Social Studies.
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EVALUATING UNIT OU1

Evaluating Students' Allaimnent of Val hes
Evaluation mukt be related direltly to prof:

ing with thc values-orientation of the ncw socr
is essential that teachers evaluate the attainm
Teachei-s shduld not pass judgements on student
,to bc looked for in evaluating.tlie attainment ol

1. Arc ,students CLEAR about their vain
they value?
Are students' values CONSISTENT? kA

with one -another and with thc studen
values manifested in consistent patterns

3. Arc students' values DEFENSIBLE? I
test Of logic and reason? Are students a
of their talues?

It is reconimended that percentage grades.a
be assigned according to the attainment of val
of a particular child should be discussed during
teacher-student interviews.

In attempting to evaluate, thc student's
system, teachers must be aware of how a %tali
should look for evidence that indicates the sta
in the development of his own value system.

David Krathwohl and his associates3 ha%
the stages one goes through in internalizing
simplest tcrms, this proccss starts when wc b
thing cxists; wc respond to that something, Ii
expect us to do so and later because we gain

our response; we then begin to place value at
sotne things arc valued more than others, wt:
by organizing a system of values; finally, pa
value systcm and our behavior is guided
philosophy of life.

Valuing, more than any other objective,
continuous evaluation. For the most part,
objectives will be evaluated through non-quan
cussions, role-playing, written work and in- al
provide the best indicators of the clarity, con

of students' values.

"Op. cit.
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EVAILUATING U'NIT OUTCOMES

Evaluating Students' Attainment of Values
Evaluation must be related directly 'to prog-am objectives. In keep-

ing with the value's-orientation Of .the .new social studies curriculum, it
is .essential that teachers evaluate the attainment bf value objectives.
Teachers should not pass judgements on students' values, per sc. Criteria

.to be looked for in evaluating the attainment of value objectives include:

1: Arc students CLEAR about their values? Do they know what

they value?
2. Are students' valueS CONSISTENT? Arc their values consistent

with- one another and With the. Students' ,life-goals? Arc these
values manifested in consistent patterns 'of behavior?

3. Are students' values DEFENSIBLE? Do their values sfand the
test of logic and reason? Arc students aware of the consequences

of. their values?

It is recommended that percentage gracies and report card marks not

be assigned according to the attainment of value 'objectives. The values

of a particular child should be discussed during parent-teacher or -parent-

teacher-student interviews. .

In attempting .10 evaluate the student's 'internalizing of a .value
System, teachers must be aware of how a value system develops. They

should look for evidence that indicates the.stage each child has reached
in the development of his own value .system.

.
'David Krathwohl and his assoCiates3 have attempted to describe

the stages one goes through 'in, internalizing a system of values. In

simplest terms), this process starts when we become aware that sonic-
thing exigts; we respond to that something, 'first of all because others

expect us to do so and later because we gain personal satisfaction from

our response; we then begin to place value upon, that something; sincc

some things are valued more than others, we have to assign priorities
by organizing a system of values; finally, patterns emerge %,ithin our

value system' and ()Ur behavior is guided by a relatively consistent
philosophy of life.

VaIuin more than any othcr objective, must be the subjcct of
continuouy eValuation. For the most., part, the attainment of valud
objectives will be eValuated through non-quantitative means. Class dis-

cussions, role-playing, written work and iw\and'out-of-school behavior
provide the best indicators of the clarity, consistency and defensibility

of students' values.

'Op. cit.
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Many of the value clarification techniques outlinedin Chapter IV
can be used, for evaluation purposes. Some of these techniques provide
quantifiable data concerning the values of individuals and groups.

Evaluating the Attainment of Skill and Knowledge Objectives

In evaluating the attainment .of skill and knowledge olijectives,
leachers .should test more than the recall or recognition of factual
knowlecloe. Reference shopd be made to the Taxononiy of Educatiottal.
Objectives: Cognitive Domain. ,Stimple questions representing higher

levels of the taxonomy appear below. These questions are organized in

a manner consistent with the problem-solving model in Chapter I of this
handbobk and not in the order originally established by Bloom.'

; The following descriptions and examples are far too brief to serve
as a complete guide. For more detailed suggestions on evaluating the
attainment of skill and knowledge objectives, teachers should rcfcr to:
Sanders, Classroom Questions: What Kinds?, Harper and Row. 1967.

Berg, H. D. (ed.), Evaluation in Social Studies, N.C.S.S. 1963.

Both sources arc available from the School Book Branch.

Translation is the iniiellectual process of 'changing ideas in a com-
Munication into parallel formsoral, written, pictorial, and graphic.
Examples of translation include .changing the form of knowledge com-

municated into (or RA) the forms of pictures, graplig, charts, maps,

models, soeio-dramas, poems, outlines, summaries, and detailed state-

ments. The term "paraphrase" suggests a .classic example of translation.

'.xamples:

I. Tell the meaning of the following sentence in your own words.,

2. Plan.and present a socio-drania of Christmas in Fort Edmonton.

3. Transfer factors determining the climate' of a region (learned

from a .verbal description) to an -oUtline map of that region.

4. What idea that we studied in this unit is close to the main point

the artist makes in this cartoon? .

Interpretation is the process of relating facts, generalizations, defini-

tions, values, and skills. Interpretation questions require the student to
discover relationships in information giyen him at a, commonsense level.

Examples:

I. Is the climate of the Okanagan Valley different from or the same

as that of the Annapolis Valley?

'Bloom. op. it.
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2. We have sec9 that_ community services arc paid for by taxes.
What might happen if thc town hires an extra policeman?

3. Reread yoUr text and notes to find evidence that there was lib

freedom in the,ancient world:
4. A pioneer is defined as "one of the first to settle in,a territory".

...Was Simon .FrasCr a pioneer?
5. Study the attached temperature and precipitation chart to deter-

mine which of thc locations has a continental climate. (Assume
.

climatic types have been studied.in class.)
6. Why ',foes the CNR keep an extia supply of locomotives1/4.in its

terminal at Jasper in 'the Rocky Mountains?

Analysis problems arc solved .)jr a conscious .cmployment of thc

parts and processes'of reasoning. Tr..;,.uction in the form of reasoning

required is a *prerequisite task. Mnny analysis questions present an
exaMple of reasoning and the studcnt is asled te analyze the typc of

reasoning used.

What method(s) of reasoning has thc author used in reaehing
his concluSions that education is the best solution .to the prob-

lems of the Eskimo?

2. Analyze the yeasoning. in this caitoon.
3.. Analyze the reasoning in this quotation

"In a totalitarian state even (he thoughts of the people are
controlled. The clUiraeters in .George Orwell's Animal Farm
were not allowed to think as they 'wished. We ian see, then,

that;Animal Farm has become a. totalitarian state." .

. 4. Select, from these old newspaPer articles those which have
historical iMportance_and those which' arc likely to be of little
interest to the historian. Give reasons for your selectiOn.

Evahmtion is akin to -analysis inthat it requites preparatory instruc-

tion in the proCcsses to be. employed.. Pupils must be taught to:

a) recognize thc diffeiences between facts, values and opinions.

b) establish appropriate standards or values (questions which list

the standards to be used.,CKC beyier classified as intetpretation)
c) determine how. closely 'the idea' or obit:a meets these standards

or values. Examples:
1. Whkh of the following Statements arc facts; which arc values;

which arc opinions?
2. Establish a check-list for evaluating die qualities of a good

neighbour.
3. Usc ThQ_attached check-list to evaluate the services provided in

.our community.

0
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4. You.have been given pictures and writt
people. These eleven people are the

crash and are trapPed in the desert.

and is able to early six of the surviv
possible that the five who are left hail
the camel train is able to get back for
should be taka to safety?

Synthesis thinking is original, creative thit

process of working with pieces, parts. element,
combining them in such a way as to constitutc .

clearly tficte before.!' (Bloom. p. 162). Synti

in a situation where; there iS a real problem
.-problem to which there is.no single correct an

I. tou atIO with Van HOrne as the CPR
Major Rogers. has just reiurned aftc

through the mountains. What question
2. Canadian farmers have produced nmrc

Devise a set of rules which the Canadia

in determining how 111 uch wheat each

43, .What could Mr. Dunbar do to aura,

supermarket?
4. Draw up a plan that our class could

inent for, our playground.
5. besign an experiment to determine wi

more about Canadian history'.
Application ,questions are designed to giv

transfer of learning. Some application que
action on probitims or projects in the co:

centered questions might requice children to s.

hunger:and collect money. food or clothing t
identified.- Problems relating to focal traffic
economic difficulties, etc., can be topics for

cation.
More often, application questions. give

effort. Having' studied one developing counti

td describe conditions in a second equally-i
actually being told to do so. the students Nv,

to the second country the concepts and gei

a study of the first.
Application questions relating to skill de

feature of many clememary classrooms. Rea

'nation. writing repOrts, etc.. are application
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'LthAommunity services are paid for by taxes.
pen If the town hires an extra policeman?
t and notes to find evidence that there . waS no

. ancient world.
'fined .as "one of the first to settle in a territory".
ases a pioneer?
ied temperature and precipitation chart to deter-
the locations has a continental climate. (Assume

have been studied in class.)
CNR keep an extra supply of locomotives in its
per in-the Rocky Mountains?

il<solved by a conscious employment of the
reasoning..Instruction in the form of reasoning

iisite task. Many analysis questions present an
and the student is asked to analyze the type of

s) of reasoning has the author: used ii reaching
s that education is the best. solution to..the prob-
kimo?

lc

ieasoning in this cartoon..
easoning in this quotation
irian..state even. the thoughts of the peo.ple are
he chmTers in George Orwell's A ninwl Farm
Ived to think as they wished. We can see, then,

j'arni Zaas become a totalitarian state."
these. old newspaper articles those which have

ortan6c and those which are likely to be:of little
historian. GivC reasons .for your selection.

to analysis in that it requires preparatory instrud-
,..

to be ciuployed. Pupils must be taughl to:
differences between facts, values and opinions:

ropriate standards or values (questions which list

to be used arc better classified as interpretation)
w closely thc idea or object- meets these standards

following statements are facts;.which arc values;
inions? .

check-list for evaluating the 'qualiticS of a good

hed cheek-list to evaluate the services provided in
ity.

0 '7

4. You have been given pictures and written descriptions of eleven,
people. These eleven people arc the survivors of an airplane
crash and aro trapped in the desert. A camel train finds them
and is able to carry six of thc sunivors tO safety. It is quite
possible that the live who are left behind will not be alive when
the camel train is able to get back for them. Which six people
should be taken to safety? !

Synthesis thinking is original, creative thinking. "This invorvcs the

process of working with pieces, parts, elements, etc., and arranging and
combining thcm in such a way as fo constitute a pattern or structure not
clearly there before." (Bloom, p. 162). Synthesis thinking occurs best
in a situation where there is a real problem to be solved likely a

problem to which there is:no single corrcct answer. Examples:

I. You are with Van Horne as.. the CPR approaches thc Rod:b.
Major Rogers has just returned after searching for a route

through the mountains. What questions would you ask him?

2. Canadian farmers have produced more wheat than they can sell.
Deyise a set'of rules.which the Canadian Wheat Board might use
in detcrmining how much wheat each farmer can send to market.
What cOuld Mr. Dunbar do to attract more customers to hiS

supermarket?
4.. Draw up a plan that our class could follow to get more equip-

ment for our playground.
5. Design an experiment to determine wliether girls or boys 'know

More about Canadian history.
Application questions are designed to giVc students practice in the

transfer of leaining. Some application questions lead. to study and

action. On problems or projects', in the community. Such behavior-
centered questions.might require children to study the problem of morld

hunger and collect money, food 'or clothing to lill the needs.they have
identified. Problems relating to local traffic patterns,0 health practices,
_economic difliculticS, etc., can be. topics for behavior-centered appli-

cation.;
More often, application questions give rise to mainly intellectual

yeffort. l-laving studied one developing country, pupils might bc asked
to describe conditions -in a second equally-backward nation. Without
actually being told to do so, the students would be expected to apply

to the second country the concepts and generalizations learned from
a study of thc first.

Application questions relating to Aill development arc a common

feature of many elementary classrooMs: Reading maps, locating infor-,

!nation, writing reports, etc., are application' of skills.
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CHECK-LIST OF CRITERIA FOR UNIT DEVELOPMENT

Criteria

I. Does the title direct attention to a pertinent
value issue, expressed in terms which
require students to make value judgements?

II. Does the overview explain the teacher's
general objectives and the relationship
of this unit to the master-curricuhim?

III. Are the multiple objectives of the unit
consistent with both the master-curriculum
and the needs, interests and abilities
of particular students as members of society?

A. Are the objectives stated in terms
which clearly identify, the expected
behavior of students and the
content of learning?

B. Are value objectives stated in such a
way that students are required to
explore and clarify individual and social
values?

C. Do skill objective4, define particular
skills and identify behaviors which
might give evidence that students have
developed these skills?

D. Do knowledge objectives identify the
concepts and generalizations that
are to be developed?

Check Com men t
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Chapter IV

TEACHING - LEARN LNG ACTIVITIES FOR THE NEW SOCIAL STUDIEs

Teaching and learning can be viewed as a war on ignorance,
intolerance and apathy. As in any war, the participants need to use both
strategies (the . broad plans ,of attack) and tactics (the specific Man-
oeuvres). Previous chapters established the valuing process (choosing,
prizing, acting) as the, broad strategy to be used in the new s'ocial
studies. Chapter IV suggests specific tactics or activities to be used at
various stages of the valuing process and in evaluating learning
outcomes.

These activities are organized somewhat arbitrarily under the three
headings of Activities for 'Clarifying Values. Activities for Monitoring
Skill Developments, and Activities for Achieving Knowledge Objectives.
However, each activity can contribute to the attainment' f more than
one objective. For exanlple, value-clarifying activities also provide
opportunities for the developnlent of social. skills.

ACTIVIBES FOR CLARIFYING VALUES'

The activities which-follow are all designed to help students bring
their feelings into clearer focus. Some activities are intended to be
prk'ate experiences and need not be shared publicly. Others provide
opportunities for students to clarify their feelings in more of a group
setting.

Many of these .activitie can be used in an on-going evaluation of
students' vahies. It is not intended that these activities be used to
determine whose values are "right" and whose are "wrong". Rather,
these activities. are intended to help teachers and students deternline the
clarity, cm/sine/7u and defensibility of particular values.

Nfost of the activities outlined below are elaborated in either of two books
which are recommended for purchase by teachers. Appreciation of the contribu-
tions nlade by these ;luthots is gratefully acknowledged. The books, both of which
are available from the Alberta School Book Branch, 10.110 - 121 Street, Fdmonton,
are: L. 10Hamlin and S. II. Simon.Jra/ues-and--Teaching,-Columbus,
Ohio: Charles F. WM11- 110iikVT1963 riind, Saville Sax, Games People Ought ta
Play.. New York: MacMillan, 1971.

4 41

1. Rank Order. Students are asked to'rank
of preference. All three items should be potenti:all,
desirability or undesirability..

eg. .Would you rather he a policeman, sol&
Would you rather live in a large city, in
a farnl?

2. 'the Continuum. The continuum consists
line on which are indicated two extreme position
intermediate positions. Students are asked to identi
which they agree nio,t strongly. The continuum i

the various positions to be placed on it are sugge.'
the class.

eg.
Severely
Punish
Latecomers

Being on Time

Ignore
Latecomers

I

3., The Values Inventory. The values inventoi
tinuum which is used for nleasuring attitud.!s. Sti
react to a given statement by indicating whether
agree, are undecided, disagree or strongly disagree.

cg.

1 . Small towns are

better places to live than
cities.

2. It is better to live
in an apartment than in a

house.

3. Highways are more
-important than parks.--

etc.

S.A. A.
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'ooks, 1965; and, Saville Strc, Games People Ought to
to,.1971.
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1. Rank Order. Students are asked to rank three' items in order.
of preference. All three items should be potentially equal in terms of
desirability or undesirability.

eg. Would you rather be a Policeman, soldier or fireman?
Would you rather live in a large city, in a small town or on
a farm?

2. The Continuum. The continuum co;ists of a long horizontal
line on which .are indicated two extreme positions and a number of
intermediate positions. Students are asked to identify the position with
which they agree most strongly. The continuum is most useful when
the varions positions to be placed 'on it are suggested by members of
the class.

eg.

Severely
Punish
Latecomers

Being on Time

Ignore
Latecomers

Strongly
Reward
Latecomers

3. The Values Inventory. The ,values inventory is a form of con-
tinuum which is used for measuring attitud:s. Students are asked to
react to a given statement by indicating whether they strongly agree,
agree, ore undecided, disagree or strongly disagree...

eg.

I. Small towns arc

better places to live than

cities.

2. It is better to live
in an apartment than in a

house.

3. Highways are more
important than parks.

etc.

S.A. A.. U. D. S.D.
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Another form of Values inventory uses as headings, all, !post, is raised and discussed very briefly. Students then ;11'
many, some and.no.

eg.
Policemen are oh-

servant.

Policemen
happy.

3. POlicemen
quarrelsome.

etc.

arc

are

All Most Many Some No

)

4. Semantic Differential. Another fOrm of continuum permits
teachers to quantify student responses by assigning a numerical value
to each position on the continu UM. Checking of -3 or 3 indicates Si rong
feelings one way or the other. Checking of -2, -1, 1 or 2 indicates
milder feelings. Checking of 0 indicates.neutral feeling.

eg. I think that

-3

Stupid

Dirty
Cruel

most poor people are:

-1 0 2 3

Smart

Clean

Kind

It is possible to total the responses from the whole class to ;Issess
the, general attitudes of the group, still leaving individual responses
anonyinous.

5. Unfinished Stories. For this activity, a story, human problem.
or a people-in-conflict situation is presented to pupils, but the c,aling,
solution, or outcome is purposely omitted. It is up to the pupils or
group to complete a final outcome. For example, the teacher may
wish to read only part of "Stop Thief" in Valtws to Lire By, Arnspiger
et al, (19(7 Steek-Vaughn Company). Have the pupils role play,
drantatin, Or write their own conclusion as to what happened after
Allen got caught ste:ding a doll for his sister. Filmstrips and studY
prints provide other sources of unfinished stories.

6. Pliition Statement. The position statement allows students to
express their own thoughts and feelings on a given topic. A question

43

minutes to prepare a written response which begins,
or "It is my feeling that.. . .7 After the.osition sta

.1
prepared in private they can be read and diseusset

eg. State your position on the question: ShouI
wear lipstick?

7. Voting. In a classroom setting, this proce(
verbal level issues, ideas, or "embarrassing- situati(
might be too difficult to-make public. Here the tea&
value issues, or feelings and students state a posit
hands. Each student can show the strength of his
given position by the 'height to which he raises hi..
raised hand indicates strong agreement.

8. Value Sheets. Value sheos contain a descrill
and suggest one or more solutions. There is also a
pertaining .to the statement. The questions are des!
student in thinking through the problem.

eg. Two children cannot agree which TY c
Mother says thai since they cannot agree, th
watching this afternoon.

.1. What other solutions might have been. t

1 /. What would happen as a result of cac

3. Which solution do you think would be I

9. Weekly Thought Sheets. Students are_ invitc
their hehavior over the past week and ,o identify on
about which they are particularly proud, liappy,
ashamed. These incidents are described in writing at
private or handed to the teacher. Thought sheets wi
the teachei. may give rise to private discussions wit
may Serve to identify issues which can be deal,t
value-clarifying activities.

10. The Positive Focus Caine. The positive fo
as a means of getting students to listen to and uncle
"game" has only two essential rules: attention must
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is raised and discussed very briefly.. Students then are given five OT ten
minutes to.philt)are a written response which begins, "In my opinion
or "It is my, feeling that . . ." After the position statements have been
prepared in private they can be rend and diSCUSsed in small groups.

eg. State your position on thc .question: Should Grade Five girls
wear lipstick?

7. :Voting. In á classroom setting, this procedure brings to the
verbal level issues, ideas, or "embarrassing" situations that otherwise
might be too difficult .to make public. Here the teacher raises questions,
value issues, or feelings and students state a position. by a show of
hands. Each student can show the strength of his agreement . with a
given position by the height to which he raises his hand. The fully-
raised hand indicates strong agreement.

8. Value Sheets. Value sheets contain a description of a problem
and suggest one or more solutions. There is also a series of questions
pertaining to the statement. The questions are designed to assist the
student in thinking tlfrough the problem.

cg. Two children cannot agree which TV channel t5 ,Watch.
Mother says that since they' cannot agree, there will. be no TV
watching this afternoon.

1. What..other solutions might have been found?

2. What would happen as a result of each solution?

3. Which solution do yoti" think would be best?

9. Weekly Thought Sheets. Students arc invited to reflect upon
their behavior over the past week and to identify one or two incidents
about which they arc particularly proud, happy, upset, satisfied, or
ashained. These incidents are described, in writing and may be kept in
private or handed to the teacher. Thought sheets which arc handed to
the teacIler may give rise to private discussions with the student and
may serve to- identify issues which can be dealt with through other
value-clarifying activities.

10. The Positive Focus Game. The positive focus game is useful
as a means of getting students to listen to and understand others. Thc
"game" has only, two 'essential rules: attention must be focused on one



person; questions and comments must be iiositive in nature. Steps in

the game are as follows:.
a. Pose a question or topic to be considered.

b. Establish groups of four, five or six persons.

c. Assign roles..Choose a "focus" person- who will-be the center
of attention. Select a referee who will ensure that the rules

are followed. Assign the referee and all other members of the

group to "draw out" the foCus per,son.

d. Focus person/states his position On lite question or topic under

discussion.
c. Group members ask questions designed to help focus person

clarify his or her position. The referee can also ask questions

but haS the added responsibility of enforcing the rules of

positive focus...
f. When .the group has completed "drawing out" focus person,

the garne should be evaluated. First, tht group should tell

focus person whether he appeared to state his position clearly

and honestly. During the second phise of the evaluation, focus

person has an oppportunity to tell other group members'
whether their questions were helpful to him in clarifying his

'position.

11. The Reac(ion Wheel. The reaction wheel is a simple

"gimmick" for helping students record the variety of reactions which

they miglIt feel toward Or-about a public figure, a character in a 'story

or -fihn, a- particular kind of pet-oAny'other topic. Students draw .a.

wheel with four or more spokes in it. They write one reaction on each

spoke. Then the "wheek" are exchanged with a neighbpur. Each'
student askS his neighbour to explain one of his reactions:

eg. My feelings toward or about African children

44.

12. Debating. Able upper elementary stud(

debators, arc urged to clarify and substantiate,

through taking the affirmative or negative side o

tospecific. problems. For example, "Be it reso

developed in the Whitecourt arca." Two menn

tive and negative sides of the resolution arc r.

time to make constructive opening speeches.

their, rebuttal speeches in thc original order, (%

their original stands as well as refute ,the ar

view. The observers could then becothe' inv(

conclusions to, and the generalizations about

delivered concerning the resolution.
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; toward or-about African children

Admire

Jealous

Pity

l:lappY

12.. Debating. Able upper elementary students, both observers and
debators, arc urged to clarify and substantiate thcir selection of values

through taking the affirmative or negative side of a' debate on resolutions

to speCific problems. For example, "Be it resolved that a pulp mill be

developed in the Whitecour-t area." Two members of both the affirma-

tive and negative sides of the resolution arc given, alternatively, equal

time to. make Constructive opening .specches. The two sides alternate

their rebuttal speeches in the original order, which should both defend

their original stands as well as refute the arguments of the opposing
view. The observers could then become involved in drawing up...the
conclusions to, and the generalizations about the specific arguments
delivered 'concerning the resolution.

r
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13. Public Interviews. In the public interview a volunteer is inter-
viewed, having the right to "pass up" a question, as well as to question

in turn either the individual or group Einerviewer. The interviewee
should be the center of attention, and th,, questions posed should deal

with the interviewee's personal assessment of his attitudes toward
either a specific topic, or else his view on life in general. Questions
dcalirg with family and friend relationships, attitudes toward work,
habits, hopes, fears and recreati-On are areas which particularly en=

courage the individual's stand on value is.mes. The interview should
begin with relatively insignificant questions dc:;igned to "wami up" the

interviewee..

14. Role-playing. "Playing-out" a specific confrontation between

attitudes and values involving_human reiations in conflict allows alterna-

tive solutions to be investiga:ed and the consequences of these solutions
developed, without the participants actually being penalized for their
projected interpretations. For example, a group could enact the various
solutions possible when a teacher catches a pupil copying assignments

or a policeinan father catches his Child shoplifting. Many possible
resolutions could be dramatized, with 'various students role-playing
their interpretation of the action.

Fannie and. George Shaftel in Role-Playing for Social Values:
Decision-Making in the Social Siudies (Prentice-Hall) detail eight

specific steps to role-pkiying:

a. Warm-up of group (vivid yec concise;statement of the human
relations problem story, filmstrip, picture, etc.).

b. Casting .of role-players, selection of those students who have
definite attitudes or solutions.

c. Guiding audience to being constructively-critical observers of
the role-player's interpretation .of the problem.

d. Helping role-players set the stage through questioning as to
their mood, their motive and their environment..

e. Actual enactment of situation according to individual role-
player's interpretation of attitudes portrayed.

f. Discussion and evaluation by both role-players and observers
as to fee:ings involved, reality of the dramatization.

45
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g. Further enactment as suggested by evaluatic
of the incident, or a continuation of that al:

h. Further discussion, leading to both the vct
personal feelings and experiences as well :

eralizations.

15. Value-Clarifying Discussion. Among the
that can be used.. in classrooms to help children ck

to judge a situation and to make a decision freely, is

discussion. It allows one to see the pros .and-cons
if it is.to reach its aim; it must be led very cautious!!

for a teacher to help children discover the values

most! These values are not necessarily the children's v
have to make their own choice; only then will they

cording to their convjction. The teacher's task is to I

the consequences of their decision for or against a
it could have for their lives. The questions should

a preconceived answer. It should .be an attempt
on the problem and give some food for thotight. Afte
summarize the different points brought up, the teag
some further discussions on the topic at a later moil
of a statement that can initiate a . value-clarifying
Should both parents have employment away from h

16. The Values Grid. One means of bringin
fulness to a value-clarifying discussion is to use a N

following:

Problem

CHOOSING PRIZING

Alterna-
tives

Conse-
quences

Choice Pride Affirn
tion

The grid structures a discussion in such a way as t
all steps in the valuing process. The grid might k
pupils when "The Best Pet" is the problem unde
skUnk, etc. can be listed in the "Alternatives" cc
sequences" listed opposite each. Each child can
"Choice" and list actual or intended incidents whei

and "Affirmed" and where "Action" was taken and

five students might use the grid when deciding the p

live in Canada.
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g. Further enactment as suggested by evaluation; either a replay

of the incident, or a continuation of that already put forward.

h. Further discussion, leading to both the voluntary sharing of

personal feelings and experiences as well as developing gen-

eralizations.

15. Value-Clatifying Discussion. Among the different methods

that can 'be used in classrooms to help children develOp thcir ability

to judge a .situation and to make a decision freely, is thc /alue-elarifying
discussion. It allows one to sec the pros and cons of a problem. But
if it is to rcach its aim; it must be led very cautiously. :Lis so tempting

for a teacher to help children discover the values hc .or she prizes
most! These values arc not necessarily the children's values. The children
have to make thcir own choice; only then will thcy be /apt to act ac-
cording to their conviction. The teacher's task is to held them examine

the consequences of "their decision for or against and:the implication

it could have forytheir lives. .The questions should nOt -guide towards

a preconceived answer. It should be an attempt to cast some light

on the problem and give some food for thought.. After havinLsomebody
summarize the different points brought up, the teacher could propose

some furthcr discussions on- the, topic at a later moment. An example

of a statement that -can initiate a value-clarifying discussion can be:

Should both parents have employment away from home?

16. The Values Grid. One means, of bringing greater purpose-
fulness to a valueclarifying discussion is to use a valueS grid like the

following:

Problem

CHOOSING PRIZING ACTING

Altcrna-
lives

Consc-
quences

Choice Pride Affirma-
tion

Action Repeli-
lion

The arid strt ctures a. discussion in such a way as to give attention to
all steps in the valuing process. Thc grid might be used by primary
pupils when "The Bost Pet" is thc problem under study. Cat, dog,
skunk, etc. can- be listed in the "Alternatives" column with "Con-

/
sequences" listed /Opposite cach. Each child can then indicate his
"Choice" and list/actual or intended incidents where "Pride" was felt
and "Affirmed" and where "Action" was taken and "Repeated". Grade
five students might use thc grid when deciding thc problem of where to

live in Canada.
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17. The Contrived Incident. The teacher creates a real situation
in which children must become involved. The situation is so real that
children arc prompted to clarify onc specific example. ClaeWell-known
example of a contrived incident occurred when a teacher, viith apparent
seriousness and conviction, denied, for a day, any privileges to all

blue-eyed children in hcr class.

18. Throwing Curves. The throwing curve strategy can be used
to help pupils make up their minds about a particular value. The teacher

takes a detour, using seemingly insignificant .questions in order to
arouse the student's curiosity. Thea: seemingly insignificant questions
give rise to- a significant issue. For example, questions concerning

46
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footwear can give rise to discussion of shoemaker's
and hence the student's pride in his work.

19. Devil's Advocate:This is a technique in
monly accepted viewpoint, or unpopular side of is
using extreme and dogmatic statements. This strategy
it offers an opportunity for students to examine wh
cherish, to affirm it publicly, and to analyze an issue
possible alternatives. For instance, thc devil's advo;
in presenting a persuasive argument (a) against In
cities in Alberta. (b) that Louis Rid was a hero (or
being neighbourly is not a good practice, (d) that
affect social conventions, or (c) that children shout(
allowance. The devil's advocate role may be play
student(s).

20. The Conflict-Resolufion Came is having tw,
actual or imaginary conflict use various strategies
solve their differences. The third person. or obser,
effectiveness of thc strategies, and helps thc main p
their ideas and understand their reactions. Two illus
playing this game follow:

1. Role-play the opposing viewpoint to gain ;

the other person's feelings, attitudes:

2. Have each protagonist give a clear statemc
'point of view,'and his reasons for it. The
volved should paraphrase this to show um
ideas, and then ask questions to clarify any
on 'which he is in doubt. Then the proi

reversed, and repeated until agreement, (

of differences, is achieved.

21.- The Clarifying Response. Teachers can
clarify their values by asking short but penetro
response to %vhat snidents do or say. The clarifyir
thc student to analyze the reasons behind his acti(
For ekample, when a child sates.his opinion on an
might respond by asking, "Have you ,felt that way
examples of clarifying responses include,."Do you. (1,
"Have you thought of other alternatives?" "WIE
about

C.:" 17
C
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footwear.ean give rise to discussion of shoemaker's pride in his work
and hence the student's pride in his work.

19. Devil's Advocate. This is a technique in which the uncom-
monly accepted viewpoint, or unpopular side of issues is argued by
using extreme and dogmatic, statements. This strategy is useful because
it offers an opportunity for students to examine what they prize and
cherish, to affirm it publicly, and to analyze an issue in terms of other
possible alternatives. For instance, tile devil's advocate inay be used
in presenting a persuasive argument (a) against limiting the size of
cities in Alberta, (b) that Louis Ricl was a hero (or villain). (c) that
behig neighbourly is not a good practice, (kl) that industry does not
affect social conventions, or (e) that children should not be given an
allowance. The devil's advocate role may be played by teacher or
student(s).

20. The Conflict-Resolution Came is having two people in either
actual or imaginary conflict use vari)us strategies in an effort to re-
solve their differences. The third person. or observer, evaluzaes the
effectiveness of the strategies, and helps the main protagonists clarify
their Was and understand their reactions. Two illustrative methods of
playing this game follow:

1. Role-play..the opposing viewpoint to gain all appreciation of
the other person's feelings, attitudes:

Have each protagonist give a clear statement delineating his
point of view, and his reasons for it. -The other person in-
volved shollkl paraphrase this to show understanding of the
ideas, and then ask questions to clarify any attitudes or points
on which he is in doubt. Then tli procedure should be
reversed, and repeated until agreement. or the acceptance
of differences, is achieved:

21. The .Clarifying Response. Teachers can help students to

clarify their values by asKing short but penetrating questions in
response to what students do or say. The clarifying response forces

the student to analyze the reasons behind his actions and/or words.
For example, when a child states his opinion on an issue, the teacher
might respond by asking. "Have you felt that way for long?" Other,
examples of clarifying responses include, "Do you do this very often?"\
"Flave you thought of other alternatives?" -What is it you like '
about

C
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ACTIVITIES FOR MONITORING SKILL DEVELOPMENT

Though teachers should occasionally design opportunities for stu-
dents to learn particular skills such as reading maps or identifying bias
in a teXtboOk, it is not intended that specific activities for developing
skills will be described here: Rather, this section will suggest techniws
whereby teachers awl students can utilize day-by-day activities as
opportunities for using and developing .vkills.

It is recommended that teachers and students keep a constant
check on growth in two broad categories of skills: social skills and
inquiry skills.

I. Mmiitoring Social Skills
The process observer. During group activities it might be worth-

While to have students selected on a rotating basis, analyze the inter-
actions of the group, noting how well group members communicate
with each other. This person, known as the process observer, may or
may not take part in the group activities. At the conclusion of the
activity, the process observer should report on the group's behavior
and suggest ways of improving social skills.

Process observers may wish to comment upon:
I. The 'comfort of physical setting for grip ativities:-
"). The warmth of the social "climate" in t le group.
3. The controlled flexibility of the group's 'kin of operation.
4. The cross-flow of group discussion.
5. The degree of total involvement.
6. The willingness to learn from other's experiences.
7. The extent to which group members take responsibility for

conduct of the group.
S. The clarity of group, goals.
9. The variety of group aetivities.

10. The willingness of group members to defer to expertise rather
than opinion.

Total group appraisal. All members of a group can be involved in
the appraisal of social skills. They should wateh.for development of
the social skills outlined on page twelve of this guide:

a. Interpreting the feelings and ideas of others. This skill involves
the sub-skills of: receiving impressions through sight. and sound: trans-
lating those impressions so as to distinguish what is relevant from that
which is irrelevant; and tying together the relevant impressions so as
to "get the message". Interpretation must be made of facial expres-
sions, gestures, and voice intonation as well as the actual words used.

86

b. Responding to feelings and ideas of others

priate to the occasion. This skill includes the si
what response is appropriate and, through word,
veying the appropriate response. Some situations
to fflay leadership roles; some call for followershihl

--Zsympathetic listener is all that is required. Stud
criteria for juking the appropriateness or social
these criteria in evaluating group behaviour.

c. Expressing one's Own feelingS and ideas t
includes the sub-skills of speaking, gesturing an('
should be prepared to assess speakers' ability to c:
the interest of their listeners, to speak logically and
vey emotions through voice, facial expression and

d. Cooperating with others, though nnt to
promising basic values. This skill includes the sub-s
ings and ideas and agreeing on a mutually adv:'
aCtion. Persuasion, negotiation and planning are iml
It also requires that values he known clearly enoul
be compromised inadvertently. Students must wat
both cooperation and conflict.

When appraising the above skills, it is import
not "engage in excessive judging of their own (:

without progressing to the stage of exploring the
implicit in their judgement-2 and in the bchavic
Students should try to explain why such action too
ask, "Why did Theresa agree to cooperate so rea
portant to her?" "How did she feel about the pn
cussion started? Afterward?"

47

Taka, Hikla, T('achers' Handbook for Elementary Soni
Ontario: Addison-Wesley Company, 1967), page 80.
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b. Responding to feelings and ideas of Others in a manner appro-
priate to the occasion. This skill includes the sub-skilk of deciding
what response is appropriate and, through words and gestures, con-
veying the appropriate response. Some situations call for respondents
to play leadership roles; some call for followcrship. At Other times, a

sympathetic listener is all that is required. Students must establish
criteria for jOdging the appropriateness of social responses and use

these criteria in evaluating group behaviour.

c. Expressing one's own feelings and ideas to others. This skin
includes the sub-skills of speaking, gesturing and moving. Students---

should be prepared to assess speakers' ability to capture and maintain
the interest of their listeners, to speak logically and clearly and to con-
vey emotions through voice, facial expression and gesture.

d. Cooperating with others, though not to the extent of com-
promising basic values. This skill includes the sub-skills of sharing feel-
ings and ideas and agreeing on a mutually advantageous course of
action. Persuasion, negotiation and planning are important components.
It *also requires that values be known clearly enough that they will not
be compromised inadvertently. Students must watch for examples of
both cooperation and conflict.

When appraising the above skills, it is important that students do
not "engage in excessive judging of their own (and others') actions
without progressing to the stage of exploring the criteria and values
implicit in their judgement":: and in the behaviour they arc judging.
Students should try to explain why such aetion took place. They might
ask, "Why did Theresa agree to cooperate so readily?" "What is im-
portant to her?" "How dkl she feel about the project before the dis-

cussion started? Afterward?"

Taba, Bilda, Teachers' Handbook lor Elementary Social Studies (Don Mills,
Ontario: Addison-Wesley Company, 1967), page 80.
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Analyzing behavioral specimens. Upper elementary students can
apply the tools of social-psychology in analyzing human behavior.
Techniques' and- related-materials areprovklell by the S.R.A. Social

Science Laborwory Units by Lippitt, Fox and Schaible.' -

Analyzing stories and pictures. Practice in analyzing social inter-
actions can be gained through the study of pictures, films and the like.

Especially useful for this purpose are study prints like "Moods and
Emotions"4 and "People in Action".5

2. Reflecting Upon Inquiry
At the conclusion or in the process of an inquiry unit, teacher and

students should stop to review what they have done, and why and how
they have done it."

Reflective thinking may begin by asking, "What did we do? How
did we do it?" These questions demand an analysis and evaluation of
what was done. They provide an opportunity to reconstruct the problem-

solving process."'

a. Identifying and clarifying the problem. Could the problem it-
self shbve been worded differently? Did we focus on the real issue?

b. ;Formulating hypotheses. Did .our hypotheses lead us on a pro-
ductive search? Should we operate on hunches?

c. Collecting data. Did we use all sources Of information?' Did we

select data that contained a variety of biases? Should-we have- Okd
questionnaires instead of interviews?

d. Classifying data. Did we classify data as representing Ems;
inferences and value judgements?

D-

e. Analyzing data and evaluating the desirability and feasibility
of taking action on the problem. Did we identify the sources of our
data and the motives of persons who produced it? Were statements
supported by evidence? Were they logically sound? Was the evidence
strong enough that we should have taken action on the problem? What
evidence should we have rejected?

f. Proposing a course of action and examining the desirability and
feasibility of taking. action on the problem. Did 'we use consensus or

Available from Science Research Associates (Canada) Ltd., Don Mills, Ontario.
' Moods and Emotions 16 pictures 121/2" x 17" with teacher's guidebook.
David C. Cook Co. Alberta representative Mrs. Roy Hanlon, Box 707,
Westlock.

Skate!. "People in Action" picture sct. Grades K-4. (Toronto: Holt, Rinehart
and Winston).
o Goldmark, B., Social Studies Method of Inquiry. Wadsworth, 1968.

Simon. F., op. cit.
" See Wilson, et al, World Cultures, Fideler, 1969.

49
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compromise in deciding what to do about the pr
in deciding what actions (if any) to take? Did we
as planned? HoW-Thiglw-we bc--more..successful n

Reflective thinking can continue by cons!
"Why did we inquire in this way?" What did we p
anything through the process? Has society gained
might ask, "What do we value and assume wh
way?" Should we have been so rigorous in our
feel the so-called 'scientific method' is a good a
this approach in daily decision-making?

ACTIVITIES FOR ;ACHIEVING KNOWLEI
Knowledge is a1i essential tool in decisi

problem arises, howeiVer, when teachers try to d
edge will be most uiseful to students as they ma
in the future. Perions who have grappled wit
reached two conclusions:

Factuai and specific knowledge has limi
Broader categories of knowledge (such
eralizations) are less subject to obsol
transferability, arc more easily rememi
more to the development Of higher-ord

I n- keeping with these-conclusions,. the . pag
tended to assist teachers and students to develo
levels of knowledge.

1. The Hierarchy of KnOwledge
The hierarchy of-knowledge is outlined in

Note that many facts can be subsumed by a
concepts can be incorporated into a single genera
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compromise in .deciding what to do about the problem? Were we right

in deciding what actions (if any) to take? Didwe carry out our actions

as planned? How might we be more successful next time?
Reflective thinking can continue 13.3 considering the question,

"Why did we inquire in this way?" What did we prove? Have we gained
anything through the process? Has socicty gained anything? Finally, we .

might 'ask, "What do we value and assume when we inquire in this
way?" Should we have been so rigorous in our investigations? Do we
feel thc so-called 'scientific method' is a good approach? Do wc use
this apProach in daily decision-making?

ACTIVITIES FOR ACHIEVING KNOWLEDGE OBJECTIVES
Knowledge is an essential tool in decision,7making. A major

problem arises, however, when teachers try to determine what knowl7
edge will be most useful to students as they make decisions novi and
in thc futurc. Persons who have grappkd with this problem have

reached two conclusions:
Factual and spCcific .knowledge has limited utility.,
Broader categories of knowledge (such as concepts and gen-

eralizations) are less subject to obsolescence, have greater
transferability, are more easily remembered, and contribute

morc to the development of higher-order thinking processes.
In keeping with these conclusions, the pages that follow arc in-

tended to assist teachers and students to develop and utilize broader
levels of knowledge.

1. The Hierarchy of Knowledge
The hierarchy of knowledge is outlined in the following diagram.

Note that many facts can be subsumed by. a single concept; many.
conccpts can be incorporated into a single generalization.

90
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3: Generalizations

Formulating concepts. Concepts arc obtained ar
a continual process of discrimination and organizatic
For example, at first a child might refer to every
a bird. However, as he gains experience, he learn !
butterflies and aircraft arc not birds.

Concepts become increasingly abstract and inclus
or elements are added and accommodated to the tc
the concept animal subsames the other concepts pre,

Examples

a horse
a horse and a cat
a horse, a cat and a chicken
a horse, a cat, a chicken and a jelly fish

Statements of relation-
ship between concepts,

usually qualified by condition.
1.

2.

Example: "In a primitive society 3.

culture is largely related to en-
vironment and level of technology".

4.

2. Concepts. A word or phrase
which denotes a category of information.

Example: (Lcss inclusive) Food, Clothing,
Shelter, Religion

(More inclusive) Culture

1. Factual Data. Items of specific informa-
tion at the lowest available level of abstraction.

Examples: Thc Crce Indians ate buffalo. I-Taida

ate salmon, salmon eggs, clams, whale and dogfish

oil. Rabbits, deer and elk were used for food by the
Blackfoot.

Adapted from Wray, R. L. (Ed), A Curriculum Development Model for
Designing and Teaching (he New Social Studies. (Edmonton. The Alberta
Teachers' Association, 1970.)

51
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The understanding of a concept is unique to L
determined by the experiences and outlook of the ii
to communicate, peDple must have concepts in which
elements. The greater the number of common el
precise the communication. For example, society
regard "freedom" as a combination of the dictiona
absence of necessity, coercion, or constraint in choi
of responsibility; the young child could perceive "fret
to go to a show if hc so desires; whereas the ea
regard "freedom" as the licence to burn down thc ad
ing. The effectiveness of communication between an
would be determined by. the number of common cle
ccpt of "freedom".

Formulating generalizations. A generalization h
a statement of a relationship between concepts usu
condition.° In order to assure that teachable generali
and formulated, the following criteria arc recommen

i. Two or more conccpts are.piesented in thc
ship.

ii. A word or phrase denoting condition is usu
typically, often, largely, usually).

iii. The concepts are "definable", although thc
inclusive.

9 Wray, op. cit., p. 8.



3. Generalizations
Statements of relation-

ship between concepts,
usually qualified by condition.

Example: "In a primitive socicty
.ulture is largely related to en-
ronment and level of technology".

Concepts. A word or phrase
h denotes a category of information.
plc: (Less inclusive) Food, Clothing,

Shelter, Religion

(More inclusive) Culture

actual Data. Items of specific informa-
the lowest ayailable level of abstraction.

The Cree Indians ate buffalo. Haida
, salmon eggs, clams, whale and dogfish
bits, deer and clk "were used for food by the

Blackfoot.

Way, R. L. (Ed), A Curriculum Development Model for
ing the New Social Studies. (Edmonton. Thc Albcrta
1970.)
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Formulating concepts. Concepts are obtained and refined through
a continual process of discrimination and organization of factual data.
For example, at first a child might refer to every winged creature as
a bird. However, as he gains experience, he learns that mosquitoes,
butterflies and aircraft arc not birds.

Concepts become increasingly abstract and inclusive as more events
or elements are added and accommodated to the total. For example,
the concept animal subsumes the other concepts presented below:

Examnks Concepts

1. a 11( rse horse
1. a horse and a cat mammals
3. a horse, a cat and a chicken vertebrates
4. a horse, a cat, a chicken and a jelly fish animals

The understanding of a concept is unique to each person, being
doterthined by the experiences and outlook of the individual. In order
to communicate, people must have concepts in which there are common
elements. The greater the number of common elements, the more
preciSe the communication. For example, society in general might
regard "freedom" as a combination of the dictionary definition "the
absence of necessity, coercion, or constraint in choice or action" and
of responsibility; the young child could perceive "freedom" as the right

to go to a show if he so desires; whereas the campus rebel could
regard "freedom" as the licence to. burn down the administration build-
ing. The effectiveness of communication between any two of the above
would be determined by the number of common elements in their con-
cept of "freedom".

Formulating generalizations. A generalization has.been- defined as
a statement of a relationship between. &incepts usually qualified by a
condition.° In ordcr to assure that teachable generalizations are selected
and formulated, the following criteria are recommended.

i. Two or more concepts are presented in the form of a relation-
ship.

ii. A word or phrase denoting condition is usually included (e.g.,

typically, often, largely, usually).

iii. The concepts arc "definable", although they are abstract and

inclusive.

° Wray, oi). cit., p. 8.



iv. The generalization is instructionally valid. (It repreSents funda-
mental knowledge of the content being studied.)

2. Teaching and Learning Activities

Teacher planning. Ad Vance planning can bring greater efficiency

to the teaching and learning of conceptual knowledge. In selecting
content for the social studies program, teachers should be aware of the
"big ideas" of which specific data arc a part. If the teacher has the
concept or generalization clearly In mind, he/she is in a better position
to assist students as they strive to organize the abundance of factual
knowledge to which they arc exposed. Teacher planning should be

aimed toward helping students to:

a. Develop and refine concepts.

b. Develop and refine generalizations.

Developing and refining concepts. The following step-by-step
method of developing concepts '" has been especially effective with cle-.

mentary. Children. It consists of four .essential steps enumerating,

grouping, labelling and refining.

a.* Enumeration of facts or data. This may be done by the
teacher or by the students responding to a question or instruction given
by the teacher. In Grade II the pupils may enumerate the names of
itcms in response to a teacher's question: "What do you find in a
supermarket?" Examples of items enumerated could be: pork, apples,
peas, lettuce, butter, fish, corn on ihe cob, canned corn, fresh straw-.
berries, cake mix, becf,....radishes, oranges, sugar, potato chips, celery,

and mutton:

Enumeration may take many forms: written lists, concrete objects,

and/or pictorial materials.

b. Categorizing (grouping) of facts or data. This involves the
identification of common elements as a basis for grouping. In most
instances a variety of conimon elements will be identified. Therefore

the same list of items might be grouped in different Ntys.

The teacher will have specific objectives in terms of the groups to
be formed. These objectives will be attained through questioning .and
discussion of the various logical groupings suggested by pupils. For
example, the following groups might be suggested:

Taba, Hilda, et al. A Teacher's Handbook to Elementary Social Studies: An
Inductive Approach, eSeeond Edition), Don Mills, Ontario, Addison-Wesley, 1971.
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pork
mutton
beef
fish

oranges
radishes
lettuce
apples
fresh strawberries
celery
corn on the cob

s-Other groupings which

fish pork
mutton
beef
butter

,.

midn be .suggested

radishes
lettuce
fresh strawl
celery
corn on tilt_
canned peas
canned con
potato chips
sugar
oranges
apples

c. Labelling of categories or groups. Thi
to each group, which represents the concept. 1
(b) labels which could be used with the first g

Meat-- Produce
A

Labels appropriate to the second example

source of the items include:

from water from land
animals animals

from

d. Refining and expanding concepts. This. s

ing to insure that all items belong where grou
distinguish examples and non-examples. In a gro
an item like eggs is a non-example so does ni
band, the heading might be changed to "Farm
eggs can be subsumed under the expanded con(

It is probable that concepts developed at
in more abstract concepts developed at subseqt.

ct,



zation is instructionally valid. (It represents funda-
ledge of the content being studied.)

earning Activities

studies. program, teachers should be aware 104----

tt. Advance planning can bOng_greater-afiaen
learning of conceptual knowledge. In se ec i

specific data ;are a part. If the teacher has the
lion clearly in /mind, he/she is in a better position
they strive to organize the abundance of factual
they arc exposed. Teacher Planning should be
students to:

refine concepts.
refine generalizations.

refining concepts. 'The following step-by-step
, concepts 1". has been especially effective with etc-
consists of four essential steps enumerating,

Id refining.

of facts or data. This may be done by the
dents responding to a question or instruction given

trade II the pupils may enumerate the names of

a teacher's question: "What (10 you find in a
ples of items enumerated could be: pork, apples,
fish,.corn on the cob, canned corn, fresh straw-

eef, radishes, oranges, sugar, potato chips, celery,

av take many forms: written lists, concrete objects,
erials.

(grouping) of facts or data. This involves the
upon elements as a basis for grouping. In most
)1' common elements will be identified. Therefore
Is might be grouped in different ways.

I have specific objectives in terms of the groups to
hjcctives will be attained through questioning and
trious logical groupings suggested by pupils. For
lg groups might be suggested:

1 Teacher's Handbook to Elementary Social Studies: .1n
econd Edition), Don Mills, Ontario, Addison-Wesley, 1971.
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pork
mutton
beef
fish

oranges
radishes
lettuce
apples
fresh strawberries
celery
corn on the cob

Other groupings which might be suggested:

fish pork
mutton
beef
butter

canned peas
canned Co rn
potato .chips
cake mix

sugar
butter

radishes
lettuce
fresh strawberries
celery
corn on the cob
canned peas
canned corn
potato chips
sugar
oranges
apples

cake mix

c. Labelling of categories or groups. This means giving a name
to each group, which represents the concept. For example, from part
(b) labels which could be used with the first groups are:

Meat Produce Groceries

Labels appropriate to the second example which is based on the
source of the items include:

from water
animals

from land from the from the

animals . soil factory

d. Refining and expanding concepts. This step consists of re-group-

ing to insure that all items belong where grouped. It is necessary to
distinguish examples and non-examples. In a group headed "Vegetables",

an itcm like eggs is a non-example so does not belong. On the other
hand, the heading might be changed to "Farm Produce", in which case

eggs can be subsumed under the expanded concept.

It is probable that concepts deve ped at one level will be included

in more abstract concepts developed at :ubsequent levels. For example,



the concepts cited above for groups of items found in the supermarket
could be subsumed under the concept food, which in turn could be
subsumed under the concept fuel.

Developing and refining generalizations. Generalizations may be
learned deductively or inductively.

a. The deductive approach. Deductive learning moves from the
general to the specific. The teacher presents the generalization to the
class. For example, the teacher might state "The temperature is usually
higher as you get closer to the equator." The generalization is then ex-
plained. If the concepts and relationship involved are familiar this may
be sufficient for students to understand thc relationship.

If students arc not familiar with thc generalization it will be:neces-
sary to demonstrate the asserted relationship among concepts by illus-
trating with a number of examples. The examples may be presented ip
a film, in a lecture, during a field trip, etc. In the example given above,
the concepts "temperature" and "equator" as well as the relationships
"higher" and "closer" must be understood. Thc use of more specific

and concrete examples of "higher" and "closer" would help develop
understanding of the relationships.

Students should demonstrate an understanding of the relationship
by creating their own positive cases. This step is extremely important in
that it provides an opportunity to both apply and evaluate what has been

learned..

b. Inductive appioaches. Inductive learning moves from the specific

to the general. One approach is to get students to generalize about all
cases from knowledge of some.cases-and may begin with awareness of
a number of cases..lt ends with a concluSion that all cases are probably
like the cases known.,,Fot:example, studentS may discover that the an-
nual mean temperature of Colombo is higher than that of Moscow; that
Accra's is ,higher than Oslo's, and Singapore's is higher. than Tokyo's.
From these eases they may arrive at the generalization that "The tem-
perature is usually higher as you get closer to the equator."

A problem-solving apt-winch begins with the identification of a
problem and collection of some information on the problem. The stu-

dents may .then propose tentative generalizations
can be tested by further inquiry. For example, st
various population centres may become aware of
with temperatur'e variations. They collect some da
suggested generalizations such as:

"Most places that have higher temperatures al
"The temperature is usually higher as you get

Further investigation of specific cases (hypo
reveal that the latter generalization is the more val

c. Refining and ex)anding generalizations. G.
nition usually contain a qualifying word. Thera(
prepared to make revisions as further informatioi
ample, when they discover that places located a
situated nearer the equator have lower mean tempc
further removed from the equator, they could ine
generalizations into a single more inclusive gener,

"The temperature is usually higher in places
closer to the equator."

Applying Concepts and Generalizations. Stud
concepts and generalizations can be consolidated
ing situations in which they need to apply thc con
in a new situation." This need can be created by
happen if .. ." In attempting to answer this questic
ly put forward an hypothesis which would be base
The hypothesis can then be explained and tested.

For example, students might be asked, "Whit
Kenya disappeared?" Students might hypothesize
would rise on the land where the mountain used
could be explained by the generalization that "II
higher in places of lower altitude." Students could
by comparing temperatures on Mt. Kenya with ti
ing plain.

" Taba, op. cit. Page 83.
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approach begins with the identification of a
of some information on the problem.- The stu.

dents may then propose tentative generalizations (hypotheses) which
can be tested by' further inquiry. For example, students reading about
various population centres may become aware of a problem assOciated
,with temperature variations. They collect some data, then come up with

)uggested generalizations such as:
"Most places that have higher temperatures arc closer to sea level."

i "The temperature is usually higher as you get closer to the equator."
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Further investigation of specific cases (hypotheses testing) would
reveal that the latter generalization is the more valid.

c. Refining and expanding generalizations. Generalizations by defi-
nition usually .contain a qualifying word. Therefore, students must be
prepared to make ,revisions as further information is acquired. For ex-
ample, when they discover that places located at higher altitudes but
situated nearer the equator have lower mean temperatures than do places
further removed from the equator, they could ineorporate the .previous
generalizations into a single more inclusive generalization:

"The temperature-is usually higher in places at lower altitudes and

closer to the equator."

Applying Concepts and Generalizations. Students' understanding of

concepts and generalizations can be consolidated (and tested) by devis-
ing situations in which they:need to apply the concept or generalization
in a new situation." This need can be created by asking, "What would

happen if .. ." In attempting to answer this question, students will usual-

lyput forward an hypothesis which would be based on a generalization.
The hypothesis can then be explained and tested.

For example, students might be asked, "What would happen if Mt.
Kenya: disappeared?" Students might hypothesize that the temperature

would rise on the land where the mountain used to be. The hypothesis
could be explained by the generalization that "Temperature is usually
higher in places of lower altitude." Students could test their hypotheses
by comparing temperatures on Mt. Kenya with those on the surround-

ing plain.

" Taba, op. cit. Page 83.
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Grade One Social Studies Sample Unit

WHAT DO I NEED- TO-GROW-.UP?

OVERVIEW

The unit which follows is an attempt by the writcrs to describe

some of the activities which could bc carried out by Grade One children
under thc general heading. "Homes and Families". Wc recommend that
it be taken after the children have had an opportunity to develop an
understanding of their own unique characteristics and capabilities. (The
suggested kindergarten topic, "All About Me", would be an excellent
preparation for the unit outlined below.) We have tried to suggest
topics and activities which are consistent with currently accepted prin-

ciples of child development, or early childhood education, and of social
studics education. Wc readily acknowledge that no unit should ever be

written except for a particular group of actual children.

Our aim is to enable each child to know and to appreciate his own

family for the benefits it provides for him, however great or meagre
those benefits may be (LOYALTY). This is a positive approach which
consciously and conscientiously avoids comparisons with families and
homcs of others in the same class and, most important, with the stereo-

type of the "ideal" family. Unfortunate and hurtful feelings of dis-
illusionment and resentment arc too 'often thc result of this latter

approach.

The resource material for this unit is largely thc child himself, his

own faMily, his own house and the community in which, hc lives. Recog-
nizing that very few children in their first year at school can read well

enough to do researcfr from books, most of thc activities do not require

any rea0ing ability whatsoever. It is expected that most rccords will be

in graphic form and that the teachers will always be willing to translate

for thc children what their limited skill with symbols prevents them from
translating for themselves, thus clearing the way for them to interpret
the data, to draw conclusions, and to form concepts.and generalizations
(all of which first-graders are quite capable of doing, with guidance

from the teacher).

Thc focus of this unit is upon the development of successful face-
to-face relationships hr family living (SOCIAL SKILLS). Children are

led to the understanding that all behavior is caused and learn some of
thc causes of behaviors within their family circle (CAUSALITY). This
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vital aspect of the unit is impossible to develop
playing and other related techniques. It is thcr
ded that cach tcachcr become proficient in t

Shaftel in the list of references). This is not at
most teaChers master the technique quickly
about its effectiveness with the children!

As in all educational undertakings, the c -

all important to the learning that takes place wi
is instrumental in establishing that climate. It
of this unit that every child in Alberta schoo
acceptance, the affection -and the attention tha

the confident, competent, contri6uting indi
become.

Teacher preparation: it is vital to the pla
teacher know each family of the children in
ment should be encouraged so that parent.
objectives of this unit.

OBJECTIVES

A. Value Objectives

1. Children should develop a positi

CONCEPT

--2. Children should be aware of LOVE, L
SIBILITY as values that affect thcir Ii

.3. Children should clarify their feelings
their own family and toward other pu

4. Children should clarify how they feel
in its many forms,
e.g. Uniqueness of personal charactc

Uniqueness of family members
Uniqueness of family units_

5. Children should decide what RESPO
sume for the smooth operation of thei
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Grade One Social Studies Sample Unit

WHAT DO I NEED TO GROW UP?

vital aspect of the unit is impossible to develop successfullY without role.

playing and other related techniques. It is therefore strongly recommen-
ded that .each teacher become proficient in these techniques (refer to
Shaftel in the list of references). This is not at all a frightening prospect

most teachers Masfer the technique quickly and become enthusiastic
about its effectiveness with the children!

follows is an attempt by the writers to describe
which could be carried out by Grade one children
iding, "Homes and Families". We ivcommend that

children have had an opportunity to develop an
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As in all educational undertakings, the clirnate of the classroom is

all important to the learning that takes place within its walls. The. teacher

is instrumental in establishing that climate. It is the hope of the writers
of this unit that every Child in Alberta schools finds the approval, the
acceptance, the affectkin and the attention that he needs to develop into

the confident, competent, contributing individual he is destined to.

become.

Teacher preparation: it is vital to the planning of this unit that the
teacher know each family of the children in 'her class. Parent involve-
ment .should, be encouraged so that parents know and support the
objectives of this unit.

OBJECTIVES

A. Value Objectives

I. Children should develop a positive and realistic SELF

CONCEPT

2. Children should be aware of LOVE, LOYALTY and RESPON-
SIBILITY as values that affect their lives

3. Children should clarify their feelings toward other members :If
their own family and toward other pupils in their family settinp

4. Children should clarify how they feel about INDIVIDUALITY

in its many forms,
e.g. Uniqueness of personal characteristics

Uniqueness of family members
Uniqueness of family units

5. Childien should decide what RESPONSIBILITY they will as-

sume for the smooth operation of their family unit.
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B. Skill Objectives
1.. Social Skills

Children should develop skill in:
a. Handling face-to-face relationships at home and in school
b. Talking about feelings and reactions

.c. Role-playing

2. Inquiry Skills
Children should develop skill in:

a. ,Collecting first-hand data from:

their Own experiences
primary sources
field trips

*AV resource materials

b. Organizing data

c. Recording data on charts
in booklets
on graphs
through pupil-made fihnstrips, murals
models

- through dramatization

d. Interpreting data to draw conclusions

-=-to(make inferences
=to suggest solutiOns to problems

fOrm valid generalizations and concepts

3. Physical Skills V -

Children should develop locomotor and perceptual motor skills

through participation 'in -such activities as:
dramatic play
construction activities
painting and modeling
folding, cutting and pasting

4. 1..anguage Skills
Children should extend their language skills by:
----increasing their vocabulary

%increasing thcir ability to express idcas

C. Knowledge Objectives

1. Children should develop the.concept "farni1

pessons who live in one house, not necessaril
and of "home" as the .place where a family
physical form

2. Children should' develop the concept of "lovt
possible terms, understanding that it is shown
do and how you do it. Each child should see
in his own family by parent to parent

parent to child
child to parent
child to child

3. Children should develop the following ger
behavior:

You show love to another when you:
wait your turn
---Ishare With others
avoid complaining
help when you can
=show courtesy in speech and action
show respect for persons and-property
say only nice things about what others ha%

are prepared to suggest ways to do it better

.4. Children should develop understandings such
a. How a human being grows and develops t
b. What is required for the best human grOwti
c. Thc young, the ill, 'and the aged arc dep

family members
d. People, plants and animals arc interdepen

5. Children should develop concepts of home ai
knowledge of:

a. The composition of their own family
b. The size, location, furnishings and equip

home
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. c. ,,The activities in which their families engal
creational, chores, celebrations, etc.
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data on charts
in booklets -

on graphs .

through pupil-made filmstrips, murals
models
through dramatization

data to draw conclusions
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d extend their language skills by:
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C. Knowledge Objectives

1. Children should develop the concept of "family" as thc body of
persons who live in one house, not necessarily blood relatives,
and of "home" as the place where a family lives, whatever its
physical form

2. Children should develop the concept of "love" in the broadest
possible terms, understanding that it is shown through what you
do and how you do it. Each child should see how love ig shown
in his own family by parent to parent

parent to child
child to parent
child to child

3. Children should develop the following generalization about
behavior:
You show love to another when you:
wait your turn
share with olthers
avoid complaining
help when you can
show courtesy in speech and action
show respect for persons and property
say only nice things about what others have done unless you

are prepared to suggest ways to do it better

4. Children should develop understandings such as:
a. How a human being grows and develops through time
b. What is required for the best human growth and development
c. The young, the ill, and the aged arc dependent upon other

skills family members
d. People, plants and animals 2 re interdependent
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5. Children should develop concepts of home and family by using
knowledge of:'
a. The composition of their own family
b. The size, location, furnishings and equipment of their own

homc

c. The activities in which their families engage: educational, re-
creational, chores, celebrations, etc.



Objectives Activities Materials

A 1

B 1

A 3
B.
C 1

Opener

1. Read Story of Hansel and Gretel

2. Discussion: Why did Hansel and Gretel need to find a homc? Develop

idea that all children need someone to care for them until they are old

enough to look after themselves.

3. Prepare a chart on:
"What Care Do I Need To Help Mc Grow Up?"
Food Health Cale
Clothing Education

Shelter Recreation

Love and Security
Through questioning and discussion bring out these seven categories

- -
(or their equivalents)

Development

1. My Family.
a. Members of my Family

a family portrait should be obtained. This may be a photograph.
taken at school or brought from home

a painting by child of his family
make paper dolls of each member of family, dress them as they

do dress, describe them to class
b. Families arc different

each child prepares a collage of pictures, samples and objects of

things that tell something about his family
through discussion of these collages the concept of a unique

"family style" will emerge

2. How Is Love Shown In My Family?
Classroom activities which enable children to examine values related

to this question include:
a. Day-today classroom activities. These should be used to make

children aware of the quality of their relationships with others,

especially in the home situation', e.g.:
Perhaps during self-directed play time in the house corner it is ob.

served that at meal-time a certain child's behavior is discourteous

and this affronts some other members of the play family. This Is a

perfect opportunity to make the "offender" aware of the feelings

his behavior is arousing in the others. Thc teacher might ask such

questions as:

106

Hansel and Crete!, by Jacob a
(several editions are availab

Chart paper, felt pens, etc.

Art materials, fabric scraps, glue.

Large cardboards, old magazines,
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Activities Materials

pener

Read Story of Hansel and Gretel

Discussion: Why did Hansel and Gretel need to find a home? Develop
idea that all children need someone to care for them until they arc old

enough to look after themselves.

Prepare a chart on:
"What Care Do I Need To Help Mc Grow Up?"
FOod Health Care
Clothing Education
Shelter Recreation
Love and Security
Through questioning and discussion bring out these seven .categories
(or their equivalents)

)evelopment

My Family
a. Members of my Family

a family portrait should be obtained. This may be a photograph
taken at school or brought from home

a painting by child of his family
make paper dolls of each member of family, dress them as they

do dress, describe them to class
b. Families are different

each child prepares a collage of pictures, samples and objects of
things that tell something about his family

through discussion of these collages the concept of a unique
"family style" will emerge

How Is Love Shown In My Family?
Classroom activities which enable children to examine values related
to this question include:
a. Day-today classroom activities. These should be used to make

children aware of the quality' of their relationships with others,
especially in the home situation, e.g.:
Perhaps during self-directed play time in the house corner it is ob-

served that at meal-time a certain child's behavior is discourteous
and this affronts some other members of the play family. This is a
perfect opportunity to make the "offender" aware of the feelings
his behavior is arousing in the others. The teacher might ask such

questions as:

1.C6
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Hansel and Gretel, by Jacob and Wilhelm Grimm.
(several editions are av.ailable)

Chart paper, felt pens, etc.

Art materials, fabric scraps, glue, scissors

Large cardboards, old magazines, scissors, glue



Objectives Activities Materials

"Do you like to behave this way at the table?" "Do you care
how the other children feel about your behavior?" "What might

happen if ... ?" Through discussion and role-playing all concenied

can be helped to clarify thcir beliefs about the relationship of meal-
time courtesy to showing love and respect for others.

b. Role-playingtopics may be based on observed behavior during
play or on prepared materials such as found in Shaftel (sec list of

references)

e.g., Brother-sister conflicts
Older-younger sibling conflicts
Having friends over to play
Helping with the chores
Allnwances
Grievanees about inequalities in
each child the same
Going to play at a friend's house

the home, i.e., not treating

without asking Mother first

c. Literature. There are many excellent children's books that can be

uscd very effectively to help make children aware of values as well

as to help them acquire skill and knowledge in face-to-face relation-
ships. A' few suggestions of how this could be used are listed below:

A Baby Sister for Francis could be usecho help children develop

a feeling for a new baby by helping them to learn to cope with
their own feelings of jealousy and resentment.

Ask Mr. Bear and Mr. Rabbit and the Lovely'Present could be

used to help children realize that love can be shown- in many

ways and that costly gifts are not necessary to show love.

If I Were a Mother could spark a lively discussion on what

mothers do and why they do it.

If It Weren't for You and BigSister and Little Sister could help

a "big brother" learn to cope with a "little brother" who always
seems to spoil all his fun.

Note: Any of these stories could be used with puppets, as could many role-

plays mentioned above. The self-conscious child can frequently ex-
press himself more freely through a puppet particularly when he has
not acquired much skill in assuming a role bodily.

1-5
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Anglund, Joan, A Friend Is Someone
Harcourt, 1958

Fisher, Margery M., But Not Our Dad

Flack, Margery, Ask Mr. Bear, Double

Hoban, Russell, The Sorely Trying Da

Hoban, Russell, A Baby Sister For
1964

Langstaff, N., A Thty Baby For You,

Minarik, Else, Little Bear (and others

Mizuniura, Kazue, If I Were A Mothet

Zolotow, Charlotte, Big Sister And Littl
1966
I Want To Be Little, Shurman,
If It Weren't For You, Harper
The Hating Book, Harper, 1970
Mr. Rabbit And The Lovely Ji

1964



Activities Materials

"Do you like . to behave this way at the table?" "Do you care
how the other children feel about your behavior?" "What might
happen if . . ?" Through discussion and role-playing all concerned
can be helped to clarify their beliefs about the relationship of meal-
time courtesy to showing love and respect for othcrs.

Role-playing--topics may be based on observed behavior during
play or on prepared materials such as found in .Shaftel (see list of
references)

e.g., Brother-sister conflicts
Older-younger sibling conflicts
Having friends over to play
Helping with the chores
Allowances
Grievances about inequalities in
each child the same
Going to play at a friend's house

the home, i.e., not treating

without asking Mother first

Literature. There are many excellent children's books that can be

used very effectively to help make children aware of values as well

as to help them acquire skill and knowledge in face-to-face relation-
ships. A few suggestions of how this could be used are listed below:-

A Baby Sister for Francis could be usedlo help children develop
a feeling for a new baby by helping them to learn to cope with
their own feelings of jealousy and resentment.

Ask Mr. Bear and Mr. Rabbit and the Lovely Present could be
used to help children realize that love can be shown in many
ways and that costly gifts are not necessary to show love.

If I Were a Mother could spark a lively discussion on what
mothers do and why they do it.

If It Weren't for You and Big Sister and Little Sister could help
a."big brother" learn to cope with a "little brother" who always

seems to spoil all his fun.

Any of these stories could be used with puppets, as could many role-
plays mentioned above. The self-conscious child can frequently ex-
press himself more freely through a puppet particularly when he has
not acquired much skill in assuming a role bodily.

1-5

ot

Anglund, Joan, A Friend Is Someone Who Likes You,
Harcourt, 1958

Fisher, Margery M., But Not Our Daddy, Dial, 1965

Flack, Margery, Ask Mr. Bear, Doubleday, 1930

Hoban, Russell, The Sorely Trying Day, Harper, 1967

Hoban, Russell, A Baby Sister FOr Francis, Harper,
1964

Langstaff, N., A Tiny Baby For You, Harcourt, 1955

Minarik, Else, Little Bear (and others), Harper, 1957

Mizumura, Kazue, If I Were A Mother, Crowell, 1968

Zolotow, Charlotte, Big Sister And Little Sister, Harper,
1966
I Want To Be Little, Sharman, 1968
If It Weren't For You, Harper
The Hating Book, Harper, 1970
Mr. Rabbit And The Lovely Present, Harper,
1964
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Objectives Activities Materials

d. Picture Studypictures showing people in stressful home situations
could be used in much the same way as stories to involve the child-

ren in value-clarification activities and discussion

3. My Family Home

a. Locationuse activities such as the following to prepare a chart

entitled "Houses We Live In"

tickl trip to see where each other lives (if possible)

make observations of size, location, construction and landscap-

ing of homes

record observations by making models of own house (exterior

only)

learn address and telephone number (in urban communities the
children might enjoy figUring for themselves the system used for

numbering streets and houses)

build up a model of community on floor by marking streets with
masking tape and positioning each house and yard model
correctly

field trip to a house under construction (if possible) or use films
and pictures to see what houses are built of

re-visit site several times to observe stages of construction

b. Function

Discuss what purposes are served by each room in each child's

home

Extend vocabulary by developing generalized meanings for:

kitchen, bathroom, living rpnm, bedroom, laundry room, yard, etc.
(avoid any suggestion that the quality of family life is dependent

upon the size of the homes)

c. Furnishings and Decorations of My House
Dramatic play with doll house

to learn furniture names

to discuss interior decoration of thcir own house by contrasting
it with that of the doll house

Moods And Emotions (see footnc
Language Experience Pictures
Shaftel Pictures
Pictures from magazines, calenda

Refer to: Moore and Owen: Tem
The Social Studies, Toronto. Mal

Shoe boxes, etc.

Art materials

Masking tape

Refer to Chart prepared in Opel
to Help Me Grow Up?"

Wooden Doll House

Toy Furniture

Wallpaper }
Drapery Scraps



Activities Materials

d. Picture Studypictures showing people in stressful home situations

could be used in much the same way as stories to involve the child-

ren in.-value-clarification activities and discussion

M Family Home

a. Locationuse activities such as the following to prepare a chart
entitled "Houscs We Live In"

field trip to see where each other lives (if possible)

make observat;ons of size, location, construction and landscap-

ing of homes

record observations by making models of own house (exterior

only)

learn address and telephone 'number (in urban communities the
children might enjoy figuring' for themselves thesystem used for

numbering streets and houses)

build up a model of community on floor by marking streets with

masking tape and positioning each house and yard model
correctly

field trip to a house under construction (if possible) or use films

and pictures to see what houses are built of

re-visit site several times to observe stages of construction

b. Function

Discuss what purposes are served by each room in each child's

home

Extend vocabulary by developing generalized meanings for:

kitchen, bathroom, living room, bedroom, laundry room, yard, etc.

(avoid any suggestion that the quality of family life is dependent

upon the size of the homcs)

c. Furnishings and Decorations of My House
Dramatic play with doll house

to learn furniture names

to discuss interior decoration of their own house by contrasting
it with that of the doll house

1-6

Moods And Emotions (see footnote on page 49)

Language Experience Pictures

Shaftel Pictures
Pictures from magaZines, calendars, etc.

Refer to: Moore and Owen: Teaching The Subjects In
The Social Studies, Toronto. Macmillan of Canada

Shoe boxes, etc.

Art materials

Masking tape

Refer to Chart prepared in Opener, "What Do I Need

to Help Me Grow Up?"

Wooden Doll House

Toy Furniture

Wallpaper
Drapery Scraps

1



Objectives Activities Materials

d. Work To Be Done at My House And Who Can Do It

children make a picture, filmstrip, videotape or movie of work

in the home and yard

when movie is being shown discuss with the Children:

what work is being done
who can do it? Why?
(bring out safety, strength and maturity as criteria for de-
ciding who does what)

.Note: For classes interested in continuing this unit, possible areas of fur-
ther investigation might be:

=what we eat at our house
food production and distribution
Whynutrition, learning cultural appreciations

what do we wear? Why? Where does it come from?

role of money in family
what we learn at homehow do we learn
what we learn?

special days at our house

how we worship in our house

how we entertain our friends

e
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Rathcr than a culmination, which usually marks thc conclusion of a unit of study, wc suggest that the foregoing unit act as an

units on families of other timcs or other cultures. Thus thc entire first year Social Studies program will be focused on thc famil

Evaluation

To evaluate students' progress during this unit, it is essential that evaluation be a continuous process and with observation of parl

tor. The objectives sct out at thc beginning of this unit must form thc basis for any evaluation procedures used.

Suggested Procedures

A. Teacher Observation Checklist (to bc completed at intervals throughout year)

Name of Pupil

Pupil shares ideas

2. Pupil cooperates in use of Materials and equipment

3. Pupil shows consideration for others

4. Pupil displays responsibility within the classroom group

5. Pupil shows acceptance of individuality in its many forms

6. Pupil demonstrates ability to reach decisions on the basis of materials

presented

Observation

Always Often Sometii

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2

B. Pupil/Teacher/Parent Conference
Face-to-face communication among thc teacher, thc pupil, and (where possible) the parents, can be a worthwhile fort

conferences can help teachers in assessing student attitudes and can be qn effective means of involving parents in thc social st

ers must select with care questions that are appropriate for each conference. Thc following statements are illustrative of

suitable:

1. What do you do to help at home? Do you think you should give more help? What? .

2. Do you think you should let your mothcr know when you go to play at somebody elsc's housc? Why?

3. What things do you do to show your family that you love them?

4. What things does your family do to show that they love you?

C. Measurement of Growth in Knowledge and Skills
Teacher-made tests should bc designed to measure what has been taught during this unit.

References
Moore and Owen, Teaching The Subjects In The Social Studies, 'roronto. Macmillan of Canada, 1966.

Shaftel F. R. & Shaftel G., Role-Playing For Social Values, Englewood Cliffs, N.J., Prentice-Hall, 1967

Smith, James A., Creative Teaching In The Social Studies, doston. Allyn & Bacon, 1967.
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culmination, which usually marks the conclusion of a unit of study, we suggest that the foregoing unit act as an opener for subsequent

other times or other cultures. Thus the entire first year Social Studies program will be focused on thc family theme.

is' progress during this unit, it is essential that evaluation be a continuous process and with observation of participation the chief be-

set out at the beginning of this unit must form the basis for any evaluation procedures used.

res

'ation Checklist (to be completed at intervals throughout year)

Observation

ideas

crates in use of materials and equipment

s consideration for others

ays responsibility within the classroom group

s acceptance of individuality in its many forms

nstrates ability to reach decisions on the basis of materials

Parent Conference

cc communication among the teacher, the pupil, and (where possible) the parents, can be a worthwhile form of evaluation. Such

help teachers in assessing student attitudes and can be an effective means of involving parents in the social studies programs. Teach-

with care questions that arc appropriate for each conference. The following statements arc illustratiVe of questions that might be

Always Often Sometimes Never

1 2 3 1 2 3 12 3 1 2 '3

- -------
S4

ou do to help at home? Do you think you should give more help? What?

nk you should let your mother know when you go to play at somebody else's house? Why?

s do you do to show your family that you love theni?

s does your family do to show that they love you?

>f Growth in Knowledge and Skills
iade tests should be designed to measure what has been taught during this unit.

n, Teaching The Subjects In The Social Smdies, Toronto. Macmillan of Canada, 1966.

Shaftel G., Role-haying For .Social Values, Englewood Cliffs, N.J., Prentice-Hall, 1967

. Creative Teaching In The Slcial Studies, Boston. Allyn & Bacon, 1967.
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Grade Three Social Studies Sample Unit

ifOULD YOU LIKE TO BE AN ESKIMO?

OVERVIEW

This unit should encourage students to consider the effects on the
people involved where a minority culture meets another culture. It
relates to the master currieulum by focusing atteion on value issues
involving EMPATHY, FREEDOM and EQUALITY; by seeking to
develop problem solving and social skills; and by utilizing facts and
generalizations to foster an understanding of the,coneepts of CULTURE.
TECHNOLOGY and SPACE It relates to the content theme of the
Grade 3 master curriculum by emphasizing a comparative communities
approach: the traditional Eskimo pattern s)f life iS contrasted with thc
contemporary Eskimo community and thcsc two in turn with white
communities of southern Canada, preferably thc child's own community.

OBJECTIVES

A. Value Objectives

I. Students should clarify their attitudes, feelings, .and beliefs
about the equality of human beings with respect to the Eskimo
people and the white population of Canada. (Equality)

2. Students should clarify their attitudes, feelings and beliefs ,

about the freedom of the Eskimo today as compared with the
Eskimo of several years ago, and with die urban white reskfent.
(Freedom) .

3. Students should attempt to understand thc perspective of thc
contemporary Eskimo in dealing with problems associated with
a rapidly changing society. (Empathy)

B. Skill Objectives

1. Students should develop the ability to recall and recognize
data from many sources.

2. Students should develop the vbility to comprehend pertinent
data by developing the skills of:
(a) translating data
(b) interpreting data
(e) extrapolating from data

3. Students should develop the social skill of interpreting thc feel-
ings and ideas of others.

111-2
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C. Knowledge Objectives

1. Studcnts should gain knowledge
facts concerning Eskimo people, b
as well as how they live today.

2. Students should gahi knowledge of
ing with social problems by usin.e

3. Students should develop an under
(a) culture
(b) technolot..,y

(c) space
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Grade Three Social Studies Sample Unit

WOULD YOU LIKE TO BE AN ESKIMO?

should encourage students to consider the effects on the

where a minority culture meets another culture, It
naster curriculum by focusing attention on value issues
'AMY. FREEDOM and EQUALITY: by seeking to
m solving and social skills; and by utilizing facts and
to foster an tinder-standing of the concepts of CULTURE,
Y and SPACE. It relates to the content theme of the

r curriculum by emphasizing a comparative communities
Taditional Eskimo pattern of life is contrasted with the

Fskinto community and these two in turn with white
southern Canada, preferably the child's own community.

ieclives

its should clarify their attitudes, feelings, and beliefs
the equality of human beings with respect to the Eskimo
and the white population of Canada. (Equality)

Its sholikl clarify their attitudes, 'feelings and beliefs
the freedom of the Eskimo today as compared with the

o of several years ago, and with the urban white resident.

its should attempt to understand the perspective of the
nporary Eskimo in dealing wi:h problems associated with
dly changing society. (Empathy)

(Tikes

!its should develop the ability to recall and recognize
...min many sources.

ats should develop the ability to comprehend pertinent
)y developine thc skills of:
ranslating data

laterpretine data

vrapolating from dat

ills should develop the social skill of interpreting thc feel-
Ind ideas of others.

C. Knowledge Objectives

1. Students should gain knowledge of specific terminology and
facts concerning Eskimo people, both as they lived in the past
as well as how they live today.

2. Students should gain knowledge of thc ways and means of deal-
ing with social problems by using a problem-solving method.

3. Students should develop an understanding of the concepts:

(a) culture
(b) technology

(c) space
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Learning Opportunities Objectives Related Materials and Acti

1. Opener

(a) Use an opaque projector, large pictures or film-
strips to present an overview of a iresent-day
Eskimo sefflement such as Frobisher Bay or Fort
Chimo.

(b) As the pictures are shown have students describe
what physical objects they see and what is happen-
ing in each picture. Students should be required to
"read" the pictures.

(c) Ask the students if they saw anything in the pictures
which surprised them.

(d) Ask the students if thcy have any questions about
the people or things shown in the pictures. List any
questions on the board.

(c) Ouestions listed could he considered problems for
further study. Students could then formulate causal
hypotheses (to explain something that has already
happened) or hypotheses as to what will happen in
Me future. (Sce Problem Solving in Chapter IV.)

Alternate Opener

(a) Using a filmstrip or larce classroom pictures give the
class an overview of traditional Eskimo life as it was
in the past. Have students "read" each picture.

(b) Follow up with questions such as:
(i) 1-low would the lives of the Eskimo children,

fathers, and mothers change if oil was discov-
ered or a large airport or radar base was built
near their settlement. and many white people
came to live in the area?

(ii) How would you feel as an Eskimo if this
happened?

(c) Suggest to the 'children that in many places in the
North this very thing has happened. and as a result
of the study of this unit they will find out about
how Eskimo life has changed.

Most children will know that thc EslCimos live "north" of
us, but the meaning of this may not bc clear to them. Establish
the idea of ca.dinal direction by laying a large outline map of
Canada on thc floor or on a large table in the classroom. The

118

A, B, C

C I, C 3

A 3

13 2 (a)
C 3
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Then and Now in Frobisher Bay (set
good source of pictures which could bc util
projector. Frames 18-25, 2930, 35 and
The Modern Eskimo (sec Bibliography) u

Typical studcnt questions might be a,

1. Why do Eskimos use power toboge
dog tcams?

2. Do Eskimos get all of their food fro.

3. Do any Eskimos live in igloos now?

4. Where do Eskimos gct moncy te hu
machines, wooden houso and power

5. Do all Eskimo children go to school.

The Encyclopedia Britannica Picturt
graphy) gives excellent illustrations of
Eskimo life.

This introductory activity is designe
focus, rather than to lead to hypothesizin
the studcnts would probably not have en°
formation to formulate reasonable hypoth

Students might prepare covers showiri
some aspect of traditional and modern da,
would cithcr be drawn or made up of r,
magazines, pamphlets, etc.

Students could follow this up by prin
small outline maps and oricnting them corr
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Then and Now in Frobisher Bay (see Bibliography) is a
good source of pictures which could bc utilized with an opaque
projector. Frames 18-25, 29-30, 35 and 37 of thc filmstrip
The Modern Eskimo (sec Bibliography) would also be useful.

I.
Typical student questions might be as follows:

Why do Eskimos usc powcr toboggans now instead of
dog teams?

2. Do Eskimos get all of their food from stores like we do?

3. Do any Eskimos live in igloos now?

4. Where do Eskimos get moncy to buy things like sewing
machines, wooden houses and power toboggans?

5. Do all Eskimo children go to schools like ours?

The Encyclopedia Britannica Picture Series (see Biblio-
graphy) gives excellent illustrations of various aspects of
Eskimo life.

This introductory activity is designed to set a general
focus, rather than to lead to hypothesizing at this point as
the students would probably not have enough background in-
formation to formulate reasonable hypotheses.

Students might prepare covers showing a contrast between
some aspect of traditional and modern day Eskimo life. These
would either be drawn or made up of pictures clipped from
magazines, pamphlets, etc.

Students could follow this up by printing N, S. E, W on
small outline maps and orienting them correctly on their desks.
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Learning Opportunities

map should have the directions North. South. East. and West
appropriately irdicated. The child's home town or city should
be indicated as well as some of the larger centres in Alberta.
such as Edmonton. Calgary. Red Deer. and Lethbridge. In ad-
dition some of the major Eskimo settlements such a:, Frobisher
Bay. El. Chimo. burvik. etc. should he indicated. Let students
orient the map so that north on the map matches the actual
direction north. If cardinal direction is readily understood. the
directions NE. NW. SE. SW should be introduced.

Ask questions such as:

(a) Where is our town/city put a finger from sour
left hand on it.

(b) Where is Frobisher Bay (Inuvik. etc.). Put a finger
from your right hand on it.

(c) What direction would t ou have to travel to go from
our town/city to Frobisher Bay/Inuvik. etc.

Actual distance in terms of miles is beyond the comprehen-
sion of young children:" nowever, relative distance can be
made meaningful. On large outline-maps (marked as previously
mentioned) let children usc string or ribbon to determine how

far it is between two places they have travelled between fre-
quently. The finding should be marked, on a piece of paper.
the place names put on and the dots _indicating places joined
by a straight line. Do a few examples within Alberta: then from
thc child's home town/city or nearest town to some of the
Eskimo settlements.

Put a picture showing a nim;ber of different kinds of tools
traditionally used by the Eskimos on thc overhead or opaque
projector. Ask the students as a group to:

(a) Name each item, and describe its use.

(b) Indicate things that below: tocethcr or could be
erouped tocether.

(c) Give reasons why they would croup the items in the
way suggzsted.

(d) Give each of the groups of items a name.

120
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B 2 (a)
C 3

B 1
B 2 (a)
B 2 (b)
B 2 (c)
B 3
C I
C 3 (b)

Students could draw an eieht point
piece of paper and orient it to the actual

The class could pursue this by int'
various Alberta centres to different Esk-

The recording paper which shouW
look like this:

Red Deer Edmonton

Red Deer Calgary

Red Deer

(Each line should be a sinele.

A few examples of tools that mieht

bow drill
woman's knife ulu
oil lamp kudlik
seal spear oonock or (low
fish spear kakivak
bone needle
snow knife
fish hook (ivory)

lat
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Students could draw an eight point direction finder on a
piece of paper and orient it to the actual directions.

The class could pursue this by indicating direction from
varif,us Alberta centres_ to different Eskimo settlements.

Thc recording paper which should be very long would
look like this:

Red Deer Edmonton

Red Deer Calcary

Rcd Deer

Inuvik
(Each line should be a sincle. unbroken line.)

A few examples of tools that might be used arc:

bow drill
woman's knife ulu
oil lamp kudlik
seal 'spear oonock or oonok
fish spear kakivak
hone needle
snow knife
fish hook (ivory)

al.



Learning Opportunities

(e) Think of a name which would include all of the
roups.

The students could then cnt out pictures of the tools from
a handout and paste them on sheets of paper bearing the group
name.

Using the same classification, ask the students to go to
magazines, rewspapers. books. etc. and clip out or draw pictures
of tools the Eskimos use today. These could be pasted on sheets

of paper under the appropriate titles.

!lave the class make comparisons between items in the

two classifications to note similarities and differences. Ask
students to hypothesize as to why these changes have occurred.
For example. students mieht hypothesize that dog sleds gave

way to power toboggans because thc latter arc faster.

Construct a bar graph as a class project showing some-
thing familiar to the children, such as class attendance for a
week. Ask questions to develop an understanding of graph
reading such as:

(a) flow many students were present on Monday?

(b) On which day were the most students absent?

(c) How many fewer students were present on Friday
than Thursday?

Present simplified bar eraphs depicting statistics rekvant
to the study of Eskimo life. If the actual numbers on the
graphs are quite lame. it might be betfer to locus on com-
parisons and trends.

.
Have the students write a letter to a classmate describing

sonic event or object that caueht their attention on an imaginary
trip throuch the Arctic.

1 nir)

. Objectives

13 I
B 2 (a)
C I
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Relaled Materials and Actit

This inductive approach followed by a
traditional and modern Eskimo life could
veloping the student's knowledge of:

(a) vehicles used for transportation

(b) types of food eaten

(c) type of clothing worn

(d) type of shelter used

40

35

30

25

20

15

10

Mon. Tuci. Wcd.

Attendance According to Day of

The trip may be made by means o
loop, colored pictures, etc. Some examples
that might be described are:

(a) the construction of an igloo
(b) an Eskimo dog team
(c) Eskimo words learned
(d) seal hunting

at
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Related Materials and Actisities

This inductive approach follmved by a comparison between
traditional and modern Eskimo life could also be used in de-
veloping the student's knowledge of:

(a) vehicles used for transportation

(b) types of food eaten

(c) type of clothing worn

(d) type of shelter used

40

35

30

25

20

15

10

Mon. Tucs. Wcd. Thurs. Fri.

Attendance According to Day of the Week

The trip may be made by
loop, colored pictures, etc. Somc
that might be described are:

(a) the construction of an
(b) an Eskimo dog team
(c) Eskimo words learned
(d) seal hunting

means- of 1 6 mm. film, film
examples of events or objects

igloo
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Learning Opportunities

Like other languages which encounter the language of a
dominating culture, the Eskimo language, in the opinion of
some authorities is in danger of dying as an active language.
Using this as a problem, have thc students hypothesize as to

(a) why laneuages dic

(b) ways in which a dying language might bc saved.

Give the studcnts a list of Eskimo words and ask them
to look up the English equivalents. A mastcr list for the whole
class might then be made and added to as new words arc en-
countered. In some instances a diagram might be useful in
clarifying meaning.

Read the accompanying role play setting to the class,
then select acto-s for the various parts.

r-)

Objectives

A 3
B 1
C 2
C 3

B 1
B 2
C 1
C 3

A 3
B 3
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Related Materials and

In addition to the usual source% (
interviews with people who have been
encouraging the use of thc French Ian
probably he valuable.

The glossary of books such as tlit.
and Now in Frobisher Bay would be a
tion. This would also bc an opportunit
of what a glossary is and a way or prat:

Role Plaing
An Eskimo family has recently .

city from a settlement in the North.
istered his son in your school at the p
principal. Mr. Smith. has taken the I.
room in which he will be placed. Th
at thc door of the room waiting for
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what might happen next.
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be used in a group discussion are:

(a) How did the actors fccl as ti,

(b) Do you think things would
life?

(c) Is there anything we can I(
seen?

Some additional suggestions to ad
situations such as this are:

(a) Add characters while the pl;.'

(b) Have actors switch roles in

(c) Permit other groups to act 0
provision that they put a di
formance

(d) It the equipment is availablt
tape so that the whole group
the -live participants.
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A 3 In addition to thc usual sourccs of information, personal
B 1 intcrvicws with people who havc been active in preserving and
C 2 encouraging the use of the Frcnch language in Canada would
C 3 probably he valuable.

B 1
B 2
C I
C 3

A 3
B 3
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The glossary of books such as the recent publication Then
and Now in Frolthher Bay would be a good sourcc of informa-
tion. This would also be an opportunity to develop a knowledge
of what a glossary is and a way of practicing an important skill.

Role Playing
An Eskimo fathily has recently arrived in your town or

city from a settlement in thc North. Thc fathcr has just reg-
istered his son in your school at thc principal's office, and thc
principal. Mr Smith. has taken thc Eskimo boy, Nuki to thc
room in which hc will be placcd. Thc tcachcr, Miss Jones, is
at thc door of the room waiting for Mr. Smith and Nuki to
conic down thc hall. The children in thc classroom arc taking
out thcir books in prcparation for an arithmetic class. Act out
what might happcn next.

Followinc thc role playing several questions which might
be uscd in a group discussion arc:

(a) How did thc actors fccl as thcy playcd thcir rolcs?

(b) Do you think things would happen this way in rcal
life?

(c) Is there anythine we can learn from what wc havc
secn?

Somc additional suggcstions to add varicty to rolc playing
situations such as this are:

(a) Add characters while the play is in progrcss

(b) Have actors switch rolcs in the middle of thc play
(c) Permit othcr groups to act out the situation with thc

provision that they put a different slant on thc per-
fo'rmance

(d) If thc equipment is availablc, put the play on video-
tape so that the whole group can obscrve it including
thc activc participants.



Learning Opportunities Objectives I Related Materials and Act

Initiate a discussion of authority in family relationships
with a picture of an adult (parent. teacher, etc.) obviously
directing a child to do something. Ask the children to explain
what is happening in the picture. Follow up with questions
such as:

(a) Do other pcople tell you to do things?
(b) Are you more likely to do them if you arc directed

by sonic person or people rather than others?
(c) Do you think other boys and girls feel the same way?

(d) Do you think Eskimo children feel this way?

Rank Order Game
Using the background the students have of people in com-

munities they have prev;ously studied, ask them to rank order
the communities of whiTh thev would like to be a member (as
a child of their own age). This should be confined to three or
four possibilities, and should be done as a written exercise.
After choices have been made, establish through discussion
and blackboard recording what the class considers to he the
pros and cons of each choice.

Rcad the anecdote and then have two or three students
retell the incident to insure that the students understand what
happened.
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A 2

A 3
B 1

B 2 (a)
13 3
C 3 (a)

A 1
A 2
A 3
13 1

B 2 (b)
B 3

A 2
A 3
B 2 (a)
B 3
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Ask each child to list on a piece c'
who direct his activities from,those mo1/4;
least influential. A typical list might be:

Father
Mother
Older brother
Teacher
Principal
Friend
Cub Leader

Ask the children-An make similar
children. This could be done with two
how an Eskimo child raised in a tradi
make such a list: a second to show how
child living in a place such as Frobisher t
a list. Allow students to look in books.
information.

An example of the communities whic

(a) a Mennonite or Hutterite color
(b) a -niodern-day Eskimo settlew

Bay

(c) a village in Viet Nam

As a follow-up, have the students ran
again after the discussion.

Anecdote

Bill kites had recently moved with Ii
to a new Eskimo settlement centered arm
ings which had bccn built by the- Feder
father was an administrator who worked
Although the Eskimos rarely spoke to Bill
always appeared to be very friendly. Bill's
some of them to his home for a cup of tc.
the Eskimos appeared to enjoy listening
were often playing when they visited the

One afternoon, Mr. and Mrs. Jones
sonic supplies from the Hudson's Ba:37

was at home alone. Suddenly, the front
came a group of Eskimos. Thc group inclui
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n of authority in family relationships
dult (parent, teacher, etc.) obviously
something. Ask thc children to explain
:he picture. Follow up with questions

ole tell you to do things?

c likely to do them if you arc directed
on or people rather than others?
other boys and girls feel the same way?

Eskimo children feel this way?

und the students have of people in com-
viously studied, ask them to rank order
.ch they would like to be.a member (as
'). This should be*confined to three or
Mould be done as a written exercise.
en made, establish through discussion
,ng what the class considers to be the
choice.

e and thcn have two or three students
sure that thc students understand what

A 2

A 3
B 1

B 2 (a)
B 3
C 3 (a)

A 1
A 2
A 3
B 1
B 2 (b)
B 3

A 2
A 3
B 2 (a)
B 3

Ask each child to list on a piece of paper those Peopk
who direct his activities from those most influential to tho;e
least influential. A typical list might be:

Father
Mother
Older brother
Teacher
Principal
Friend
Cub Leader

Ask thc children to make similar listings for Fskiino
children. This could be done with two lists: one indicAiinv
how an. Eskimo child raised in a traditional manner ;nicht
make such a list: a second to show how a nrodern-dliv Fskiino
child living in a place such as Frobisher 13y might tiLike sth
a list. Allow students to look in hooks. magazines, e .: for
information.

An example of the communities which might be included

(a) a Mennonite or 1 intterite colony

(b) a modern-day Eskimo settlement su;:h
Bav

(c) a village in Viet .Nani

As a follow-up, have the students rank-order their ;:lioico
again after the discussion.

Anecdote

fill Jones had recently moved with his mother and father
to a new Eskimo settlement centered around a group of build-
ings which had been built by the Federal Government. His
father was an administrator who workerthe government.
Although the. Eskimos rarely spoke to 13111 and\ his family, thcv
always appeared to be very friendly. Bill's father often brought
some of them to his home for a cup of tea. Without exception,
the Eskimos appeared to enjoy listening to the records th.it
wae often playing when they visited the Jones' home.

(-)e. afternoon, Mr. and Mrs. Jones had gone out to get
somc supplies from the Hudson's Bay Company store and Bill
was at home alone. Suddenly, the front door opened. and in
came a group of Eskimos. The group included a man, a woman.
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B 2 (b)
B 2 (c)

A I
A 2
A 3.
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and three children. Bill recognized the
peopld who fiad previously visited the .1

smiled warmly at Bill, removed their I

down. The .man carefully put a record
All of the Eskimos smiled broadly with
began to play.

Bill did not know what.to do.

. The students should try. to explain
Eskimos by considering que§tions st

(a) Why did they enter the_house
on the door?/

(b) Why did thcy sit down and
being invited to.do so?/

2. The students should suggest what cc
Bill should follow. They- should
which would result from various all

3. This incident occurred in a new
where the Eskimos had previously I
white people, Do you think this i

likely to 'happen in a settlement s
Chimo where the Eskimos have ha
with the white people and their wa:

Value Sheet

People have different ideas about
Eskimo children should get. Some of the

(a) Eskimo children should not h
Instead thc father should teach
and fish, build shelters, and
mothers sbould teach the girls
from hides, prepare food, and
type of education would be tht
in the past have been.given.

(b) Eskimo children should go to
such as Frobisher Bay and be
as children in schools in the
would include such things as re
ing, arithmetic, science, and.st
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B 2 (b)
B 2 (c)

A 1
A 2
A 3

111-8

and three children. Bill recognized the man as one of the
people who had previously visited the Jones' home. They all
smiled warmly at Bill, removed thcir heavy parkas and sat
down. The man carefully put a rccord on thc record player.
All of the Eskimos smiled broadly with delight as the record
began to play.

Bill did not know what to do.

1. The students should try to explain the behaviour of the
Eskimos by considering questions such as:

(a) Why did they enter the house without first knocking
on the door?

(b) Why did they sit down and play a record before
being invited to do so?

2. Thc students should suggest "what course of action, if any,
Bill should follow. They should predict the outcomes
which would result from various alternatives.

This incidcnt occurred in a ncw settlement in an area
whcrc the Eskimos had previously had little contact with
white people. Do you think this incident would bc as
likely to happen in a settlement such as Inuvik or Ft.
Chimo where the Eskimos have had much more contact
with the white people and thcir ways of living?

Value Sheet

People have different ideas about the kind of education
Eskimo children should get. Some of thcsc ideas arc:

(a) Eskimo children should not have to go to schools-.
Instead the f tk ther should teach -the boys how to hunt
and fish, boil helters, and, drive a dog team. Thc
mothers should teach the girls how to make clothing
from hidei, prepare food, and care for babies. This
type of education would bc thc same as the Eskimos
in the past have bccn given.

(b) Eskimo children should go to schools in settlements
such as Frobisher Bay and be taught thc same things
as children in schools in thc .1-est of Canada. This
would include such things as reading (English), spell-

. ing, arithmetic, science, and social studies.
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Evaluation

1. Evalbation of Value Objectives

(a) Ask students to rank order their preferences in terms
of the people they would like to be. This could be
done as part of the introduction to the unit dnd
again upon completion of the unit.

,,(b) Have the children mark an X on a values continuum
to indicate their attitudes. This activity should also
be carried out before' and after the unit is studied.

For .other evaluative techniques see Chapter IV on Value
Clarification Techniques. Many of these can be utilized 'for
evaluative purposes.

2. Evaluation of Skill and Knowledge Objectives

This can be a more traditional type of evaluation. Refer-
ence should be made to Blooes Taxonomy in order to for-
mulate questions that go beyond a recall and recognition level.

130
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(c) Eskimo children should be ser
southern part of Canada in placl
and Calgary to learn the.same tl
children in school learn.-If. thel
there as well, the children couk
or with a white family in a pri%

Write answers to the following`quest

I. Do you agree with a, b, or c? Is ii
which you think would be better?

2. How do Sfou think an Eskimo
question 1?

3. How do you think an Eskimo pareni
tion I?

Three choices might be:

(a) an Eskimo child living in my hr

(b) an Eskimo child living fifty year

(c) an Eskimo child living,in a mod
the North, such as Frobisher Ba:

Would you like to .be a modem-day
own age?

Yes Maybe
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(c) Eskimo children should bc sent to schools in the
Southern part of Canada in places such as Edmonton
and Calgary to learn the same things all of the other
children in school learn. If thcir parents do not go
there as well, the children could live in a dormitory
or with a white family in a private home.

Write answers to the following questions:

1. Do you agree with a, b, or c? Is there some other way
which you think would be better?

2. I-kow do you think an Eskimo child would answer
question 1?

3. How do you think an Eskimo parent would answer ques-
tion 1?

Three choices might be:

(a) .an Eskimo child living in my home town or city..6-

(b) an Eskimo child living fifty years ago.

(c) an Eskimo child living in a modern-day settlement in
the North, such as Frobisher Bay.

Would you like to be modcrn-day Eskimo child of your
own age?

Yes.. Maybe No.
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INTRODUCTION TO GRADE V SOCIAL STUDIES

This sample unit diffcrs from thc othcr sample units in this Hand-
book in that it is preceded by a general introduction to Giade Fivc Social
Studics.

Thc overall purpose of the Grade Fivc Social Studics P.rogram is
to enable young peoplc to considcr thc question of their rcsponsibilitics
as Canadian members of the intcrnational cOmmunity. Morc specifically,
studcnts will considcr qucstions conccrning the using, sharing, and con-
serving of huthan and physical resources.

The values component of thc question of Canadian identity coulcl..
includc onc or more of thc valbe conceptsloyalty, frccdom, dignity of
man, justicc, cmpathy, equality. -Loyalty and cmpathy might receive
particular attcntion.

The skills component should include particular atuention to identify-
ing facts, 'opinions, inferences and value judgethcnts as they appear in
a wide varicty of statistical, deseriptive and pictorial data.

The knowledge component should give rise to an undcrstanding of
selected concepts relating to environment, causality and independence.
Particular attention might bc devoted to developing thc conccpts of
system, goals and stability.

The outline which follows includes both an introduction to Canada
and a sample study which illustrates the using, sharing and conserving
of resources by the people of Vancouver. Teachers will need to design
additional units which collsider people and resources in other parts of
Canada. ,4fter completing the.Vancouver unit as a class, students sboukl
be able to proceed through the remaining units at different rates and in
different order, working individually or in small groups.

Model Showing Possible Organization for Grade' 'Five Social Studies

How Can Canada's Resources Be Used
To Foster Greater Interaction Among People?

MEM A

Unit II Unit Il 1 Unit . . .

= Included in this outline. Whole class activities
, .

= To be developed by teachers and -students. Sall group or
indiVidual activities.

1136
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sow GENERAL OBJECTIVES FOR GRADE I
SOCIAL STUDIES

A. Value Objectives

Studcnts should clhrify personal and social v
ing questions such as:

1. Should we accept and rcspcct differences
ethnic groups? or
Should we activcly perpctuatc our own cultuni

2. Dots bcing loyal to 'Canadians _exclude be
othcrs?

3., Should Canadians use, short and/or cons(
hulan rcsourccs? or

Should increased productivity be a contin
soeicty?

B. Skill. Objectives

1: Studcnts should develop thc ability to discri
scriptions, inferences, and value judgements.

2. Students should develop thc ability to formuL
hypotheses which are aimcd at forecasting ftn

3. Students should develop the ability to use spec
lating concepts and generalizations.

C. Knowledge Objectives

1. Students should undcrstand thc workings of
tem and the effects of extracting and utilizing
system.

2. Students _should undcrstand that pcoplc use
that arc consistent with the goals thcy hold. 7
should bc based on a consideration of alterna
sequences of each alternative.

3. Students should understand that changes in
source usage threaten the stability of many Ca
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SOME GENERAL OBJECTIVES FOR GRADE FIVE
SOCIAL STUDIES

A. Value Objectives

Studcnts should clarify personal and social values by considcr- (7: V,.
. .

ing questions such as:

1 . Shbuld wc accept and respect differences among Canada's
ethnic groups? = or
Should we actively perpetuate our own cultural heritage?

2. Docs being loal to Canadians cxcludc bcing empathetic to
others? \ V

3. Should Canadians \use, share and/or cortrve physical and
human resources? --\or

Should incrcased prOductivity be a continuing goal of our
socicty?

\
B. Skill Objectives

.-
1. Studcnts should develop ,the ability to discriminate among de-

,
scriptions, inferences, and value judgements. \

2. Students should develop thc ability to formulate and tcst causal
hypotheses which arc aimcd at forccasting futurc outcomes.

3. Studcnts should &Mop thc ability to usc specific data in formu-
'.-ting conccpts and generalizations.

'41ge Objectives

?nts should undcrstand thc workings of the ecological sys-
-nd thc cffccts of extracting and utilizing resources from thc

..ts should understand that pcoplc usc rcsourccs in ways
that arc consistcnt with thc goals they hold. Thc choice of goals
should be bascd on a considcration of alternatives and thc con-
sequenccs of cach alternative.

,
3. Studcnts should uffderstand that changes in tne-patterns of re-

source usagc thrcatcn the stability of many Canadian lives.
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INTRODUCTION TO CANADA

The introductions to Canada should take no more than two or three
class periods. It is not\kntended that .pupils should gain a lot of back-
ground before beginninglbeir study of Canada...

This introduction is intended to generate a number of hypotheses
which will he tested during the sample studies which folloW.

The following approach may be found Useful in generating hypo-
theses relating to the values, skills and knowledge objectives set out
above.

I. Introduce a population distribution map or yansparency of Canada
and. a map showing ethnic .origins of Canada's people. Bc prepared
to introduce mere data, if necessary to motivate hypotheses,

Through discussion, assist students in learning how to interpret
population maps.

3. Encourage children to formulate and record hypotheses.which seek
to explain why Canadians live where they do. Each hypothesis
should indicate how people's values influence their:choice of habitat.:
Guide the discussion so that the hypotheses touch upon:
a. Environment, emphasizing one of space, time, culture, system,

e.g., a large number Of Canadians live in Vancouvii because
thcy enjoy a mild coastal climate. (This hypothesis relates the

Unit 1

concept of environment to the value pl:
fort. In. this instance the concept space

b. Causality, emphasizing onc of goals, m
e.g., the development/on the prairies
which support many/ people. (This hy
causal relationship botwcen resouices
priority is placed upon causality and the

c. Interdependence, emphasizing one of c(
ilit)', change, e.g., many people prefer
:ill= their customs, language, etc. (This
interdependence.)

'4. Prepare individual and class records of th
Students must be encouraged to accept, re
hypotheses as they proceed through the sam

5. Have each hypothesis tested (i.e., validate(
by individual- students, small groups, or th
advisable for ,the total class to work togethc
sis. so that students learn the procedures I
small groups can then proceed on their own

6. An example of how one hypothesis might
thc following sample study on Vancouver.

SHOULD TRANSPORTATION ROUTES DISPLACE PEOPLE?,

OVERVIEW OF SAMPLE UNIT ON VANCOUVER

Having had an opportunity to think about population distribution
throughout Canada, students arc now ready .to focus in dcpth on one
problem common to most urban areas: the problem of moving people_
and goods to, from and within areas of. great population dcnsity. This
problem will be studied as it relates to Canada's west coast metropolis,
Vancouver. The values considered during this study will be freedom

V-4

.

and the dighity of man. Students will require s
resources in the tegling of hypotheses. Com
spact..., goals, and stability will bc objectives of

Use will be made of role-playing and sit
commended that copies of a Vancouver daily II
students while studying this unit:

9
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!data, if necessary to motivate hypotheses.

n, assist students in learning how to interpret

1 to formulate and record hypotheses which seek
'.inadians live where they do. Each hypothesis
v people's values influence their choice of habitat.
m so that the hypotheses touch upon:

inphasizing one of space, time, culture, system,
umber of Canadians live in Vancouver because
ild coastal climate. (This hypothesis relates the

Unit 1

concept of environment to the value placed upon physical com-
fort. In this instance the concept space receives emphasis.)

b.. Causality, emphasizing one of goals, norms, technology, power,
e.g., the development on .the prairies of the natural resources
which support many people. (This hypothesis demonstrates a
causal relationship between resources and population. High
pliority is placed upon causality and the concept of technology.)

c. Interdependence, emphasizing one of cooperation, conflict, stab-
ility, change, e.g., many people prefer to live near others who
share their customs, language, etc. (This hypothesis demonstrates
interdependence.)

4. Prepare individual and class records of the hypotheses formulated.
Students must be encouraged to accept, reject and/or modify their
hypotheses as they proceed through the sample studies which follow.

5. Have each hypothesis tested (i.e., validated, modified, or rejected)
by indiVidual students, "small groups, or the total class. It may be
advisable for the total class to work together in testing one hypothe-
sis so that students learn the procedures to follow. Individuals or
small groups can then proceed on their own to test other hypotheses.

6. An example of how one hypothesis might be tested is illustrated in
the following sample study on Vancouver.

SHOULD TRANSPORTATION ROUTES DISPLACE PEOPLE?

MPLE UNIT ON VANCOUVER

pportunity to think about population distribution
udents arc now ready to focus in depth on one
nost urban areas: the problem of moving people
id within areas of great population density. This
d as it relates to Canada's west coast metropolis,
:s considered during this study will bc freedom

V-4
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and the dignity of man. Students ill require skill in using a variety of
resources in the testinr of hypotheses. Concepthal understanding of
spacc, goals, and stability will be objectives of this unit.

Use will be made of role-playing and simulation games. It is re-
commended that copies of a Vancouver daily newspaper be available to
students while studying this unit.
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OBJECTIVES

A. Value Objectives

Students should clarify personal and social values by consider-.

ing questicins such as:

1. Should the city of Vancouver have the right to move families
from their homes when land is needed for transportation routes?

2. Should the indiviclOal families whose property is needed for a
transportation route consider their responsibilities as citizens of
Vancouver to be more important or less important than their
personal interests.

3. Are roads so important that they should displace natural
vegetation?

4. What are the best forms of transportation in urban areas? (Con-.
sider costs vs benefits.)

5. How much time should fathers and other workers spend each
day going to and from their jobs?

6. Should view-property and recreational property be owned pub-
licly or individually?

7. Does transportation improve the quality of people's interaction
with each other?

8. How docs transportation limit or increase people's freedom?

9. What form of transportation allows most freedom to the indivi-
dual? To the group?

B. Skill ObjectiveS

1. Students should develop the ability to interpret aerial photo-
graphs, topographical maps, temperature and precipitation
charts of the Vancouver arca.

2. Students should develop a sense of time by relating transporta-
tion problems to thc periods in which they occurred. (Daily,
weekly, seasonally, historically)

3. Students should develop the ability to formi
hypotheses concerning:

a. Reasons for Vancouver having develope

b. Reasons for recent increases in the volu
through Vancouver

c. Explanations of the fact that better tra
exist between Vancouver and the-Amer
between Vancouver and the rest of Can

d. Reasons for transportation problems
couver proper and in the greater Vanco

4. Students should develop the ability to forint
tive hypotheies concerning:

a. How the installation of an underground
system in Vancouver would affect:

The suburban resident who works in
The incidence of air, water and noise
The use of land in the Vancouver ar

b. The effects on transportation requireme
techniques such as video-phones and
enable people to work from their homes

c. What people's feelings would be if a m;
portation routes were to take place in tl
e.g. How would Edmontonians feel abot
being given over to a new freeway?

e.g. How would Calgarians feel about
being converted to a shopping mall for
e.g. How would people in towns or vil
highway by-passing their community?
would they feel about the highway bein
centre of town?)

5. Students should develop objectivity in testin
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3. Students should develop the ability to formulate and test causal
hypotheses concerning:

a. Reasons for Vancouver having developetd on its present site

b. Reasons for recent incrcases in the volume of shipping done
through Vancouver

c. Explanations of the fact that better transportation facilities
exist between Vancouver and the American west coast than
between Vancouver and the rest of Canada

d. Reasons for transportation problems which exist in Van-
couver proper and in the greater Vancouver area

4. Students should develop the ability to formulate and test predic.
tive hypotheses concerning:

a. How the installation of an underground rapid transportation
system in Vancouver would affect:

The suburban resident who works in downtown Vancouver
The incidence of air, water and noise pollution
The use of land in the Vancouver area

b. The effects on transportation requirements if communication
techniques such as video-phones and computers should
enable people to work from their homcs.

c. What people's feelings would be if a major change in trans-
portation routes were to take place in their town or city.
e.g. How would Edmontonians feel about Mill Creek Ravine
being given over to a new freeway?

e.g. How would Calgarians feel about the downtown arca
being codverted to a shopping mall for foot traffic only?
e.g. How would people in towns or villages feel about the
highway by-passing theit community? (Alternatively, how
would they feel about the highway being routed through the
centre of town?)

5. Students should develop objectivity in testing hypotheses.

,
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6. Students should devclop the ability to distinguish among facts,
infcrcnccs, and valuc judgcmcnts as found in thc ncws media
(e.g. in Vancouver Sun and local newspaper).

7. Studcnts should devclop thc ability to undcrstand thc fcclings of
othcrs, while temporarily "shelving" thcir own feelings.

8. Students should develop the social skills which arc ncccssary in
gathcring data by writtcn requests and by conducting succcssful
surveys and interviews.

C. Knowledge Objectives

1. Studcnts should understand terms such as harbour, fiord, expro-
priation, port, mctropolis, frccway, rapid transit, park, rcsort, ctc.

2. Students should gain a n understanding of the following

generalizations:

a. Transportation routes arc determined tiy both natural and
man-made en vironments

b. Alberta has contributed to the cxpansion of port facilitics in
Vancouver (concept of interdependence) i.c. Roberts' Bank

c. Transportation is vital to the formation, development and
continued cxistcncc of citics

d. Teansportation problems change with thc changing size of a
city

c. An ever expanding transportation syste,
mands on thc city's rcsourccs

f. Bcyond a ccrtain point of population .(1
transportation systcm becomes prohib

Congcstion and blight of thc city ccnt
to suburbs

h. Growth of suburbs ncccssitatcs transp
city

i. There arc many rcasons for movemen

employment
business
education
recreation
tourism
Pcoplc's behavior and thc interaction
tcrcd with thc incrcasing sizc of the
charactcrizcd by:

grcatcr amcnitics for shopping, con
wider variety of social contacts
distances which limit utilization

thcatrcs .
noisc and traffic congcstion which

g.
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e. An ever expanding transportation system puts increasing de-
mands an the city's resources

f. Beyond a ,certain point of population congestion, an efficient
transportation system becomes prohibitively costly

Congestion and blight of the city centre produce movement
to suburbs

h. Growth of suburbs necessitates transportation links with thc
city

i. There arc many reasons for movement in a city:

employinent
business
education
recreation
tourism
People's behavior and the interaction among people arc al-
tered with the increasing size of the city. Larger cities arc
characterized by:

greater amenities for shopping, community recreation
wider variety of social contacts
distances which limit utilization of amenities such as

theatres
noise and traffic congestion which affect people's moods

g.



Objeeth,es Learning Opportunities Related Materials and Activiti

A 3, 5
B 1, 3a, 3d, 6
C 1, 2h

A 1, 2
B 7, 8
C 1, 2c, 2d, 2h

Opener

1. Read thc following quote which appcarcd in the
Vancouver Sun

Whcn you walk into a city you can scc what is
important to thc pcoplc of that city. All a city
docs is represent what its inhabitants believe in.

Arthur Erickson
Vancouvcr Architcct

Show pictures of Vancouvcr. Ask studcnts to "read"
thc picturcs to determine what pcoplc of that city
think is important.

DevelOpment

1. Have students play "Superhighway #125" as an in-
troduction to gaining and as a simulated cxpericncc
in decision-making (This cxcrcisc may, takc more
than a week.)

Discuss and analyze:

a. how people related to thc problem

b. the diffcrcnt alternatives offcrcd

c. why people made thc particular choiccs thcy did

d. the consequences of cach choicc

c. thc values underlying each choicc

144
V-7

A worthwhile source of picturcs is:

Gunn, Angus, Vancouver Profile, Associat
Ltd., 1590 Wcst 4th Avcnuc, Vancouver, I

Gunn, Angus, British Columbia Landfon
Associatcd Visual Scrviccs Ltd., 1590 Wes
couvcr, B.C.

Sample questions for pictures.

1. What activities arc cvidcnt in each of these
activities.

2. Can you group thcsc activitics into catcgorics

3. What conclusions and generalizations can yl
city and thc pcoplc who livc in it?

4. What can you tell us about thc city of Vanco
able pictures and maps.

(Refer to objcctivcs for guidancc in antic
. .and generalizations which students might rem

1. Complete instructions for "Supethighway #
, in the:

INSTRUCTOR MAGAZINE
February, 1971

Tcachcrs unfamiliar with thc usc of cduca
classroom could read:

Gaines For Growth
by A. K. Gordon
Scicncc Rcscarch Associatcs
Don Mills, Ontario
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Learning Opportanities Related Materials and Activities

pener

Read the following quote which appcared in the
lianco«ver Sun

When you walk into a city you can see what is
important to thc pcoplc of that city. All a city
does is rcprcscnt what its inhabitants bclicvc

Arthur Erickson
Vancouvcr Arehitcct

Show pictures of Vancouvcr. Ask students to "rcad"
the pictures fo dctcrminc what people of that city
think is important.

rj

kvelopment

. Have students play "Superhighway #I25" as an in-
troduction to gaming and as a simulatcd experience
in decision-making (This exercise may take more
than 'a week.) .

Discuss and analyzc:

a. how people rclatcd to thc problem

b. the different alternatives offered

c. why people made thc particular choiccs they did

d. the consequences of cach choice

c. thc valucs underlying cach choice

V-7

A worthwhile source of pictures is:

Gunn, Angus, Vancouver Profile, Associatcd Visual Scrviccs
Ltd 1590 Wcst 4th Avcnuc, Vancouvcr, B.C.
Gunn, Angus, British Columbia Landforms and Settlement,.
Associatcd Visual Services Ltd., 1590 Wcst 4th Avenuc, Van-
couvcr,11.C.

Sample qucstions for picturcs.

1. What activitics arc evident in each of these pictures? List thcsc
activitics.

2. Can yo.i group these activities into catcgorics? Label each group.

3. What conclusions and gcncralizations can you roach about this
city and-the pcoplc who live in it?

4. What can you tell us about the city of Vancouvcr from the avail-
able pictures and maps.

(Refer to objecAves for guidance in anticipating conclusions
and generalizations which studcnts might reach.)

1. Complete instructions for "Superhighlay.._ 125" can be found
in thc:

INSTRUCTOR MAGAZINE
February, 1971

Teachers unfamiliar with the usc of educational games in the
classroom could read:

Gwnes For Growth
by A. K. Gordon
Science Rcscarch Associates
Don Mills, Ontario

r
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Objectives Learning Opportunities Related Materials and Activit

A 3; 7
B 1, 3d
C 1, 2d, 2h

A 6
B 4a
C 2j

2. Require that students plot-routes from their adopted
home in Surrey to a skiing weekend at Grouse
Mountain Ski Resort.

3. Read

"VancOuver Should be for the People" an essay
written by a Vancouver student in grade six (Karen
Rondestvedt.) List the suggestions offered by Karen.
Categorize them as being:

a. Desirable but not feasible

b. Feasible but not desirable

c. Both feasible and desirable

d. Neither feasible nor desirable

. 146

2. Make available to students:
a. Recent topographical sheets OR tourist
b. Aerial photos of Vancouver areap. 2,
c. Duplicated copies of the maa.of Vancou

3. Using the sample map in this unit, require
routes to GrouSe Mountain from Surrey:
a. A route showing one of the actual roads t

of today to get to Grouse Mountain.
b. A route creatively planned by the stude

est and most logical roadway regardless
tion routes sljown on a recent Vancouver

Discuss and list the many problems stud
choosing the best and shortest route to rea
What do these problems mean to people liv

Draw from youngsters possible solutions regt
tion problems of 'Vancouver.

What slogan would you consider most appro
Why?
a. Vancouver: City of Bridges.
b. Vancouver: Where all Roads Meet.
c. Vancouver: City Ruled by Mountain,
d. Vancouver: Where People Mean More
e. etc., etc.

"Vancouver Should be for the People"
(by Karel? Rondesvedt)

Although I live just outside Vancouver I
the city. I'm very proud of its beautiful scene
arc many things we can do to. keep Vancouver
able to see the mountains and the ocean. I thi
that block our view should be built on the mou

We shouldn't have all the dumping of g,
the waters in and surrounding our city. I th
should be cleaned up so the people could be
swimming in crystal clear water.

We should eliminate the downtown cro
pedestrians from the vehicles. The shopping ar
in so we could see and hoar the rain without
should be used in more homes.

V-8
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Learning Opportunities Related Materials and Activities

2. Require that students,plot routes from thcir adopted
home in Surrey to a skiing weekend at Grouse
Mountain Ski Resort.

3. Read

"Vancouver Should be for the People" an essay
written by a Vancouver student in grade six (Karen
Rondestvedt.) List thc suggestions offered by Karen.
Categorize them as being:

a. Desirable but not feasible

b. Feasible but not desirable

c. Both feasible and desirable

d. Neither feasible nor desirable

146

2. Make available to students:
a. Recent topographical sheets OR tourist maps of Vancouver.
b. Aerial photos of Vancouver Preap. 2, 9 and 22 of Gunn
c. Duplicated copies of the map of Vancouver on page V-13.

. Using the sample map in this unit, require students to plan two
routes to Grousc Mountain from Surrey:
a. A route showing one of the actual roads used by Surrey people

of today to get to Grouse Mountain.
b. A route creatively planned by the students to show the short-

est and most logical roadway regardless of existing transporta-
tion routcs shown on a recent Vancouver map.

Discuss and list the many probigns students encountered in
choosing the best and shortest route to reach Grouse Mountain.
What do these problems.mean to people living in Vancouver?

Draw from youngsters possible solutions regarding the transporta-
tion problems of Vancouver.

What slogan would you consider most 'appropriate for Vancouver?
Why?
a. Vancouver: City of Bridges.
b. Vancouver: Where all Roads Meet.
c. Vancouver: City Ruled by Mountain, Sea and River.
d. Vancouver: Where People Mepn More Than Cars
c. etc., ctc.

"Vancouver Should be for th-6 People"
(by Karen Rondesvedt)

Although' I live just,outside Vancouver I feel that I am part of
the city. I'm .vcry proud of its beautiful scenery. I think that there
arc many,things we can do to keep Vancouver livable. We snould be
able to see thc mountains and the ocean. I think the high buildings
that block our view should be built on the mountainside.

We shouldn't have all the dumping of garbage and sewage In
the waters in and surrounding our city. I think the Fraser River
should be cleaned up so the people could be boating, fishing and
swimming in crystal clear water.

We should eliminate the downtown crowds by separating the
pedestrians from the vehicles. The shopping areas should be glassed
in.so we could see and hear the rain without ietting wet. Skylights
should be used in more homes.



Objectives Learning Opportunities Related Materials and Activities

4. Complete a Values Grid on the problem of rush
hour traffic.

5. Introduce "Vancouver Plans a New Bridge" simula-
tion game:-

V-9
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Vancouver should be for the people. We should 1
and parks for our enjoyment. There should be mo
places to sit down in the shopping areas as well as in t
should be more swimming and skating facilities bcca
very crowded and is going to get worse. Also it wou
recreation areas were developed and kept close to thi
easy to get to, for example, ski areas.

The farms should be on flat, fertile land and lu
put on the mountainsides and hillsides.

We shouldn't allow so many trees to be cut dov
arc being built.

People should be able to walk along the waterf
ships and freighters loading and unloading. "Some
should be able to live on the water in houseboats.

The people of Vancouver should be able to enjo,
tilde senses. First of all, by sight, we should get rid i
smoke caused by automobiles, lumber mills and c
Secondly, with their hearing, so there' should be c
pollution, for example, caused by the automobile. T1
scnse of smell; we should be able to smell the fresh, c
sweet smell of flowers, not the smell of cxhaust.
some of these things before it is too late.

Weekend Magazine, April, 1971. (With permissi

4. See Chapter IV for directions re the Values Grid.
Prepare a simulated headline from the Vancout
Hour Traffic Causcs Bridge Tiezups". 7dentify
tions to this problem; consider the consequences
tive; choose a solution.

5. "Vancouver Plans a New Bridge"
This game, to be played over a two-week period,
way a city and its people decide whether to buill
if so, where it should be located. The following i:
pattern to be used in developing the game:

Step IPurpose
To understand that a variety of opinions are hc
To understand that many reasons have to be cc
decisions about the bridge are reached. To i
in the search for resolution of transportation

Step IIScope
This simulation-game is based on the actual
couver citizens as these exist today or are ref
in the West Coast journals.
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Learning Opportunities Related Materials and Activities

Complete a Values Grid on the problem of rush
hour traffic.

Introduce "Vancouver Plans a New Bridge" simula-
tion game.

V-9

Vancouver should be for the people. We should have more trees
and parks for our enjoyment. There should be more benches and
places to sit down in the shopping areas as well as in the parks. There
should be more swimming and skating facilities because it's already
very crowded and is going to get worse. Also it would help if more
recreation areas were developed and kept close to the city areas and
easy to get to, for example, ski areas.

The farms should be on flat, fertile land and houses should be
put on the mountainsides and hillsides.
\ We shOuldn't allow so many tiees to be cut down when honses
ae being built.

People should be able to walk along the waterfront and watch
ships and freighters loading and unloading. *Some 'of the people
should be able to live on the water in houseboats.

The people of Vancouver should be able to enjoy their city with
their senses. First of all, by sight, we should get rid of the haze and
smoke caused by automobiles, lumber mills and other industries.
Secondly, with their hearing, so there should be control of noise
pollution, for example, caused by the automobile. Thirdly, with our
sense of smell; we should be able to smell the fresh, clean air and the
sweet smell of flowers, not.the smell of exhaust. I hope we can do
some of these things before it is too late.

Weekend Magazine, April, 1971. (With permission)

4. See Chapter IV for directions re the Values Grid.
Prepare a simulated headline from the Vancouver Sun, "Rush
Hour Traffic Causes Bridge Tie-ups". Identify alternative solu-
tions to this problem; consider the consequences of each alterna-
tive; choose a solution.

5. "Vancouver Plans a New Bridge"
This game; to be played over a two-week period, focuses on the
way a city and its people decide whether to build a bridge and,
if so, where it should be located. The following is a step-by-step
pattern to be used in developing the game:

Step IPurpose
To understand that a variety of opinions are held on the issue.
To understand that many reasons have to be considered before
*isions about the bridge are reached. To involve students
init1,2§ksearch bar-resolution of trans/iortation problems.

Step HScope
This simulation-game is based on .the actual needs of Van-
couver citizens as these exist today or are reported regularly
in the West Coast journals. ,
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/
Step IIIKey Participants

The number of players will vary. At
be invited to indicate their personal ini
choosing a bridge site, just like an
would. This rnn take .the form of a I
port to the mayor or thc Editor. St
identifying people who would be affect
people might be grouped and labelled
ourably or adversely. (See Chapter
inent techniqueS.)
Later, several students may select rol
ticularly interested in reprcsenting. Thc

A mayor ,

A newspaper editor
A city traffic planner
A naturalist .

A radical ecologist
A bridge. builder
A trucker
An Audubon Society Secretary
A manufacturer
A city councillor
A shipping operator
A gas station operator
A local homeowner
A local store owner
A factory worker"'

----Chamber Of-CO-iiiiiiertePretider
A labourer
Save Our Parks 'Committee Cho
etc.

Students prepare a written description
, ing: Age,- sex, marital status, employm

in area, reasons for conccrn about t
laken on the bridge issue, etc.

Step IVInteraction Activities
a) Develop a classroom newspaper
Vancouver Debate Bridge Issue. Stud
adopted roles, are requested to subni
views to the newspaper. An editorial I

included.
b) Organize a citizens' meeting where
ted in making known his views .for or
the bridge can do so. The meeting is
rules of parliamentary order.



Learning Opportunities Related Materials and Activities

--

Step 1IIKey Participants
The number of players will vary. At first, all students might
be invited to indicate thcir personal interest in the problem of
choosing a bridge site, just like any Vancouver taxpayer
would. This may take the form of a letter of protest or sup-
port to the mayor or the Editor. Students might begin by
identifying people whiz; would be affected by the bridge. These
people might be grouped and labelled as being affected fav-
ourably or adversely. (See Chapter IV re: concept develop-
ment techniques.)
Later, several students may select roles which they feel par-
ticularly interested in representing. These might include:

A mayor
A newspaper editor
A city traffic planner
A naturalist
A radical ecologist
A bridge builder
A trucker
An Audubon Society Secretary
A manufacturer
A city councillor
A shipping operator
A gas station operator
A local homeowner
A local store owner
A factory worker
Chamber of Commerce President
A labourer
Save Our Parks Committee Chairman
etc.

Students prepare a written description of their role by indicat-
ing: Age, sex, marital status, employment, length of residence
in area, reasons for conccrn about the bridge, stand to be
taken on the bridgc issue, etc.

Step IVInteraction Activities
a) Develop a classroom newspaper headlined "Citizens of
Vancouver Debate Bridge Issue." Students, according to their
adopted roles, arc requested to submit a statement of their
views to the newspaper. An editorial by the editor should be
included.
b) Organize a citizens' meeting where anyone who is interes-
ted in making known his views for or against thc building of
the bridge can do so. The mccting is operated according to
rules of parliamentary order.

oft
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Objectives Learning Opportunities Related Materials and *tctiviti

6. Provide an opportunity for students to apply what
they have learned by debating aspects of urban
transportation. (See Chapter IV for suggestions on
the use of debates in the classroom.) At this time
the unit may expand beyond the particular case
study on Vancouver.

Possible debate suggestions:

Resolved that . . .

a. The automobile should be banned from the
downtown areas of Canadian cities. .

b. Transit systems should be many and free to all
citizens.

V-1 1
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c) An election for mayor in which 5 or
contesting the position. Each candidate
form surrounding the bridge-building i

mayoralty campaign and election may be
d) Ask students representing two differc
prepare signs and advertisements to prom
thc bridge being built.
e) Organize an open-line radio program
students act in different roles to indicate
port for the bridge-building project.
f) Establish two committees. one which
and one which oppOses the bridge. Have c
lic opinion questionnaire to be.administei
class. Compare the questionnaires, analyzi
of biased, leading, loaded or value4aden
exercise in identifying propaganda techu
ganda" that students themselves created 1
at this point in the unit.)
g) Prepare an information booklet whicl
are better than bridges.

Step VAction
Allow a classroom referendum to be held
sions have been heard. The majority El(
recorded. The majority now has its mant
class activity, identify the alternatives tha
minority group. Cons.ider the desirability
ther action. by the minority. (Note: This,
opportunity for students to discover v
responsible dissent.)



Learning Opportunities Related Materials and Activities

6. Provide an opportunity for students to apply what
they have learned by debating aspects of urban
transportation. (See Chapter IV for suggestions on
the use of debates in the classroom.) At this time
the unit may expand beyond the particular case
study on Vancouver.

Possible debate suggestions:

Resolved that . . .

a. The automobile should be banned from the
downtown areas of Canadian cities.

b. Transit systems should be many and free to all
citize ns.

V-11
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i
c) An election sfor mayor in which 5 or more can 'dates are
contesting the position.YEach candidate ,must develop a plat-
form surrounding the bridge-building issue. An authentic
mayoralty campaign and election may be held.
d) Ask students representing two different protest.groups.atto
prepare Signs and advertisements topromote their ideas about
the bridge being built.
e) Organize an open-line radio program by means of which
students act in different roles to indicate their dislike or sup-
port for the bridge-building project.
f) Establish two committees, one which favours the bridge
and one which opposes the bridge. Have each construct a pub-
lic opinion questionnaire to be administered to the rest of the
class. Compare the questionnaires, analyzing them for evidence
of biased, leading, loaded or value-laden questions. (Note: An
exercise in identifying propaganda techniques using "propa-
ganda" that students themselves created might be undertaken
at this point in the unit.)
g) Prepare an information booklet which argues that tunnels
are better than bridges.

Step VAction
Allow a classroom referendum to be held after all the discus-
sions have been heard. The majority decision may then be
recorded. The majority now has its mandate for action. As a
class activity, identify the alternatives that are left open to the
minority group. Consider the-desirability and feasibility of fur-
ther action by the minority. (Note: This activity provides an
opportunity for students to discover ways of manifesting
responsible dissent.)
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c. Subways are the solution to all big city trans-
portation problems.

d. It is possible to be motorized and at the same
time civilized.

7. Undertake a comparative case study on the recent
decision by the Ontario Government to'stop con-
struction on the Spadina Freeway.

8. Individual Research or Group Project
What should cities do?

a. Limit growth by encouraging other cities to
develop.

b. Grow outwards into the surrounding farmlands'.

c. Grow upwards through construction of sky-
scrapers.
Encourage students to discover through read-

ings and discussions the advantages and disadvan-
tages of the above options. Which type of growth
will be characteristic of the future? .

9. Extension Possibility

A 14 minute film produced by McGraw-Hill
(Canadai entitle "Overpass"- may be used- te
stimulate further discussion. This film narrates the
problems encountered in a Yugoslavian community
in deciding about the construction of a walkway
over a railway line.

V-12

King, Paul, "What Can You Do With an Expres!
Weekend Magazine, September 4, 1971.

ft.) C..)
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c. Subways are the solution to all big city trans-
portation problems.

d. It is possible to be motorized and at the same
time civilized.

7. Undertake a comparative case study on the recent King, Paul, "What Can You Do With an Expressway to Nowhere?",
decision by the Ontario Government to stop con- Weekend Magazine, September 4, 1971.
struction on the Spadina Freeway.

8. Individual Research or Group Project
What should cities do?

a. Limit growth by encouraging other cities to
develop.

b. Grow outwards into the surrounding farmlands.

C. Grow upwards through construction of sky-
scrapers.
Encourage students to discover through read-

ings and discussions the advantages and disadvan-
tages of the above options. Which type of growth
will be characteristic of the future?

9. Extension Possibility

A 14 minute film Produced by McGraw-Hill
(Canada) eniitled "Overpass" may be used to
stimulate further discussion. This film narrates the
problems encountered in a Yugoslavian community
in deciding about the construction of a walkway
over a railway line.

V-12
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Toronto: Macmillan of Canada, 1962.

Czolowski, T., and A. Broadfoot. Through Lions Gate: A Pictorial Tour
of Greater Vancouver.
Vancouver: Vancouver Real Estate Board, 1966. ($4.15)

Periodicals

Beau tiffil British- Columbia Magazine.
Parliament Buildings, Victoria, B.C. ($2.00 per year)

The Vancouver Sun. Vancouver, B.C.

Official Guide to Stanley Park.
Board of Parks and Public Rccreation, City of Vancouver, B.C.
(50 ccnts)
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Films

Vancouver: Morcland-Latchford, 43 Dundas Street 1
(12 minutcs, color)

Helicopter Canada. National Film Board of Canack
(66 minutes, color)

The Railrodder. National Film Board of Canada, 19
(26 minutcs, color)

Maps

Topographical Sheets of Vancouver.
Scale 1:50,000 .

Suggested quantityfive copies each of:

Map 92G7 West
Map 92G2 West
Map 92G3 East
Map 92G6 East

Available from:

Map Distribution Office
Department of Energy, Mines and Rcso
Ottawa

(50 cents each)

British Columbia Road Map
Dcpartment of Travel Industry, Victoria, B.
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Films

Vancouver. Moreland-Latchford, 43 Dundas Street West, Toronto, 1968.
(12 minutes, color)

Helicopter Canada. National Film Board of Canada, 1967.
(66 minutes, color)

The Railrodder. National Film Board of Canada, 1968.
(26 minutes, color)

Maps

Topographical Sheets of Vancouver.
Scale 1:50,000

Suggested quantityfive copies each of:

Map 92G7 West
Map 92G2 West
Map 92G3 East
Map 92G6 East

Available from:

Map Distribution Office
Department of Energy, Mines and Resources
Ottawa

(50 cents each)

British Columbia Road Map
Department of Travel Industry, Victoria, B.C.
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HOW SHOULD PEOPLE y]['REAT
PEOPLE IN THE SUPERMARKET?
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Grade Two Social Studies Sample Unit

HOW SHOULD PEOPLE TREAT PEOPLE IN THE SUPERMARKET?

OVERVIEW

As an outcome of this unit', children should develop a sense of
responsibility for the effective operation of their neighbourhood. Pupils
should be aware of honesty and dishonesty in the interaction of com-
munity members specifically the interaction which occurs at the
supermarket or local grocery store. Thus-, the value objectives of this

unir relate to responsibility, eMpathy and honesty.
Since most second-year students are familiar with many visible

aspects of the supermarket .or store, this unit is designed to explore
the less obvious problems. The unit should be more a sociological study

.than an economic one. The major concept to be learned through this
unit is goals. Skills to be emphasized include classifying (analysis) and
hypothesizing ( synthesizing) .

This unit will concentrate on four aspects of a supermarket and
afford opportunities.for pupiN to oragnize information, pose problems,
suggest possible solutions for them 'and, in some cases, test their solu-
tions. The four aspects are:

1. Employer-employee relations.

2. Customer relations.

3. Advertising.

4. Packaging
Teachers should not feel that they are committed to study an urban

supermarket if this is not pertinent to the needs of their pupils. The
objectives of the unit can be realized by a study of a corner store, a
village store, a country store or even the mail-order catalog.

Again it must be emphasized that it is not the aim of this unit to
merely increase the child's knowledge or skills but, above everything
else, to provide opportunities for building his value system. ---

11-2
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OBJECTIVES

A. Value Objectives
Students will make value judgements concerning 'the advantages
and disadvantages of:
1. Respecting the rights, feelings and ideas of others (Empathy).
2. Recognizing the worth of other people's contributions to the

neighbourhood (Empathy).
3. Accepting responsibility in job activities (Responsibility).
4. Treating others justly, fairly and honestly (Honesty).

B. Skill Objectives
1. Students will locate and classify information on the supermarket

in picture and chart form.
2. Students will hypothesize and solve problems related to the inter-

action of people in satisfying their basic need for food.
3. Students, by conducting a survey, will give evidence of the

ability to tabulate and interpret information by means of a bar
graph.

4. Students will develop speaking and listening skills, such as
speaking clearly and telling the facts in order.

C. Knowledge Objectives
1. Understanding of such terms as advertising, wants and needs,

services, division of labour, employer, employee, customer,
cashier will be indicated in student oral or written examples and
explanations (System).

2. Students will be able to recognize and explain when presented
with picture examples of interdependence, how people of a
neighbourhood are dependent upon each other (Interdepend-
ence).

3. Students will be able to identify from listed examples those
which require people to cooperate to get a lot accomplished
(Cooperation).

4. Pupils should gain an understanding of the following generali-
zations, all of which relate to the major concept of goals:
a. The members of society have different wants and needs.

(e.g. The supermarket owner needs people to shop there.
The customer needs food to satisfy his basic need of hunger.)
Certain institutions (such as the supermarket) have available
a variety of goods to meet the demands made by the members
of society.

b. A variety of 'personnel provide the services that the mem-
bers of society require.

11-3165

c. All individuals,have a responsibility to do
thus provide a worthwhile contribution t

d. How an individual performs his job or rt
involved.

e. All well-done jobs make a worthwhile
bution to society.

f. All individuals make choices to meet the
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c. Alf individuals have a responsibility, to do their jobs well and
thus provide a worthwhile contribution to society.

d. How an individual performs his job or role affects all others
involved.

e. All well-done jobs make a worthwhile and necessary contri-
bution to society.

f. All individuals make choices to meet their needs.

PO
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Generalizations or
Values to be Stressed

A. Opener

-The supermarket is a major part
of the neighbourhood.

Neighbourliness

Differing needs and wants'

B. Development

1. Employer-employee
relations

Institutions provide a variety of
goods and services to meet the
societies' needs and wants.

167

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

Questions

1. What is happening?
2. Where is it happening?
3. What is a grand opening?
4.. Why is it happening?

5. Where do you shop?
6. Whom do you meet there?

7. Why do your parents shop at the
supermarket?

1. What things are bought at the
supermarket? .

2. Where do you find these goods?

3. What departments are there at
the supermarket?

11-4

Activities
(See Bibliography for Sour

Bulletin board display with captions, pictures,
Opening".

Each child writes one reason for the grand o
discussed and tabulated on the board. Later
makes a chart.

Children start title page on grand opening for
market. (Pupils own creative worknot di
Communities at Work"Food for the City'

Make a combined checklist from pupil re
check their reasons. Tabulate the responses
could be stacked. One object for each respon
Convert these to a stencil bar graph for thei

Bring grocery lists from home or make their

Classify the groceries (Meat, Produce, Groc

Game:

Shopping at the Supermarket
Purpose: To strengthen auditory disc

sounds.

Players: Four

168



ons or
Stressed

LEARNING EXPERIENCES

Activities
Questions (See Bibliography for Sources)

s a major pan 1. What is happening? Bulletin board display with captions, pictures, balloons, flags, "Grand

d. 2. Where is it happening? Opening".
3. What is a grand opening?
4. Why is it happening? Each child writes one reason for the grand opening. These are read,

discussed and tabulated on the board. Later, one member of class
makes a chart.

5. Where do you shop? Children start title page on grand opening for a booklet on the super-
6: Whom do you meet there? market. (Pupils own creative worknot ditto worksheets.) Read

Communities at Work"Food for the City".

wants 7. Why do your parents shop at the
supermarket?

Make a combined checklist from pupil responses. Have parents
check their reasons. Tabulate the responsa-by. using objects which
could be stacked. One object for each response.
Convert these to a stencil bar graph for their booklets.

mployee

c a variety of
es to meet the

wants.

167

1. What things are bought at the
supermarket?

2. Where do you find these goods?

3. What departments are there at
the supermarket?

11-4

Bring grocery lists from home or make their own.

Classify the groceries (Meat, Produce, Grocery, Miscellaneous).

Game:

Shopping at the Supermarket'
Purpose: To strengthen auditory discrimination of beginning

sounds.

Players: Four

168



Generalizations or
Values to be Stressed

A variety of personnel provide the
services that society- requires.

Interdependence-responsibility
Cooperation
Equality
How an individual performs his role
affects others (empathy).

169

Questions

4. What workers are needed be-
cause of the variety of depart-
ments?

5. What are the duties of each em-
ployee?

6. What happens if each worker
does not fulfil his job?

11-5

Activities

Materials:
Twenty word-cards each of Which indicates so
bought at the supermarket; a shopping bag; a
the leader, representing the beginning.sounds

Directions:
The leader gives five cards, randomly selected
says, for example, "Who has bought someth
banana?" The players listen intently and I

answer the question give their cards to the le
in the shopping bag if they have been corn
amples in this case are beans and biscuits.) If
he will be the one who first disposes of all h
be noted that this is a game in which skill am
to determine the winner, thus the slower chi
win.)

Adaptations:
a. Blends could be used as well as medial so

b. The game could be made more difficult b

c. This game could be adapted to the 'vocabu
science and social studies.

Read "Let's Go to the Supermarket" from Youi
if necessary and include along with pictures it ,

Pupils list employees for booklets as a result ot t

Small groups prepare oral or written reports. Mz
reports for booklets. These can be put in riddle fc

17(
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Activities
do

Materials:
Twenty word-cards each of which indicates something that can be
bought at the supermarket; a shopping bag; a master word-list for
the leader, representing the beginning sounds on theword-cards.

Directions:
The leader gives .five cards, randomly selected, to each player and
says, for example, "Who has bought something that begins like
banana?" The players listen intently and those whose words
answer the question give their cards to the leader who puts them
in the shopping bag if they have been correctly selected. (Ex-
amples in thit case are beans and biscuits.) If a winner is desired,
he will be the one who first disposes of all his cards. (It should
be noted that this is a game in which skill and luck may combine
to determine the winner, thus the slower child has a chance to
win.)

Adaptati ons:
a. Blends could be used as well as medial sounds.

b. The game could be made more difficult by using more cards.

c. This game could be adapted to the vocabularies of arithmetic,
science and social studies.

Read "Let's Go to the Supermarket" from Your World. Reclassify
if necessary and include along with pictures in the booklet.
Pupils list employees for booklets as a result of their research.

Small groups prepare oral or written reports. May make stencils of
reports for booklets. These can be put in riddle form.
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Generalizations or
Values to be Stressed

Honesty

Responsibility

Loyalty

Courtesy

Personal appearance

Empathy

171

Questions Activities

Role Play:
Contrasting a job well done to one poorly

1. How would the other workers fec
What would happen if?
a. Peter was late returning for wl

go home for supper.
b. Mary forgot to order the plast

the meat.
C. Harry does not come to worl

manager know in time to get so
d. Groceries well-packed as opr

packed.
e. Bob does not want to go to

rather accompany his friends ,

Someone suggests he 'phone
is sick.

2. _How would the customers feel?
What would happen if?
a. Housewife finds the eggs brokc
b. Housewife sees the meat pact

hands and dirty apron.
7. If you were the manager, what Picture discussion of one or more workei

would Skru look for when hiring
employees?

Making Decisions When Hiring Employe
1. Which of these would be good c

could bo acted out.
a. Jim Brown was hired by Mr. F

grocery. Jim's job was to pack
to the cars. Jim put heavy tir
bags ahd then put the bread
he the kind of worker Mr. Fo:

b. Bob did not like to carry the br
cars. He often packed the bag
doughnuts were squashed by
boxes of soap. Was he the ki
would want?

c. Harry always seemed happy
liked to talk with Harry. He a
shopping and hoped they wouli
.soon" he'd say.

.11-6.
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ons or
Stressed Questions Activities

7. If you were the manager, what
would you look for when hiring
employees?

11-6

171

Role Play:
Contrasting a job well done to one poorly done.

1. How would the other workers feel?
What would happen if?.
a. Peter was late returning for work2Bill was waiting to

go hoine for supper.
b. Mary forgot to order the plastic bags needed to wrap

the meat.
c. Harry does not come to work and .does not let the

manager know in time to get someone to take his place.
d. Groceries well-packed as opposed\ to those poorly-.

packed.
e. Bob does noi want to go to work today.' He would

rather accompany his friends to the lake for a swim.
Someone suggests he 'phone his manager and say he
is. sick.

2. How would the customers feel?
What would happen if?
a. Housewife finds the eggs broken or bread squashed.
b. Housewife sees the meat packer or baker with dirty

hands and dirty apron.
Picture discussion of one or more workers.

Making Decisions When Hiring Employees
1. Which of these would be good employees? Why? Some

could be acted out.
a. Jim Brown was hired by Mr. Fox, manager of the local

grocery. Jim's job was to pack groceries 'and take them
to the cars. Jim put heavy tins at the bottom of the
bags and then put the bread on toP of the tins. Was
he the kind of worker Mr. Fox wanted?

b. Bob did not like to carry the bags out to the customers'
cars. He often packed thse bags so that eggs, bread or
doughnuts were squashed by heavy cans' of juice or
boxes of soap. Was he the kind of worker Mr. Fox
would want?

c. Harry always seemed happy and cheerful. Everyone
liked to talk with Harry. He alwayi thanked them for
shopping and hoped they.would return. "See you again
soon" he'd say.
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Generalizations . or
Values to be Stressed Questions

.

Activities

d. Dick Farley was also a bagger at the
was alway's neatly dressed, had his
had changed his 'apron daily.

e.- Betty was glad when coffee time a
friend for coffee and was so interesi
she took fifteen minutes longer thai

f. Sue was asked to mark the cans of
. She wa:s not paying attention and

230 a tin.

2. Which of these woulcj be good employ
a. Today the grocery store was having z

sauce and turkey. Sam avas to keel
Mrs. Long wanted a turkey and cr
there was no cranberry sauce On thc

b. Tom.was asked.to move a display of
storeroom to a counter in front of tt
time he had made a very attractikle
Miss Hill when ringing up Mrs. Lon
Up three. tins of. canned ham instead
not the only time she had done this.

d. Mr. Cork, the Ropman, is putting poi
Fox had ordered ten 'cases but no
noW and Mr. Cork would like somi
So he takes some.

e. Jack did not like many of -the peopl
He thought he knew all about grocc
argue with the others, point out whz
mistakes and generally make troubh

2. Customer-behaviour
A variety of personnel provide the

P.
/Why are employees needed in

the superMariket?

Define customer for booklet. Illustrate with a pic

services that the members of society 2. What ,do You call the people Discuss example stories of customer 'behaviour.

require. who shop at the supermarket? .
Students make decisions and give reasons for the]

3. What do, you call the people
who work at the supermarket?

4. What is a customer?
5. Where do they come from?
6.. What responsibilities do cus-

toMers have?

11-7 ,
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)f society
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Questions

sl. Why arc employees needed in
the supermarket?

2. What do you call the people
who shop at the supermarket?.

3. What do you call the people
who work at the supermarket?

4. What is a customer?
5. Where do they come from?
6. What responsibilities do cus-

tomers have?

11-7

wmkntw''

2.

Activities

,.

d. Dick Fadey was also a bagger at the local grocery. He
Was always: neatly dressed, had his hair combed and
had Changed his apron daily.

e. Betty was glad when coffee time arrived. She met a
friend for coffee and .was so interested in talking that
she took fifteen minutes longer than she should.

f. Sue was asked to mark the cans of .soup as 2 for 190.
She was not paying attention and marked the soup
230 a tin.

Which of these would be good employees? Why?
a. Today the grocery store was having a sale on cranberry

sauce and turkey. Sam was to keep the' shelves full.
Mrs. Long wanted a turkey and cranberry sauce but
there was no cranberry sauce on the shelf.

b. Tom was asked to move a display.of pop from the back
storeroom to a counter in front of the store. In a short
time he had maae a very attractive display.

c. Miss Hill when ringing up Mrs. Long's groceries, rang
up three fins of canned ham instead of two. This was
not the 8nly time, she had done this

d. Mr. Cork, the popman, is putting pop on the shelf. Mr.
Fox hud ordered ten cases but no one is around just
now and Mr. Cork would like some pop for himself.
So he takes some. _

e. Jack did not like many of the people he worked with.
e thought he knew all about groceries and he would
argue with the others, point out what he thought were
mistakes and generally make trouble.

Define' customer for booklet. illustrate with a picture or drawing.

Discuss exaniple Stories of customer behaviour". ---

Students make decisions and give reasons for them.
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Generalizations or
Values to be Stressed Questions Activities

Honcsty
Empathy
Colirtesy

175
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Customer Bchaviour
1. What.would you do? Why?

How would thc employees and cu
a. At the end of an aisle is a disp

Mrs. Clay takei a can from th
since she can reach it without
fall ovcr.

b. Mrs. Snatcher walks up and
grocery storc picking up hcr
shc doesn't want the bottle of s
Shc is some distancc from the a
fired. She leaves the soap on t

c. Mrs. Stopper is taking hcr
check-out. She decides she
There is a line of people bphi
gct it anyway.

d. Mr. Blkk has some spoilcd ni
e. Suc and Jill happen to mcct eL

aislcs of the grocery storc. Th
thcy havcn't seen each othcr
Othcr shoppers find it difficult

f. Mrs. Hall has two bags in hcr
band could not pick her up a
could eithcr carry her groccric.
thc cart.

g. There are some chocolatc bars
Jim could help himself to some
puts the candy in his pockct ai

h. Frcd saw a bag of chips on th
thc bag and ate some. What do

i. Mrs. White knocked a bag of
bag brokc.

j. Kathy wcnt shoPping with hei
bag of popcorn with her qul
Kathy hcr popcorn and a dim

Class summary for booklets
"A good customer is
"A good customer will
"I am a good customer bccause
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Stressed Questions Activities

Customer Behaviour
1. What would you, do? Why?

How would the employees and customers feel?
a. At the end of an aisle is a display of cans of peaches.

Mrs. Clay takes a can from the center of the display
since she can reach it without much trouble. The cans
fall over.

b. Mrs. Snatcher walks up and down the aisles of the
grocery store picking up her groceries. She decides
she doesn't want the bottle of soap she has picked up.
She is some distance from the soap counter and is quite
tired. She leaves the soap on the bread counter.

c. Mrs. Stopper is taking her groceries through the
check-out. She decides she forgot the ice cream.
There is a line of people behind her but she goe3 to
get it anyway.

d. Mr. Black has sonic spoiled meat to return.
c. Sue and Jill happen to meet each other in one of the

aisles of the grocery store. They decide to visit since
they haven't seen each other for such a long time.
Other shoppers find it difficult to go by them.

f..Mrs. Hall has two bags in her grocery cart. Hcr hus-
band could not pick her up and take her home. She
could either carry her groceries home or take them in
the cart.

g. There are some chocolate bars and gum on the shelf.
Jim could help himself to some candy'and he does. He
puts the candy in his pocket and leaves the store.

h. Fred saw a bag of chips on the shelf. He broke open
the bag and ate sonic. What do you think of that?

i. Mrs. White knocked a bag of flour on the floor. The
bag broke.

j. Kathy went shopping with her mothcr. She bought a
bag of popcorn with her quarter. The cashier gave
Kathy hcr popcorn and a dime and her quarter back.

Class summary for booklets
"A good customer is
"A good customer will
"I am a good customcr because
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Generalizations or
Values to be Stressed Questions

3. Advertising

177

Refer to bulletin board display or
teacher-gathered ads.
1. What do you call these signs?
2. Why are ads used?

(to get people to buy)

3. Why are famous people used in
ads?

4. Since people's money is limited,
how do they decide what to
b uy?

5. Can you think of a situation in
which you might have chosen
differently?

Activities

Group work. Students gather ads. Discuss why peopl
For booklets, pupils take two adsone item they wo
they would not buy--and tell why.

Set up situations where the child has a limited amoun
what would you buy if you had twenty-five cents and c
chocolate bars, gum, apples, candy, pop? Tell ,why
they did.
Read "Wishes, Wishes, Wishes", page 59, Familie
Camera Patterns.

Read decision stories from Basic Social Studies Serk
gether in the Neighborhood.

11-9

Decision Stories To Finish

1. Marie had twenty-five cents to spend in th
store. She saw a doll for fifteen cents and
five cents. She liked the fifteen cent dol
five cent doll was bigger and had a pi
bought the twenty-five cent doll. On her
saw her friends running to meet the ic
She

2. Tom had a dime. He was going to the sto
On the way he met Harry and Peter, wilt
Inside the store, Tom looked at the cal
kind of candy bar he liked. He could bt
There were jelly beans too. He could g
for a dime. Tom
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Questions

Refer to bulletin board display or
teacher-gathered ads.
1. What do you call these signs?
2. Why are ads used?

(to get people to buy)

3. Why are famous people used in
ads?

4. Since people's money .is limited,
how do they decide what to
buy?

5. Can you think of a situation in
which you might have chosen
differently?

11-9
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Activities

Group work. Students gather ads. Discuss why people buy the.apods.
For booklets, pupils take two adsone item they would buy inEl one
they would not buyand tell why.

Set up situations where the child has a limited amount of money, e.g.,
what would you buy if you had twenty-five cents and could buy
chocolate bars, gum, apples, candy, pop? Tell why they choose as
they did.
Read "Wishes, Wishes, Wishes", page 59, Families at Work, and
Camera Patterns.

Read decision stories from Basic Social Studies Series - Living To-
gether in the Neighborhood.

Decision Stories To Finish

1. Marie had twenty-five cents to spend in the neighbourhood
store. She saw a doll for fifteen cents and one for twenty-
five cents. She liked the fifteen cent doll but the twenty-
five cent doll was bigger and had a pink dress. Marie
bought the twenty-five cent doll. On her way home, Marie
saw her friends running to meet the ice cream wagon.
She

2. Tom had a dime. He was going to the store to buy candy.
On the way he met Harry and Peter, who went with him.
Inside the store, Tom looked at the candy. He saw the
kind of candy bar -Viked. He could buy it for a dime.
There were jelly beans too. He could get a lot of those
for a dime. Tom
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Generalizations or
Values to be Stressed

4. Packaging

Respect for others' needs
Honesty
Justice
Choosing

Questions Activities

1. How are goods packaged?

2. Why are goods packaged?
convenience, weight, cleanliness,
what ingredients, advertising,
customer protection (Canadian
Food Rules), safety (plastic,
glass), some people use the
package.

3. Can packaging be misleading?

C. !Conclusion

The culmination would first be approached as a class project in the
areas of decision making, planning and supply. It would then be divided
into group projects, each group or person being responsible for his or
her job. This type of culmination would give the teacher an excellent
chance to perform a subjective evaluation of the entire unit by observing
the children and watching for the manifestation of internalized values.

The SupermarketThe class plan to set up a miniature supermarket
in their room. Decisions would have to be made with regard towhich
day, what time, how long, what items to bring, number of departments
(c.g., popcorn, candy, cookies, toys, etc.), what classroom pupils in the
school will be the customcrs.

After these decisions have bcen reached a letter and check-list could
bc sent to the parents to confirm the kind and,amount of "merchandise"
available. Whcn this list is returned, the children would classify the
itcms and list on a chart, thus arriving at a definite number of depart-
ments their storc would consist of. The next step would be to divide
the class into groups and assign each to a particular facet of running the
store. You would require: advertising people, packaging people,
cashier, people to set up countcrs, cleanup personnel, people to keep
countcrs stocked, clerks, one or two people to act as manager through-
out the operation. Make ads to advertise.products that they are bringing
to sell. Post ads in halls in advance.

179
II-10

Students bring sample packages (ahead of tin
Discuss the actual package.
Bookiets. Find pictures of a variety of packag
because

Use examples to showsometimes unable to
sometimes misrepresentation on package, e.g
as good as the one on the package?

Once divided, the children would have a
possibly list what their particular jobs entail. Ths
for carrying them out in the best possible w:
rotate among the groups, offering guidance if
held and afterwards the children gather in their
the class how things went, what was a particu
why. The money from the sale would be listed ;
ating expenses are listed, totalled and subtract
Any remaining money is profit. Throughout till
conclusion the teacher would guide the various
they had covered throughout the unit, particull
own jobs. As a final project the children could
booklets their ideas of their venture into the sul
what particular things they learned from it.

ISO
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s or
tressed

eds

Questions

1. How are goods packaged?

2. Why are goods packaged?
convenience, weight, cleanliness,
what ingredients, advertising,
customer protection (Canadian
Food' Rules), safety (plastic,
glass), some people use the
package.

3. Can packaging be misleading? /

vould first be approached as a class project in the
ing, planning and supply. It would then be divided
.ach group or person being responsible for his or

culmination would give the teach,t/an excellent
ubjective evaluation of the entire unit by observing
.hing for the manifestation of,tbrnalized values.

The class plan to set up a/miniature supermarket
)ns would have to be made with regard towhich
long, what items to britig, number of departments
, cookies, toys, etc.); what classroom pupils in the
tomers.

ons have-bee/n4eached a letter and check-list could
to confirm the kind and amount of "merchandise"
list is returned, the children would classify the

hart, thus arriving at a definite number of depart-
uld consist of. The next step would be to divide
and assign each to a particular facet of running the
require: advertising people, packaging people,
t up counters, cleanup personnel, people to keep
rks, one or two people to act as manager through-
ake ads to advertise products that they are bringing
alls in advance.

11-10
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Acfivifies

Students bring sample packages (ahead of time).
Discuss the actual package.
Booklets. Find pictures of a variety of packages. Items are packaged
because

Use examples to showsometimes unable to see the whole product,
sometimes misrepresentation on package, e.g., will your cake look
as good as the one on the package?

Once divided, the children would have a group discussion and
possibly list what their particular jobs entail. They are then responsible
for carrying them out in the best possible way. The teacher could
rotate among the groups, offering guidance if requested. The sale is
held and afterwards the children gather in their groups to discuss with
the class how thingi went, what was a particularly good feature and
why. The money from the sale would be listed and totalled. The oper-
ating expenses are listed, totalled and subtracted from the proceeds.
Any remaining money is profit. Throughout the various stages of the
conclusion the teacher would guide the various groups to review what
they had covered throughout the unit, particularly in relation to their
own jobs. As a final project the children could perhaps write in their
booklets their ideas of their venture into the supermarket business and
what particular things they learned from it.
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D. Evaluation Often Sometimes Very Rar

Teachers' Checklist:

1. Pupil sharcs ideas and materials willingly.
2. Pupil shows consideration for others by waiting his turn.
3. Pupil displays responsibility by collecting materials and

bringing them to school.
4. Pupil shows understanding or respect for others' feelings in

role playing.

5. Pupil shows ability to reach decisions on the basis of materi-
als prescntcd.

Pupil Self-Evaluation
1. Group Work

a. How well did we share our materials today?
b. Did I do my job as well as I could?
c. Did I give any worthwhile ideas?
d. Did I put away all the materials I used?
e. How could we improve next time?
f. Did I keep the group from working by interrupting, too

much talking about other things or .pushing and bother-
ing the others in my group?

g. Was I polite?

2. Listening

a. Did I get ready to listen?
b. Did I look at the speaker?
c. Did I keep very quiet?
d. Did I have a question in mind as I listened?
e. Did I get an answer to my question?
f. Did I act as if the speaker had something important to

tell me?
g. Did I listen so well that I can retell what I heard?

3. Oral Reporting
a. Did I have something worthwhile to say?
b. Were my ideas in order?
c. Did I look at my listener?
d. Did I talk to them in a conversational tone, neither too

loud nor too soft?
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ideas and materials willingly.
consideration for others by waiting his turn..

tys responsibility by collecting materials and
n to school.
understanding or respect for others' feelings in

ability to reach decisions on the basis of materi-

did we share our materials today?
my job as well as I could?

any worthwhile ideas?
t away all the materials I used?
Id we improve next time?
.p the group from working by interrupting, too
ing about other things or pushing and bother-
hers in my group?

lite?

ready to listen?
k at the speaker?
p very quiet?
,e a question in mind as I listened?
an answer to my question?
as if the speaker had something important to

n so well that I can retell what I heard?

ing

.e something worthwhile to say?
ideas in order?

k at my listener?
k to them in a conversational tone, neither too
too soft?
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e. Did I pronounce my words correctly so the listeners
could tell what I was saying?

f. Have I done a good job of reporting?

4. Booklets
a. Is my booklet the best I could make it?
b. Did I find good pictures to illustrate each point?
c. Did I Tte, colour, draw and print as neatly as I could?
d. Did I think about the question asked and write a good

answer?

5. Knowledge

a. Do I know what employer, employee, customer and ad-
vertising mean?

b. Can I.name the workers in the store and tell about their
jobs and hoW their work affects others?

c. Can I explain the graph we made?

The following is a list of questions. Half of these can be used after Learning Experiences B1 and the other half at the

Equality 1. Do you think that the person whose work it is to fill the shelves is as important as the person who
one's job in the supermarket is important.)

Interdependence 2. If one of the persons who works in the produce department is away from work for two days, wi
workers?

3. Will the person who is ill be missed by the customers?
4. Does it matter if the milk fruck breaks down?
5. If the janitor has not cleaned the supermarket should the manager 'phone him to see what happc

Itesponsibility 6. Does the carry-out boy who whistles while he works and hurries back into the store give bad se
7. If you arc a worker and you are going to be away from work should you tell the manager?
8. Should a custoMer who gets a can of spoiled peas get angry at the person who fills the shelves?
9. Is a cashier who never says anything doing a good job?

10. Would the manager feel tired at the end of the day?
Cooperation 11. A customer when getting a paper bag for apples, pulls out other bags that drop to the floor. Shoul

floor for the produce worker to pick.up?
12. Should the shelf worker help the cuitomer find the products?
13. If employees do not cooperate with each other do you think the supermarket would run smoothly?
14. When the cashier becomes ill at work should another cashier take over for her?

Honesty 15. Baskets of tomatoes arc selling for 75 cents. Should a customer exchange tomatoes in the baskets
big ones in the basket he is going to buy?

16. When the sales clerk stays home to watch the I MIL. finals should he 'phone in that he is sick?
17. Should the shelf boy take a chocolate bar when unpackIng the candy?

Often Sometimes Very Ito

11-12
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pronounce my words correctly so the listeners
tell what I was saying?
I done a good job of reporting?

booklet the best I could make it?
find good pictures to illustrate each point?
paste, colour, draw and print as neatly as I could?
think about the question asked and write a good

.?

imow what employer, employee, customer and ad-
ng mean?
name the workers in the store and tell about their

nd how their work affects others?
explain the graph we made?

g is a list of questions. Half of these da he used after Learning Experiences B1 and the other half at the conclusion of the unit.

1. Do you think that the person whose work it is to fill the shelves is as important as the person who is the cashier? (Every-
one's job in the supermarket is important.)

2. If one of the persons who works in the produce department is away from work for two days, will this affect the other
workers?

3. Will the person who is ill be missed by the customers?
4. Does it matter if the milk truck breaks down?
5. If the janitor has not cleaned the supermarket should the manager 'phone him to see what happened?
6. Does the carry-out boy who whistles while he works and hurries back into the store give bad service?
7. If yon are a worker and you are going to be away from work should you tell the manager? \
8. Should a customer who gets a can of spoiled peas get angry at the person who fills the shelves?
9. Is a cashier who never says anything doing a good job?

10. Would the manager feel tired at the end of the day?
11. A customer when getting a paper bag for apples, pulls out other bags that drop to the floor. Should he leave them on the

floor for the produce worker to pick up?
12. Should the shelf worker help the customer find the products?
13. If employees do not cooperate with each other do you think the supermarket would run smoothly.?
14. When the cashier becomes ill at work should another cashier take over for her? .

15. Baskets of tomatoes are selling for 75 cents. Should a customer exchange tomatoes in the baskets so that he will get all
big ones in the basket he is going to buy?

16. When the sales clerk stays home to watch the N.H.L. finals should he 'phone in that he is sick?
17. Should the shelf boy take a chocolate bar when unpacking the candy?

11-12
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Loyalty 18. Is Bob, the butcher, performing his duties if when he sees the price marker coming in late he hurries t

19. The workers in a supermarket have twenty minutes for coffee in the morning. One worker meets a frie
he take ten minutes more to visit with his friend?

20. It is one minute before closing time at the store. Should the cashier take time to wait on d customee

Neighbourhood 21. Do you think you should shop in a supermarket in another neighbourhood if there is one in your ne

22. If your father wanted the store to order him some garden fertilizer, would they?

23. Does a supermarket help people in a neighbourhood to be be more neighbourly?

.Goals 24. Do you thinkthat a supermarket in your neighbourhood should,stock Italian, Chinese, German, etc. fc

25. Should the manager hire Joe who wants to buy his family a Christmas turkey, instcad of Jack who w
himself a pellet gun?

Division of, Labour 26. Does everyone in the store have the same duties to perform?
1

27. Do you think a person in a little country store works harder than a person working in a supermart

Cleanliness 28. It does not mattcr how clean you are as long as you do your job well.

Advertising 29. We ihould buy only those products that are advertised by famous people.

30. You should alwayS boy the cheapest product.

Notes:



. Is Bob, the butcher, pc:forming his duties if whcn he sees the price marker coming in late he hurries to tell the manager?

019. The workers in a supermarket have twcnty minutes for coffee in the morning. One worker meets a friend at coffee. Should
x he take ten minutes more to visit with his friend?

It is one minute before closing timc at the storc. Should the cashier take time to wait on a customer?

I. Do you think you should shop in a supermarket in another neighbourhood if thcrc is one in.your neighbourhood?

If your father wanted the store to ordcr him some garden fertilizer, would they?

3. Does a supermarket help people in a neighbourhood to bc be moreneighbourly?
3 ; Do you think that a supermarket in your neighbourhood should stock Italian, Chinese, German, ctc. food?

25. Should thc manager hire Joe who wants to buy his family a Christmas turkcy, instcad of Jack who wants money to buy
himself a pellet gun?

' 6. Does everyone in thc store have thc same duties to perform?
1 7. Do you think a person in a little country storc works hardcr han a person working in a supermarket?

28. It does not matter how clean you arc as long as you do your job well.

9. We should buy only those pro-ducts that arc advertised by famous people.

O. Ypu should always buy the cheapest product.
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Grade Four Social Studies Sample Unit

WOULD YOU LIKE TO LIVE IN A BOOM TOWN?

1

OVERVIEW

The major purpose of this unit is to allow students to consider the
effects of industrialization on people and their environment. This unit
relates to the "master curriculumnby attending to questions concerning
the dignity of man, justice, and equality. These questions provide the
stimulus for developing problem-solving skills and, more specifically,
locating and utilizing non-textual resources. The "big ideas" around
which learning opportunities are organized are the related concepts of
causality and change. Emphasis is placed upon other concepts from
geography and sociology.

A major teaching-learning strategy to be employed in this unit is
"role-playing".

"Boom Town" in this unit is Fort McMurray.



OBJECI1VES

A. Value Objectives
Students should clarify, through activities suggested later in this unit,
personal and social values relating to questions such as:
1. Are indigenous people treated justly when industrialization

occurs?
2. Does the development of industry improve the quality of life for

individuals and/or groups?
3. Does the development of industry allow people to retain their

individual identities?
4. Does industry affect social conventions (customs, mores, myths,

folldores, religion, etc.)?
13. Skill Objectives

1. Students should apply problem-solving techniques to problems
faced by people in newly-industrialized areas by:
(a) Identifying and clarifying the problem
(b) Formulating hypotheses
(c) Collecting a representative sample of the data

(i) Locating information from newspapers,. magazines
and pamphlets

(ii) Reading maps and globes
a. orienting a map and noting directions
b. locating places on maps and globes
c. using scale and computing distances
d. interpreting map symbols and visualizing what they

represent
e. comparing maps and drawing inferences

(iii) Reading pictures, charts, graphs and tables
(d) Classifying data

(i) Comparing information about a topic drawn from two
or more sources to recognize agreement or contra-
diction and to deride which source or\sources are
more acceptable

(c) Analyzing the data and evaluating the data
(f) Proposing a possible course or courses of action on these

problems.
2. Students should develop an awareness of timc and chronology

by:
(a) Identifying somc specific dateconsider events as points of

orientation in time
(b) Comparing the past to the present in thc study of change

and continuity in newly-industrialized areas.
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C. Knowledge Objectives
Students should be able to use specific data in
the following generalizations relating to causah

1.

2.

Industry locates where resources are availab
relocated in ordcr to promote the developme
ces.
Industry develops as people demand ccrtai

3. Cooperation and conflict affect the success o
people are willing to cooperate: others vie
threat to their way of living.

4. Faced with change in situations, people hav
alternatives.

5. Change induces further change (concepts: c
ships).

6. Technological change results in new produ
tion methods and creates new demands.

7. Technological change produces changes in p
and in people's life patterns: not all change.



rough activities suggested later in this unit,
s relating to questions such as:
plc treated justly whcn industrialization

--
t of industry improve the quality of life for
roups?
t of industry allow people to retain their

ocial conventions (customs, mores, myths,
c.)?

ly problem-solving techniques to problems
ewly-industrialized areas by:
clarifying the problem

theses
resentative sample of the data
information from newspapers, magazines
lets
aps and globes
g a map and noting directions
places on maps and globes
ak and computing distances

ling map symbols and visualizing what they
nt
ing maps and drawing inferences
ictures, charts, graphs and tables

information about a topic drawn from two
ources to recognize agreement or contra-
d to decide which source or sources are
ptable
ata and evaluating the data
sible course or courses of action on these

lop an awareness of time and chronology

specific dateconsider events as points of
I me

past to the present in the study of change
n newly-industrialized areas.
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C. Knowledge Objectives
Students should be able to use specific data in ordcr to formulate
the following generalizations relating to causality and change:

1. Industry locates where resources are available: people arc often
relocated in order to promote the development of natural resour-
ces.

2. Industry develops as people demand certain products.

3. Cooperation and conflict affect the success of an industry. Some
people are willing to cooperate: others view thc project as a
threat to their way of living.

4. Faced with change in situations, people have a choice of many
alternatives.

5. Change induces further change (concepts: cause-effect relation-
ships).

6. Technological change results in new products and' new produc-
tion methods and creates new demands.

7. Technological change produces changes in physical environment
and in people's life patterns: not all changes are beneficial.
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Learning Experiences Objective Related Materials and Activities
. Opener

1. (a) Read "Tommy's Turn"

194

A2
A.3

Tommy's Turn
by Frank Finncy

Rcno Starkey piled another shovelful of sawdus
house and leaned reflectively on the wall that seemed to
sleeping. For as long as he could remember his family h;
ran cast toward the noise of the growing tcnvn. Each
comfortably familiar to him, resonated the excitement
by the trailer houses, smart ncw store fronts, roads an
shared doubts and apprehensions as readily, as thcy
exchanged hopes as freely as thc tools they loanCd and
if the new development would change thc lives of his 1.
drive from the city, was much the way it must have
traded his mule for a breaking plough and rested his drc
brown earth of the Starkey Farm. Now, he had anothcr
town. A boom town they called it. Things were changing

Glancing at his watch he was reminded that his b
his son would soon bc back from the hospital to help Ii
the house before winter. Many of the heavier jobs on the
transferred to him when his fathcr became unable to gra
arthritis worsened. For two months he had carried the fu
Starkcy received treatment at the city Veterans' Hospita
phone_ ring and acknowledged with one hand, his mo
window, while with thc other he leaned the wide shovel
closed thc entrance. door, Janct Starkey, his wife, opcnc
the kitchen. Speaking softly, more to herself than anyone
it's for you. I think it's someone at thc new plant, a jol
Reno could sec through the partly-open door, his moth
the kitchen table preparing supper. Shc always worked w
that it helped hcr to kccp from talking too much and t
receiver down, Reno turned toward the table, noticin
hands in her apron, time and time again. "Arc you hung
somc fresh bread in the cupboard and juice in the cool
up." Reno nodded and sitting on the rough bench beside
was the manager of the new refracting plant. He offere
minder. He wants mc to start next week. I have to call hi
sometime tonight." "Well! Shann can hclp out morc than
"He can't comc home wcckcnds and then back into ton
Sincc he took that job, he's not helped out onc bit arou
to feed and machinery to fix, not to mention the jobs aro
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Related Materials and Activities

"Tommy's Turn" A2
A3

Tommy's Turn
by Frank Finney

Reno Starkey piled another shovelful of sawdust against the sidc of the
house and leaned reflectively on thc wall that seemed to heave and sag like a man
sleeping. For aS long as he could remember his family had lived on this land that
ran cast toward the noise of the growing town. Each surrounding farmhouse,
comfortably familiar to him, resonated the excitement and conversation created
by the trailer houses, smart new store fronts, roads and new people. Neighbors
shared doubts and apprehensions as readily as they sharcd happy times and
exchanged hopes as freely as the tools they loaned and borrowed. He wondered
if the ncw development would change the lives of his family. This land, a day's
drive from the city, was much the way it must have been when his grandfather
traded his mule for a breaking plough and rested his dream of a gold claim in the
brown earth of the Starkey Farm. Now, he had another neighbor, a fast growing
town. A boom town they called it. Things were changing fast.

Glancing at his watch he was reminded that his brother Shann and Tommy
his son would soon be back from the hospital to help finish the job of insulating
the house before winter. Many of the heavier jobs orithe farm had been gradually'
transferred to him when his father became unable to grasp or lift as the crippling
arthritis worsened. For two months hc had carried the full load of work while Mr.
Starkey received treatment at the city Veterans' Hospital. Just then he heard the
phone ring and acknowledged with one hand, his mother beckoning from the
window, while with the othcr he leaned the wide shovel against the siding. As he
closed the entrance door. Janet Starkey, his wife, opened the door which led into
the kitchen. Speaking softly, more to herself than anyone else she said, "Come on,
it's for you. I think it's someone at the new plant, a job maybe." As he listened,
Reno could sec through the partly-open door, his mother busying herself around
the kitchen table preparing supper. She always worked when she worried. She said
that it helped her to keep from talking too much and upsetting folks. Putting the
receiver down, Reno turned toward the table, noticing his mother wiping her
hands in her apron, time and time again. "Are you hungry?" lane asked, "There's
some fresh bread in the cupboard and juice in the cool room that should be used 1
up." Reno nodded and sitting on the rough bench beside the table confided, "That
was the manager of the new refracting plant. He offered me a-job as a machine,

Iminder. He wants me to start next week. I have to call him as soori'as I've decided,
sometime tonight." "Well! Shann can help out more than he itoes," his wife replied. .,

"He can't come home weekends and then back into town every daY like he does.
Since he took that job, he's not helped out one bit around here. There's livestock
to feed and machinery ta fix, not to mention the jobs around here that need doing."

IV-4
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Objective Related Materials and Activities

The quiet thai cnsucd was disturbed by thc pup yelping up at the
thc yard. Stopping bcsidc thc housc, thc door swung widc of thc
thc dog. Slowly and deliberately, out climbed thc owncr of thc
to look around and waitcd as a young boy, skates over One s
hockcy stick in front of him like a high wirc artist, jumped do%
bcd. Hc swung his arm around thc old man who leaned on
paticntly for ntetc hclp from thc truck driver who was busy tea

"Comc on Shann, stop fooling around," thc old man salt
take pills in my own housc as in that hospital. Mothcr hcrc can
of mc as thcm there nurses. Takc my arm will you, Shann.
Get you inside out of this night air." His grandson put his cq
porch and opcncd the kitchen door. Evcryonc inside spokc loud!
There was a warm welcoming for them all and before long T
grandfather's cycs brightened as hc Mated his experiences in t

"How thcm folks stand to livc amongst all that noise
"is a mystcry to me. I couldn't abidc a lifc likc that". Then beco
than anyonc had cvcr seen him before, hc turncd his cycs toward
"You know, mother, I'm not onc for talking much about fcclin's
women, but lying in that hospital bed sct me to thinking. Thc
cvcr be happy is living right hcrc on this piece of land. It's not
best, but cvcrything that's good or bad in mc has gonc into it. I

grandsons to have it whcn I'm 'gone. I haven't got anything c
thcm. No money to speak of, ain't, had no learning, no nothin'
pass on, just this land. It'll look aftcr you kr mc when I die."
silence seemed to last and last. Sensing the uncasincss, the ol
"Besides, I'vc had so much of that gold treatment that my fat
claim on mc if he were alivc. I've a mind to bc in my own lit
making improvement, so here I'll abidc. There's sufficient, heti
farm, I'll supervise from now on, isn't that right Tommy?" TI
his grandson to his sidc. Tommy winccd in pain and hcld his
away from his side.

"What's-the mattcr Tommy?" his mother questioned. "i
"Too much hockey, that's all," said Shann, interrupting. "He t
stick all thc way into thc city to play on a proper rink with re
all evening yestaday and this morning too. What that guy woul
of hockcy."

"I'm okay," Tommy replied, "It's: just a sorc rib I think.
rink with-floodlights too. The kids play in teams with uniforms
told me I could play if I was going to bc around. That would be.
"Leagues are being formed in town," his mother said turning
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Objective Related Materials and Activities

Tha quict that cnsucd was disturbcd by the pup yclping up at the truck that entered
thc yard. Stopping beside the house, thc door swung wide of the cab, bowling ovcr
the dog. Slowly and dclibcratcly, out climbcd the owncr of the farm. He stopped
to look around and waitcd as a young boy, skatcs ovcr one shoulder, holding a
hockey stick in front of him like a high wire artist, jumpcd down from the truck
bcd. Hc swung his arm .around the old man who leaned on thc boy, waiting
paticntly for more hclp from thc truck drivcr who was busy tcasing thc pup.

"Come on Shann, stop fooling around," the old man said. "I might as well
take pills in my own house as in that hospital. Mothe'r here can take as much carc
of me as thcm there nurscs. Takc my arm will you, Shann. Tommy, you go on.
Gct you insidc out of this night air." His grandson put his Cquipment insidc thc
porch and opcncd the kitchcn door. Evcryonc insidc spoke loudly with excitement.
There was a warm welcoming for them ail and before long Tommy ,noticcd his
grandfather's cycs brightcncd as hc rclatcd his experiences in thc city.

"How thcm folks stand to live amongst all that noisc and dirt," hc said,
"is a mystery to mc. I couldn't abidc a life likc That". Then becoming morc solcmn
than anyonc had cvcr sccn him bcforc, hc turned his cycs toward his wifc and said,
"You know, mothcr, I'm not one for talking much about feelin's and stuff, that's for
womcn, but lying in that hospital bcd sct mc to thinking..Thc only placc I could
cvcr be happy is living right here on this piccc of land. It's not thc biggcst or thc
bcst, but cvcrything that's good or bad in mc has gonc into it. I want my sons and
grandsons to have it whcn I'm gonc. I havcn't got anything clsc fittcn to leave
thcm. No moncy to spcak of, ain't had no learning, no nothin' I was good at to
pass on, just this land. It'll look aftcr you fcr me whcn I die." No onc spoke. Thc
silcncc seemed to last and last. Scnsing thc uncasincss, thc old man continucd.
"Besides, I've had so much of that gold trcatmcnt that my fathcr would stakc a
claim on me if hc were alivc. I've a mind to bc in my own home whcn I'm not
making improvement, so here I'll abidc. Thcrc's sufficient help .herc lo run this
farm, I'll supervisc from now on, isn't that right Tommy?" Thc old man pullcd
his grandson to his sidc. Tommy winccd in pain and hcld his grandfather's hand
away front his sidc.

"What's thc mattcr Tommy?" his-mother questioned,-"Are you all right?"
"Too much hockey, that's all," said Shann, interruPling. "Hp took his skates .and
stick all thc way into the city to play On a proper rink with real .nets. He played
all evening yesterday and this morning too. What that gu'y wouldn't do, for a game
of hockcy."

"I'm okay," Tommy rcplicd, "It's just. a sorc rib I think. They havc a rcal
rink with floodlights too. Thc kids play in teams with uniforms and coaches. Onc
told mc I could play if I was going to bc around. That would bc cool wouldn't it?"
"Lcagucs arc bcing formcd in town," 66 mothcr said turning toward Tommy's
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Learning Experiences Objective Related Materials and Activities

(b) Role-play alternative,conclusions
l'ek"Tommy's Turn".

2. (Alternative Openers)

(a) Show film such as
"Boomsville".

(b) Conduct a public interview
designed to reveal attitudes
toward or about "new" and
"old".

Development

3. Show bucketwheel picture from the
cover of Our Sun. Ask questions such

as:

(a) Does anyone know what this is?
(b) Establish size by relating to man

standing on side.
(c) Try to find clues for possible uses

(Draw attention to buckets).
(d) What might this be connected to

'f.in the left of the picture?
(e) What kind of materials do you

think are being dug by this
machine? (Note sticky substance
on buckets.)

(f) Where would this machine be
used and why?

18

Al
A4.

DI Ciii

father. "And the school has a swimming pool too. If Ou
buy a house in town." "What job is that?" asked Shawl,'
the plant?" It wasn't long before Tommy's father was explai
during the afternoon. Everyone listened. "What are yr,
Tommy questioned, "What are you going to tell the ma
replied, "What do you think we should do Tommy?" Ton

. looking at him. What could he saSf?

See Raths et al, p. 142ff for directions on how .to condu
this instance, the interview might include questions such as

1. Have you anything new of which you are parti

2. Do you still have any toys which you had as

3. How do you feel about those toys?

4. When you arc visiting a strange place, what do

5. How long have you been buddies with your bes
friends often?

6. Do you like starting school in a new classroon
are the advantages? disadvantages?

7. Has your family eVer moved? Were you glad
you glad tO stay put?)_

Picture of excavator bucketwhecl (Cover of Our Sun, At
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lay alternative conclusions
ommy's Turn".

c openers)

film such as
sv ille".
t a public interview

al to reveal attitudes
or about "new" .and

etwheel 'pictuie from the
ur Sun. Ask questions such

anyone know what this is?
lish size by relating to man
ng on side.
find clues for possible uses
attention to buckets).

might this be connected to
left of the picture?

kind of materials do you
are being dug by this
ne? (Note sticky substanee
ckets.)
e would this machine be
and why?

Al
A4

131 Ciii

father. ,"And the school has a swimming pool too. If you took that job we could,
buy a house- in town." "What Job is that?" agked Shann,. "Do you have a job at
the plant?" It wasn't long.before Tommy's father was explaining what had happened
during the afternoon. Everyone listened. "What are you going to do Dad?"
Tommy Ciuestioned, "What are you going to tell the man?" "I'm not sure," he
replied, "What do'you think we should do Tommy?". Tommy knew everyone was
looking at him. What could he say?

_

See Raths et al, p. 142ff for directions on how to conduct a pnblic interview. In
this instance, the interview might include questions such as:-

1. Have You anything new of which you are particularly proud?

2. Do you stilt have ally toys whieh you had as a pre-schooler?

3. How do you feel about those toys?.

4. When you are visiting a strange place, what do you like most? Least?

5. How long have you been'buddies with your best friend? Do you change
friends often?

6. Do you like starting school in a new classroom each September? What
are the advantages? disadvantnes?

7. 'Has your family ever moved? Were you glad of the change? (Or, were
you glad to stay put?)

Picture of excavator bncketwhecl (Cover' of Our Sun, Autumn, 1967)
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Learning Experiences

Responses -to the above, questions should
give the teacher an idea of how many
children are aware of what is happening
at Ft. McMurray ancr some idea as to the
extent of the knowledge. (Alternate
methodDiscovery Approachyes or no
answers to student questions).

Objective

t.

Related Materials and Activities

4. Have students prepare bulletin board
display to show the variety of products
which, consumers demand from the
petroleinn- industry.
Discuss question§ such as:

(a) Why is there change?

(b) Do individuals change as a result
of -having more products at their
disposal?

(c) Does society change as a result of
new products?

5. To meet the demands indicated by the
bulletin board display ask students to
hYpothesize as to how oil might be
extracted from the tar sands. .

6. Ask students to hypothesize when and
why Ft. McMurray was established.
Have, groups investigate the various
periods in Ft. McMurray's history.
Write playlets suitable for videotaping
to show how and why Ft. McMurray
has developed through the years. Pre-
pare time line illustrating the history
of Ft. McMurray..

200

B1 Ci

Bib
C2

C6 ,

Blb
Bldi

Include pictures of all product§ of the petroleum and petro-ch

; .

Students can test their hypotheses' bY reviewing evidence conc
.. extracting oil from tar sands. Such evidence is cited in Our

Compare with other sources.

.,.

I.

How many fathers ago? To make thP.essage oftime more mc
:relate to numbei of generations ago that a certain event hal

fdur fathers old, using approximately 25 years per genera
Pond came. to the arca 8 fathers ago (1778). (SeneshOur
Since the main focus of this study is prcsent day, it is suggc:
narrate an .historical sketch. of Fort McMurray, including p
mentioned on the time line which follows. It is suggested th
the above sketch to the present location. of _Fort McMurray, e.g
point from railway to barge,, etc..
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pove, questions should
idea of how many

Df what is happening
d some idea as to the
owledge. (Alternate
Approachyes or no
questions) .

repare bulletin board
he variety of products
s demand from the

s such as:

c change?

als change as a result
lore products at their

change as a result of
ts?

lands indicated by the
isplay ask students to
to how oil might be
he tar sands.

hypothesize whcn and
rray was established.
vestigate thc various
McMurray's history.

iitable for videotaping
d why Ft. McMurray
lrough the years. Pre-
llustrating the history
,y.

200

BI Ci

Blb
C2'
C6

Blb
Bldi

Include pictures Of all products of the petroleum and petro-chemical industries.

Students can test their hypotheses by reviewing evidenceconcerning the secret of
extracting oil from- tar sands. Such evidence is cited in Our Sun, Autumn, 1967.
Compare with other sources.

How many fathers ago? To Make the passage of time more meaningful to children,
relate to number of , generations ago that a certain event happened, e.g. Canada
is four fathers old, using approximately 25 years per generation. Likewise Peter.
Pond came to the area 8 fathers ago' (1778). (SeneshOur Working World).
Since the main focus of this study is present day, it is suggested that the teacher
narrate an historiCal sketch of 'Fort McMurray, including points such as those
mentioned on the time line which follows. It is suggested that the teacher relate
the above sketch to the present location of Port McMurray, e.g. Fur trade,.Transfer
point from railway to barge, etc.

IV-7
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Learning Experiences Objective Related Materials .and Activities

7. Locate Port McMurray on maps by
playing Directional Baseball and/or
Map Detective.

202 2C

BIC2

Time LineUsing concepts sull as the number line int
'Through Arithmetic program,' it is .suggested that the firm
passage of time as a continuous pinpointing of highlights in
reference. Example which could be used for Fort McMur

1970 .1970'sFull4Cale produc

1 lather ago (1945)
2 .fathers ago (1920)-

.

1960'sConstruction of C
1950'sOil Companies ir
1940!sSuccessful hot wz

1915 ,-Itaw tar sand usc
3 fathers ago '(1895). Edmonton

4 fathers ago (1870) 1870 Hudson*Bay Con

5 fathers ago (1845)
6 fathers ago (1820)'

fathers ago (1795)
8 fathers ago. (1770)

(grede; great, great,
great, great, great,
grandfather)

1850'sFur trading post

Fur trading pos
Pond, Northwest

Directional Baseball

Two teams are seated at opposite sides of the room. Eac
Alberta before him. A large map of Alberta is displayed a
The basbs for the'diamond arc at each corner of the roc
its own batting order and makes up several questions: st
is Fort MeMurray froth our town?" and "What direction
McMurray?" (Each on separate slips of paper.) The bati
where a large map is located. The pitcher picks up a qucsl
the batter. The' umpire acts as timer and judge. He also
'on the large map. Use 5 to 10 seconds, depending on gen
batter answers correctly, he goes to first base. If he answc
As sticcessive batters answer, each player on the base'advl
three outs, count the ntinnb'er who came home and the oth
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'ort McMurray on maps .by
Directional Baseball and/or
.ective.

/Iv

Related Materials and Activities

BIC2

Objective

Time LineUsing concepts such as the number line introduced by the Seeing
Through Arithmetic program, it. is suggested that the time line be used to show
passage of time as a continuous pinpointing of highlights in man's past as points or
reference..ExaMple which could be used for Fort McMurray:

1970 1970'sFull-scale production

1 .father ago., (1945)
2 fathers agO (1920)

3 fathers ago' (1 895)

4 fathers ago ( 1 870)

5 fathers ago (1 845)
6 fathers ago ( 1 820)
7 fathers ago (1 795)
8 fathers ago (1770)

(great, great, great,
great, great, great,
grandfather)

1960'sConstruction of GCOS.project ,

195e'sOil Companies interested in reserves
1 940'sSuccessful hot water separation process

1915 Raw tai.,sand used to pave street in
Edmonton

1870 Hudson Bay Company rebuilt settlement
1850'sFur trading post abandoned

Fur trading post' established by Peter
Pond, Northwest Company e

Directional Baseball

Two teams are seated at opposite sides of the room. Each player hai a map of
Alberta before him. A large map of Alberta is displayed at, the front of the room.
'The bases for the diamond arc at each corner of the room. Each team arranges
its own batting order and makes up several questions: slich as, "What direction
is Fort McMurray from our town?" and "What direction is our town from Fort
McMurray?" (Each on separate slips of paper.) The batter comes to home plate
where a large map is located. The pitcher picks up a question from a hat and asks
the batter. The umpite acts as, timer and judge. He also points to places named

on the large map. Use 5 to 10 seconds, depending- on general skill of class. If.the
liatter answers correctly, he goes to first base. If he answers incorrectly, he is out.
As successive batters answer, each player on the base advances one. At the end of
three outs, count the number who came home and the other team goes to bat.

IV-8
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Learning 'Experiences Objective Related Materials and Activities

8. Determine who lives at Fort Mc-
Murray. Compare composition of
populations before and after oil boom.

204'

Al
A2
A3
A4
BlCiii

Map Detective
A student gixes the description of a symbol, *direction or '1
.niap, and asks a question about "What is die small
of. Fort: McMurray?" The students who successfully answer th
Refer to Atlas of Alberta pages 43-45, 51-59, 62ff, and to "
Murray"Alberta Government Publicity Bureau, Edmonton:-

'

Read the following description of Fort McMurray:

Fort McMurrayObservations of an Old-Timer
The Cree name for .Fort McMurray is Nistawyou

where two rivers meet. Indeed Fort McMurray is a meeting pl
Not only does the River Clearwater meet the River Athabasca
meets. Southern Civilization; the railroad meets the river tra
European Race meets the Indian Race; the affluent oil-worke
with people on welfare; the people of the bushforestworkers
Bay Managers, R.C.M.P.confront the people of the city;
rich; yesterday meets today.

What people live in Fort McMurray? Here is a Plant Mt
split-level home. In summer there is a barbecue on his patio, h
ready, hitched to take his boat to the lake; in winter he goes
cab-trUck and his children enjoy themselves on snowmobiles.
the hill, in a low-rental home, lives a Metis family. The father
in summer; in winter he works a trap-line. His older children
the barges return from the northern lakes; his wife will work
hospital to make money for the family, yet often they will need

Franklin Avenue, the town's main street, is as clean an
shopping centres across Canada; yet it begins in a muddy
Athabasca and one mile and a half further south crosses a
disappears into bush and muskeg. A half mile further on throu
settlement of Waterwaysalso part of the town of Fort Mc Mu
people here are on welfare for part of the year. There is a tin
empty churches, a small caf and one very dismal 'general sto
old Chinese gentleman. In Waterways nearly half the homes are
most are scheduled for clearance and modern replacement. Man
no water. The Indian homes on the river side of the track are
out at. break-up. Many of the river jetties are collapsing into th
of the collapse of local river trade.
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) lives at Fort Mc-
pare composition of
ore and after oil boom.

204

!A2
lA3
A4
BICiii

,A3

Map Detective
.

A student gives the description of a symbol, direction or location etc. on the
map, and asks a question about it, e.g. "What is the small green triangle south
of Fort McMurray?" The students who successfully answer the question, score.
Refer to Atlas of Alberta pages 43-45, 51-59, 62ff, and to "Survey of Fort Mc-
Murray"Alberta Government Publicity Bureau, Edmonton.

Read the following description of Fort McMtirray:

Fort McMurrayObservations of 'an Old-Timer, -
The Cree name for Fort McMurray is Nistawyoumeaning the place

where two rivers meet. Indeed Fort McMurray is a meeting .place in, many ways.
Not only does the River Clearwater meet the River Athabasca but North Canada
meets Southern Civilization; the railroad meets the river transport system; the
European Race meets the Indian Race; the affluent oil-worker lives side by side
with people on welfare; the peinile of the bushforest workers, trappers, Hudson
Bay Managers, R.C.M.P.confront the peop ii! of the city; the poor meet the
rich; yesterday meets today.

What people live in Fort McMurray? Here is a Plant Manager in a modern
split-level home. In summer there is a barbecue on his patio, his car has a trailer'
ready, hitched to' take his boat to the lake; in winter he goes hunting in his crew ,

cab-truck and his children enjoy themselves on. snowmobiles. At the bottom of
the 'hill, in a low-rental home, lives. a Metis family. The father works river barges
in summer; in winter he works a trap-line. His older children *will pack fish when
the barges return from the northern lakes; his wife will work as a cleaner in the
hospital to make money for thelamk yet often they will need welfare asSistance.

Franklin Avenue, the town's thakn street, is as clean and modern as many-
shopping centres , across Canada; yet itibegins in a muddy dike by the River
Athabasca and one mile and a half ftirther south crosses a railway track and
disappears into bush and mutkeg. A half *mile further on through the bush is the
settlement of Waterwaysalso part of the town of Fort McMurray. Many of the
people here are on welfare for part of the year. There is a tiny post (ace, two
empty churches, a small café and one very-dismal general store managed by an
old Chinese gentleman. In Waterways nearly half the homp are shacW-although
most are scheduled for clearance and modern replacemenf. Many hale Power but
no water. The Indian homes on.the river side of the track are regularly,flooded
out at break-up. Many of the river jetties are collapsing into the rivera symbol
of the collapse of local river trade.

IV-9
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Learning Experiences Objective

9. Consider the question, 'How has
GCOS affected life at Fort Mc-
Murray?"

sl

206

A
C5
C7

_ 1

Related Materjals .and Activities

So 'this is Fort McMurraythe City in the Bush,
town and 278 miles north of Edmonton. Above all it is a t

are onlY too obvious to its people. The well-to-do popula
future, but worries whether the Oil Sands Plant will
'are envious of the oil workers, they worry whether there i

It is suggested that teachers refer to Rath's book for more
ography) on how to use the following activities:

Value Sheet
Some people feel that industry brings about a better way c
benefit because of the changes that are taking place ant
can have.

i. Write your reaction to the above statement.

ii. Do you agree with this statement? Why or wh

iii. Does the statement produce a strong feeling in

iv. What feeling does it produce?

v. List examples supporting your agreement with

vi. 'List examples supporting your disagreement wii

vii. Are you clear how you feel about this statemen

viii. Is this a fair statement? Why do you think so?

ix. Do yOu think you would feel the same way ab
were:a person working in this industry

an unskilled worker with only, a Grade, VIII

a Canadian of native ancestry

a businessman where the industry has locate

Explain why you think you would feel th.at wa

Compare and Contrast pictures on pp. 16 and 17 of Our
before and after pictures which appear on pages 1

handbook.

- -IV-10



Objective' Related Materials and Activities

"-so-

the question, "How has
ected life at Fort Mc-

306

A.
C5
C7

So this is Fort McMurraythe City in the Bush-125 miles from the next

town jand 278 mile§ north of Edmonton. Above all it is a town of contrasts. These

are Only too obvious to its people. The well-to-do population hopes for a richer

future, 'but worries whether. the Oil Sands Plant .will fail. The poorer people

are envious of 'the oil wprkers, they worry whelk there is any future here at all.

It is suggested that teachers refer to Rath's book for more information (see'bibli-

ography)on how to use the following activities:

Value Sheet
Stme people feel that industry brings about a better way of living and anyone can
benefit because of the changes that ate taking place and the new things people

can have.
i. Write your reaction to the abo e statement.

ii. Do you agree with this statement? Why or why not?

iii. Does the statement produce, a strong feeling in iiki?

iv. What feeling does it produce?
. \

List examples supporting rim agreeMent with the sfatement..

vi. List examples suppotting your disagreement with the statement.

vii: Are you clear how you feel about this statement?

. Irthis a fair statement? Why do'you thinkso?

ixDO-you think you would feel. the same way about this statement if you

were:

a person working in this industty

\an unskilled worker, with only .a Grade VIII education

a Canadian a native ancestry ,

a businessman where the industry has locate&

"Emig in why you think you would feel that way for each case.

Compare and Contrast pictures on pp. 16 and 17'of Our Sun, Autumn, 1967 an

before and after pictures which appear on pages I1-12 and IV-13 of th'

handbook.

- ;IV-10 411-1 0- 1,



Learning Experiences

1.1

Objective

2C61

A2

-

0

Related Materials and Activities

Situation Dramatization: Confront students with the facts and
them to dramatize the episode including a conclusion.

.g. Facts
i. Tribe of Chipewyan Indians own land on which oil

been made. .

ii. A corporation has developed a new ecOnomiCal recov(
SituationTribe leaders and company representatives are
matters; the payment of royalties, use of reserve land, developn
Role Play
Time: Just before 1964
Have signs giving time and place.
FamilyMr. G. Cos, Mrs. G. Cos, Billy and Mary, residents

are discussing what this new industry will mean to tl
Mr. G. Cds states: employment at home

new recreation centre
maybe a road from Fort McMurray

Mrs. G. Cos states: more members to her church group
. new homes

new schools .
larger nores for. shopping

Billy and Mary ask: What does industry bring for the ch
Have the class give them the answers.

Contrived Incident
Tom Crow lived in a small community, a tiny place, wit

scattered among the trees. Tom's house, which was the largcsl
had at one time been k meeting place for the people who livel
gathered, when Mr. and Mrs. Crow with their large family,
pass the time of day, talk of fishing and hunting and to find
Now, however, only Tom remained, and since he was away tc
most of the time, the house had fallen into disrepair.

One day Tom came home early 'with some news fo:
Longfoot. "I'm going to sell my land and the house with it to
ton. It's not much use to me because I'm away somuch, and he
price for it."

The news spread quickly, and everyone wondered w
would do with the land. "Maybe," they said, "he will build a n
we can all meet together again."

A few days later they heard more news. A Mt. Henders(
was planning on building, not a big house, but a big new aparttr
neighbors knew what this meant. Bulldozers would come, knodi

lv-1 I-
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Related Materials and Activities

A2

Situation Dramatization: Confront students with the facts and situation and allow
them to dramatize the episode including a conclusion.

e.g. Facts
i. Tribe of Chipewyan Indians own land on which oil sands discovery has

been made.
ii. A corporation has developed a new economical recovery process.

SituationTribe leaders and company. representatives are meeting to discuss
matters; the payment of royalties,use of reserve land,.development in the area, etc.
Role Play
Time: Just before 1964
Have signs giving time and place.
FaniilyMr. G. Cos, Mrs. G. Cos, Billy and Mary, residents of Fort McMurray,

are discussing what this gew industry Will mean to them:
Mr. G. Cos states: employment at home

new recreation centre
maybe a road from Fort McMurray

Mrs. G. Cos States: more members to her church. group
new homes
new schools
larger stores for shopping

Billy and Mary ask: What does industry bring for the children of the town?
Have the class give them the answers.

Contrived, Incident
Tom Crow lived in a small community, a tiny place, with only a few houses

scattered among the treei. Tom's house, which was the largest in the community,
had at one time bedn a meeting place for the people who lived nearby. 'They had
gathered, when Mr. and Mrs. Crow with their large family, were living there, to
pass the time of day, talk of fishing and hunting and to find out the latest news.
Now, 'however, only Tom remained, and since he was away tending his trap lines
most of the time, the house had fallen into disrepair.

One da m came home early with some news for his neighbor, Mr.
Longfoot. "I' going to sell my land and the house with it to a man from Edmon-
ton. It's,n much nie to me because I'm away so much, and he's offered me a good
price f r it."

The news Spread quickly, and Averyone wondered what the new owner
would do with the land. "Maybe," they said, "he will build a nice big house where
we can all meet together again."

A few days later they heard more news. A Mr. Henderson, from Edmonton,
was planning on building, not a big house, but a big new apartment building. Tom's
neighbors knew what this meant. Bulldozers would come, knocking over the trees,

Iv-1 I2C8 209
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Learning Experiences Objective

Id. Effects of Change
Students should by now havC devel-
oped some generalizations regarding
the effects of change. Using the gen-
eralizations, they could now _compare
and contrast Fort.. McMurray t.o an-
other area as the final step of valida-
tion in the problem-solving technique.
Possible areas might include Hinton,
Leduc, Grande Cache, Brazeau,
Pincher Creek, Crowsnest Pass com-

.munities, etc.
or

111 Studnnts should identify instances of
change which are occurring in their
local community. They should study
the causes of these changes and the
ways in Which people are affected by
them. Students may then wish to con-
sider the desirability and feasibility
of taking individual and/or group
action on the problems associated with
change

v

214

A

A

4

Related Materials and Activities

frightening the animals, and dumping clay on the grass. Later, strarr
no interest in the community or its ways would come to live there. Sc
of neighbors, headed by Mr. Longfoot, went to see Tom to urge him

"But I have to sell, because I need the money," said Tom. "
to any, one of you who can match Mr. Henderson's offer."

They wondered if they could do anything except return home

Was .there an answer?

i. What will Mr. Longfoot and \his neighbors 'clo now? Pup
solutions or predict outcomes.

ii. Pupils re-enact the story, conveying the mood.and feeling of

iii. Pupils may re-enact the story, supplying added informatic

along:

iv. Pupils May role-play a situation involving, all of the followi

a year hence.

Mr. Longfoot T. C.ow

IV-

one of his neighbors Mr. Henderson

one of the apartr

215



Objective ,

k ,

Related Materials and Activities

ltange
)uld by now have devel-
generalizations regarding

A change-Using the gen-
they could now compare
t Fort McMurray to an-
is the final step of valida-
)roblem-solving technique.
:as might include Hinton,
-ande Cache, Brazeau,
tek, Crowsnest Pass com-

Or
ould identify instances of
eh are occurring in their
unity: They should study
of these changes and the
Jch people are affected by
nts may then wish to con-
Jesirability and feasibility
individual and/or group
le problems associated with

A

frightening the animals, and dumping clay on the grass. Later, strangers who had
no interest in the community or its ways would come to live there. So a delegation

of neighbors, headed by Mr. Longfoot, went to see Tom to urge him not to sell.
"But I have to sell, because I need the money," said Tom. "I'll gladly sell

to any one of you who can match Mr. Henderson's offer."
They wondered if they could do anything except return home and forget it.

Was there. an answer?

i. What will Mr. Longfoot and his neighbors do now? Pupils may offer
solutions or"'pre'dict outcomes,

ii. Pupils re7enact the story, conveying the mood and feeling of each section.

iii. Pupils .may re-enact the story, supplying added information as they go

along.

iv. PupilS.may role-play a situation involving all of the following characters
a year hence.

Mr. Longfoot Mr. T. Crow

one of his neighbors Mr. Henderson

IV-

-=one of the
1
apartment residents

.

te+
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Learning Experiences Objective Related Materials and Activities

Evaluation

12. Ealuating the attainment of value
, objectives

(a) Construct a values inventory to
test attitudes toward industry,
change, growth. Administer be-
fore, during, and/or after study-
ing the unit.

(b) Have studcnts describe orally or
in writing the feelings of a family
'who had to be relocated when
industry moved in.

(c) Show film "The Lake Man" and
note attitudes disi)layed during
post-viewing discussion.

13. Evaluating the Attainment of Skill
Objectives.
(a) Prepare written hypotheses pre-

dicting the future of Fort Mc-
kurray.

(b) Locate the most reCent census
figures pertaining to Ft. Mc-
Murray.

Al, 2

Al

A2

A4

Bl, B2

B1

Values Inventory For "Would You Like- to Live in a Boom

1. Put an "X" on the line to show your rating:
Social studies is:

0 1 . 2 4

Dull

Alive

Complicated

Easy

Harmfu)

Clear

2. Rose Moon and her family had lived in the house, built by
father, for as long as she could remember. Now, everyone
of the expanding town and industrial development. Rosc'
of her family would bc changed for the better?
strongly agree_agree_don't know_disagree_stt

3. John Shaw's father was a welder. He was moving his family
because he had a new job there. 'The lives of everyone in t
better in their new home?
strongly agree_agree_don't know_disagree_sti

4. New- roads, houses, good jobs, hospitals and schools are
what an old town has?
strongly agree._ _agree_don't know_disagree_str

5. I would like to live in a boom town!
strongly agree_agree_don't know_disagree_str

(Available from A-V Branch, Department of Education, Eth
black and white, lasts 27 minutes and was iiroduced by the N

IV-15



Objective Related Materials and Activities

attainment of value

a values inventory to
es toward industry,

owth. Administer be-
g, and/or aftcr study-
it.

,-`

nts describe orally or
le feelings of a family
o be relocated whcn
ved in.
'The Lake Man" and
des displayed iduring
g discussion.

Attainment of Skill

itten hypotheses prc-
future of Fort Mc-

most rccent ccnsus
-taiaing to Ft. Mc-

Al, 2

A 1

A2

A3

A4

Bl, B2

B1

Values Inventory For "Would You Like to Live in a Boom Town"

1. Put an "X" on the line to show your rating:
.Social studies is:

'0 1 2 3 4 5

Dull Exciting

Alive : Dead

Complicated Simple

Easy Hard

Harmful Useful

Clear Fuzzy

2. Rose Moon arid her family had lived i thc house, built by her chieftain gran't
father, for as long as she could remember. Now, everyone was excited because
of the expanding town and industrial development. Rosc's life and the lives
of her famil3 would be changed for thc bctter?
strongly agree_agree_don't know_disagree_strongly disagree_

31 John Shaw s fathcr was a welder. He Was moving his family to Fort McMurray
because he had a ncw job-there. The lives of everyone in the family would be
better in their new home?
strongly igree_Lagrce_don't know_disagree_strongly disagree_

4: New roads, houses, good jobs, hospitals and schools' are improvements over
what an old town has?
strongly agree_agree._don't know_disagree_strongly disagree_

5. I would like to live in a boom town!
strongly agree_agree_don't know_disagree_strongly disagree_

(Available from A-V Branch, Department of Education, Edmonton. Film is in
black and whitc, lasts 27 minutes and was produccd by thc N.F.B.)
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Learning Experiences Objective Related Materials and Activities

(c) Read the special GCOS issue
of Our Sun, Autumn, 1967,
Sun Oil Company, to identify the
attitudes of the author toward
modernization.

(d) Prepare a map on which can be
calculated arca bcdupied by the
tar sands.

14. Evaluating the Attainment of-A
Knowledge Objedives.

(a) Pinpoint the probable location of
industries on a map showing land
features, resources, and climate.

. (b) Write a paragraph outlining the
effects of industries being estab-
lished in the arca shown on the
above map.

B1

B1

Cl

C5, 6, 7

BIBLIOGRAPHY

Our Sun, Autumn, 1967. Published by Sun Oil Company. Alverihke

kee-af-charge-from-GurpieethmreBrinithrDeprartmeirtsefEthreation,
Edmonton.

Raths et al,, Values and Teaching, Charles E. Merrill Publishing Com-

pany Ltd., Columbus, Ohio, 1966.

(Carpenter, Helen M., (ed.) Skill Development in Social Studies, Thirty-

third Yearbook NSSE; Washington, D.C., 1963.

Shaftel & Shaftel, Role-Playing for Social Values, Prentice-Hall, 1967.

Lippitt, Fox and Schaible, Social Science Laboratory Unit, Science Re-

search of Chicago, 1969. pp. 24, 54, 60.

Atlas of Alberta-available from the School Book Branch, Department

of Education, Edmonton.

IV-16
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I.

Edmonton Journal microfilm file, Edmonton Cc

1966-Jan. 12, p. 55, col. 2
Jan. 20, p. 26, col. 1

Jan. 20, p. 44, col. '1
Feb. 10, p. 5, col. 1

Mar. 31, p. 1, 'col. 3
June 4, p. 1, col. 7
Aug. 16, p. 2, col. 8
Aug. 17, p. 46, col. 1

1967-Jan. 24 pp. 46 & 47, col. 1

1968-Mar. 27, p. 18, col. 1

May 30, p. 29, col. 5
Dec. 3, p. 2, col. 6
Dec. 11, p. 20, col. 1

1969-7Aug. 26, p. '24, col. 1

2..
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C5, 6, 7
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ible from the School Book Branch, Department
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Edmonton Journal microfilm file, Edmonton Centennial Library.

196r ...Tan. 12, p. 55, col. 2
Jan. 20, p. 26, col. 1

Jan. 20, p. 44, col. 1

Feb. 10, p.' 5, col..1
Mar. 31, p. 1, col. 3
June, 4; p. 1, col. 7
Aug. 16; p. 2, col. 8
Aug. 17, p. 46, col. 1

1967Jan. 24. pp. 46 & 47, col. 1

1968Mar. 27, p. 18, col. 1

May 30, p. 29, col. 5
Dec. 3, p. 2, col. 6
Dec. 11, p. 20, col. 1

1969--,-Aug. 26, p. 34, col. 1
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Grade Six Social Studies Sample Unit

DID THE AZTECS DESERVE,TO BE CONQUERED?

OVERVIEW

This unit should proyide opportunities for students to consider the
responsible use of power. Are there occasions when one soCiety (or

individual) is justified in dominating another? If so, was the Spanish

conquest of Mexico such an occasion?
In trying to .find answers to these and related questions, students

should pay Particular attention to the effect that religion has on a society.

Two m jor values should-be of concern: the dignity of man and freedom.

Student should decide how they will interpret and apply these values

in their own lives.
The vaIie issues which arise in this unit will require of students

that they omprehend data from many sources, both print and
non-print. _is data must be evaluated during the process of making

value ju gments. Value judgments should-The- niade and -shared by
students, orking together as members of a group. In the group setting,

special attention will be devoted to having students understand the
feelings of their classmates relative to the dignity of man and freedom.

Most of 'the unit will focus on the Aztec civilization prior to and
during the Spanish conquest. Mexico's more recent history and current

problems may be the subject of follow-up by interested Grade Six stu-
dents. Further opportunities to study Mexico and other parts of the
Americas will be open to students in the higher grades.

VI-2

OBJECTIVES

A. Value Objectives
1. Students should clarify how they will in

value placed upon human dignity.
2. Students should define what they consici

level of freedom.
B. Skill Objectives

Students should develop_ the ability to ix

extrapolate from many sources of data, inch
1. Printed media
2. Nonprint media
3. Verbal and non-verbal communications

C. Knowledge Objectives
Students should gain a conceptual uncle

1. Culture
2. Conflict
3. Power
4. Space
5. Stability
6. Change

Students should be able to formulate
explain these concepts and show relationships arr



Grade Six Social Studies Sample Unit

DID THE AZTECS DESERVE TO BE CONQUERED?

Id provide opportunities for students to consider the

I power. Are there occasions when one society (or
tilled in dominating another? If so, was the Spanish

co such an occasion?
find answers to these and related questions, students
ilar attention to the effect that religion has on a society.
should be of concern: the dignity of man and freedom.
ccide how they will interpret and apply these values

ues which arise in this unit will require of students
ehend data from many sources, both print and
ata must be evaluated during the process of making
Value judgments should be made and shared by

together as members of a group. In the group setting,

will be devoted to having students understand the
.lassmates relative to the dignity of man and freedom.
unit will focus _on the Aztec civilization prior to and
h conquest. Mexico's more recent history and current
the subject of follow-up by interested Grade Six stu-

pportunitics to study Mexico and other parts of the
open to students in the higher .grades.

VI-2

OBJECTIVES

A. Value Objectives
1. Students should clarify how they will interpret and apply the .

value placed upon human dignity.
2. Students should define what they consider to be the optimum

level of freedom.
B. Skill Objectives

Students should develop the 2bility to interpret, translate, and
extrapolate from many sources of data, including:
1. Printea media
2. Nonprint media
3. Verbal and non-verbal communications of others

C. Knowledge Objectives
St-tide-fits should -gain a- conceptual understanding of:

I. Culture
2. Conflict
3. Power
4. Sp ace
5. Stability
6. Ch a nge

Students should be able to formulate generalizations which
explain these concepts and show relationships among them.

a
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LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES

Learning Opportunity

Opener

1. Read verbal description of Aztec sacrifice and
Canadian hockey. (Do not tell students what each
description is about.)

2. Ask follow-up questions such as the following:
a) Do you think these events describe something

on this planet?
b) Have the observations anything to do with

religion? "Ally?.
c) How Jo you think the victim in each case felt?
d) If you were one of the participants, would you

rather take part in the first or second story?
Why?

e) Do you think sacrifice is civilized?

Development

1. Show selected frames of the filmstrip, "Aztec
Achievements in Art and Science". Captions
should be blocked out. Show only those frames
dealing with religion, art, crafts, and architecture.
Have_students read" each-picture.

2. List questions which students ask during and
following the filmstrip.

Objec tive

A 1, 2
B . 3
C 1, 2

A 1, 2
B 2
C 1-6

"v

Related Materiali-And Activiti

Samples of Abstract Stories
The screams of the victim echoed off the hills. W
the cold altar steps. The High Priest plunged gyi
opened chest and pulled, pulled until the vessels s
tain of blood spat into the clear blue sky. He ga
faction and held the heart high above the altar,
freely down his arm.

(Make a game of hockey into a religious festival.

The men appeared to be following a small d.
a curved object clasped between two of their limb
what the object of the ceremony was, but I was gt.
cries of the crowd. Sometimes they would cry al
came enmeshed in a kind of cage, but the dim
when several of the ,creatures rushed upon one
thrashing with their limbs. The roar was so deaf
close my ears to it. Slowly the tumult died and I
were satisfied when they saw red matter emerge
their fellow creature.

Samples_ of Quesfions Raised by Pupils
What Gods did they w rship?
Why did they sacrifice mans?
When and where were th sacrifices performed'.
On what occasions were women sacrificed?
How were the sacrifices conducted?
Was it considered an honour to be sacrificed?
Were the priests important, if so why?
Why were they called the Aztecs?
What is the location of the Aztec civilization?
When did the civilization flourish?
How 'did they become a powerful civilization?
How did the Aztecs explain. their history?
What was their relationship with other tribes?
How many Aztec tribes were there?
Who were their enemies and why did they figh
What were their methods of fighting and with
What were the temples and homes built of?
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Opportunity

LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES

Objective Related Materials and Activities

iption of Aztec sacrifice and
Do not tell students what each
t.)

lions such as the following:
cse events describe something

-vations anything to do with

ik the victim in each case felt?
of the participants, would you
in the first or second story?

crifice is civilized?

les of the filmstrip, "Aztec
Art and Science". Captions
out. Show only those. frames
1, art, crafts, and architecture.
ilLeach -picture.-----

ch students ask during and
rip.

A 1, 2
B 3
C 1, 2

A 1, 2
B 2
C 1-6

vI-?

Samples of Abstract Stories
The screams of the victim echoed off the hills. Warm blood ran down
the cold altar steps. The High Priest plunged his old hand into the
opened chest and pulled, pulled until the vessels snapped and a foun-
tain of blood spat into the clear blue sky. He gave a shout of satis-
faction and held the heart high above the altar, the blood running
freely down his arm.

(Make a game of hockey into a religious festival.)

The men appeared to be following a small disc, hitting it with
a curved object, clasped between two of their limbs. I was not certain
what the object of the ceremony was, but I was guided by the ecstatic
cries of the crowd. Sometimes they would cry aloud if the disc be-
came enmeshed in a kind of cage, 'but the climax of worship came
when several of the creaiures rushed upon one unfortunate victim,
thrashing with their limbs. The roar was so deafening that I had to
close my ears to,it. Slowly the tumult died and I think the creatures
were satisfied when they saw red matter emerge from the nucleus of
their fellow creature.

Samples of Questions Raised by Pupils
What Gods did they worship?
Why did they sacrifice humans?
When and where were the sacrifices performed?
On what: occasions were women sacrificed?
How were the sacrifices conducted?
Was it considered an honour to be sacrificed?
Were the priests important, if so why?
Why were they called the Aztecs?
What is the location of the Aztec civilization?,
When did the civilization flourish?
How did they become a powerful civilization?
How did the Aztecs explain their history?
What was their relationship with other tribes?
HoW many Aztec tribes were there?
Who were their enemies and why did they fight?
What were their* methods of fighting and with what weapons?
What were the temples and homes built of?
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Learning Opportunity Objective Related Materials and i.ct

3. Have students group questions into categories.
Each category might be headed by a value ques-
tion, e.g., "Did religion play too big a part in

Mtec culture?" "Should Aztec leaders have shared
their power more widely?" "Would the Aztecs
have been happier if they had had greater tech-

nology?"

4. Students work individually or in groups to find

answers to the questions posed above.
a) Prepare written hypotheses which attempt to..

answer the above questions.
b) Test hypotheses by locating and using data

listed in the attached bibliography.
c) Reach tentative conclusions which ,serve to

verify, reject or modiff hypotheses.

5. Students share findings with class. "Reports"
should be brief and should make use of audio-
visual materials.

6. Use value clarification technique.s2_

sr) 4":. t
aQAt.)

A

B .1, 2; 3

A

A 1, 2

What remains of the Aztec civilization can'
Were they good craftsmen and scientists?
What was the Aztec calendar like?
What was their money like?
What did they eat and drink?
What was their agriculture like?
Did they have any industries?
How were their leaders elected and how wen
What were their festivities and customs?
What work did the women do? How impol
What was their transportation and communi
What was their writing like?
Were they cruel people compared with pec
What was their, government like? Who mac
What was the climate of this area?
How were the children educated?
Did they have slavesif so how were the
What were their markets like?
At what age did they marry?
Did they treat old people with respect, lw
Were they friendly people?
What wcre their. games and spare time ac
What was life in the home like?

VI-4

Hole Playing

I. A family has been informed that their
has been selected as a sacrifice to th
proud man (this is the ultimate honou
differently. Act out a probable argui
between, the two. Try to reach an agi

2. Cortes' soldiers have overheard their
ships and press on to the Aztec capital.
happendeath or riches, and decide
to do.

3. Cortes orders his men to stuff their
before they make a break for freedom
or two experienced soldiers try to pc
not to obey, thus lightening their lc
chances of escape. Act out what you v

-ANIL



rning Opportunity Objective

.1

Related Materials and Activities

group questions into categories.
might be headed by a value ques-
d religion play too big a part in
' "Should Aztec leaders have shared
ore widely?" "Would the. Aztecs
pier if they had had greater tech-

individually or in groups to find
questions posed above.
tten hypotheses which .attempt to
above questions.

theses by locating and using data
e.attached bibliography.
faiive conclusions which serve to
ct or modify hypotheses.

e findings with class. "Reports"
ef and should make use of audio-
Is.

ification techniques.

A

B 1, 2, 3

A
B

Al, 2_

What remains of the Aztec civilization can be seen today?
Were they good craftsmen and scientists?

What was the Aztec calendar like?
What was their money like?
What did they eat and drink?
What was their agriculture' like?
Did they have any industries?
How' were their leaders elected and how were they buried?
What were their festivities and ctistoms?
What work did the women do? How important were women?
What was their transportation and communication like?

What was their writing like?
Were they cruel people compared with People today?
What was their government like? Who made the laws?
What was the climate of this area?
How were the children educated?
Did they have slavesif so how were they treated?
What were their markets like?
At what age did they marry?
Did they treat old people wjth respect, how were they looked after?

Were they friendly people?
What were their games and spare time' activities?

What was life in the home like?

VI-4

Role Playing

I. A family has been informed that their son, a fine Aztec warrior,
has been selected as a sacrifice to the Gods. The father is a
proud man (this is the ultimate honour) but the mother reacts
differently. Act out a probable argument that might develop
between the two. Try to reach an agreement.

2. Cortes' soldiers have overheard their chief's plan to burn the
ships and press on to the Aztec capital. They discuss what might
happendeath or riches, and decide what they themselves plan

to do.

3. Cortes orders his men to stuff their pockets full of treasure
before they make a break for freedom across the causeway. One

or two experienced soldiers try to persuade the younger ones
not to obey, thus lightening their loads and increasing their
chances of escape. Act out what you would do.
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Learning Opportunity Objective Related Materials and Activith

4. The Aztecs are faced with the possibility that'
killed by the Spaniards. They have to decid
on or obey the Spaniards. Discussion by th
decision.

5. An old Aztec priest, tired of killing, tries ti

not to go out and fight a neighbouring trib
capture many prisoners for sacrifice). The sc
will do.

Prepare Position Statements
React to the following questions by explaining

why you feel that way:
Do you think the Aztecs should be regarded a!
Was Cortes to be admired?
Would you like to have been a Spanish soldier
Why?
What would you have done had you had access
Was it progress when the Spaniards brought thei

Aztecs?

The Consensus Game
Randomly-selected groups of four to six students

ment on one of the alternatives in the follov
1. If you were a native living near the Aztec

your-reaction-be-to-the-Aztec-Span iard-war?
a) To join the Spaniards.
b) See an opportunity to join forces with th

up old quarrels.
c) Ignore the fight.
d) Move to another Village further away.

2. Cortes tells you that they are going to cros
it might be a trap. Would you rather be:
a) At the front of the army.
b) At the back.
c) In the middle.
d) Hidden to see what will happen.

3. Imagine you had been captured by the Aztel
child. They killed your parents and destroy,
have treated you well. You have lived with
One day, another army attacks the Aztecs.
formation about a causeway that might con;

I 7T
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xarning Opportunity Objective Related Materials and Activities

X 7 T

4. The Aztecs are faced with the possibility that theirleader will be

killed by the Spaniards..They have to decide whether to fight
on or obey the Spaniards. Discussion by the crowd leads to a
decision.

5. An old Aztec priest, tired of killing, tries to persuade his son
not to go out and fight a neighbouring tribe (his missionto
capture many prisoners for sacrifice). The son decides what he
will do.

Prepare Position Statements
React to/the following questions by explaining what you feel and

why you feel that way:
Do you think the Aztecs should be regarded as heroes?
Was Cortes to be admired?
Would you like to have been a Spanish soldier?
Why?
What would you have done had you had accesi to the treasure?
Was it progress when the Spaniards brought their civilization to the

Aztecs?

The Consensus Game
Randomly-selected groups of four to six students should reach agree-

ment on one of the alternatives in the following situations:

I. If you were a native living near the Aztec capital, what would
--your reaction be to-the Aztec-Spaniard war?

a) To join the Spaniards.
b) See an opportunity to join forces with the Aztecs and patch

up old quarrels.
c) Ignore the fight.
d) Move to another village further away.

2. Cortes tells you that they are going to cross the causeway but
it might be a trap. Would you rather be:
a) At the front Of the army.
b) At the back.
c) In the middle.
d) Hidden to see what will happen.

3. Imagine you had been captured.by the Aztecs as a five year old
child. They killed your parents and destroyed your village, but
have treated you well. You have lived with them for six years.
One day, another army attacks the Aztecs. You have vital in-
formation about a causeway that might collapse. Would you:
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Learning Opportunity Objective Related Materials and Ac

Evaluation
To evaluate students' work on this unit, it is

recommended that the evaluation be On a con-
tinuing basis, with observation of participation
the chief factor, supplemented by evaluation of
work produced.
The pupils should demonstrate that they have
clarified their feelings, attitudes, beliefs and values
relating to dignity of man and freedom. (Accept-
ance of a common value or of the teachers' values
is not an objective of the course and must never
be used in evaluation.)
Students should have developed their ability to
comprehend, to evaluate, and to work as members
of a group; and should have gained a conceptual
understanding of culture, space, conflict, conserva-
tion, power and norms.

VI-6,

229

a) Tell the attacking army, so that thej
way.

b) Tell the Aztecs, so that they can tr
c) Stay silent, and watch what happen

4. You are confronted with the Aztec gol
a) Obey your leader and take some.
b) Take some and return it later.
c) Refuse to take any.
d) Argue that you shouldn't touch it

Radio Programs
Two small groups of between 3-5 students
with a student who excels at drama in each.
The groups form themselves into two hypoth
panies, one broadcasting from Tenochtitlán
broadcast unit with Cortes.
Each group describes in the broadcast the
destruction of the Aztec Empire.
The objective of each group is to reflect the
the Spanish or the Aztecs, emphasizing the
their civilization is correct and the other is
These broadcasts are then taped and sound
The tapes are then played to the whole clas
The tapes along witk careful questioning an
cussion along pro-Aztec; pro-Spanish lines
individual students have a particular point

Techniques for evaluating the attainment
knowledge objectives are described in Chap
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students' work on this unit, it is

that the evaluation be on a eon-
with observation of participation

or, supplemented by evaluation of
d.
hould demonstrate that they have
feelings, attitudes, beliefs and values
*nity of man and freedom. (Accept-
mon value or of the teachers' values
ective of the course and must never
aluation.)
ild have developed their ability to
to evaluate, and to work as members
nd should have gained a conceptual
of culture, space, conflict, conserva-

nd norms.
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a) Tell the attacking army, so' that they will not use that cause-
way.

b) Tell the Aztecs, so that they can trick the attackers.
c) Stay silent, and watch what happens.

4. You are confronted with the Aztec gold. Would you:
a) Obey your leader and take some.
b) Take some and return it later.
c) Refuse to take any.
d) Argue that you .shouldn't touch it as it isn't .yours.

Radio Programs
Two small groups of between 3-5 students are selected, preferably
with a student who excels at drama in each.
The groups form themselves into two hypothetical broadcasting com-
panies, one broadcasting from Tenochtitlán and the other an outside
broadcast unit with Cortes.
Each group describes in the broadcast the events which lead to the
destruction of the Aztec Empire.
The objective of each group is to reflect the biased opinion of either
the Spanish or the Aztecs, emphasizing the conviction of each that
their civilization is correct and the other is evil.
These broadcasts,are then taped and sound effects added if needed.
The tapes are then played to the whole class.
The tapes along with careful questioning are used to promote a dis-
cussion along pro-Aztec, pro-Spanish lines to ascertain exactly why
individual students have- a particular point of view. .

Techniques for evaluating the attainment of valuing, skills, and
knowledge objectives are described in Chapter III of this handbook.
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a. Print Materials

BIBLIOGRAPHY
I

National Geographic Magazine

January 1959 Maya
January 1969 The buetzel

N.B. There is a dearth of material suited to the reading level of
Grade VI pupils.

Blacker, Irwin R. Cortes and the Aztec Conquest. Harper and Row,
New York.

Bleeker, Sonia. Aztec, Indians of Mexico. William Morrow & Co.
New York, 1963.

Brown, Harriett and Helen Bailey. Our Latin American Neighbour.
Houghton, Mifflin.

Caldwell; John. Let's Visit Mexico. John Day Company, New
York.

Farquhar, Margaret C. The Indians of-Mexico: A Bpok to Begin On.
Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1967.

Glubok, Shirley. The Art of Ancient Mexico. HarPer & Row, New
York.

Grant, Clara and Jane Watscin. MexicoLand of the Plumed Ser-
pent. (Living in Today's World Series). Garrard Publishing
Company, Champaign, Illinois, 1968.

Hage, M. K. How the New World Was Discovered. Benefic Press,
Westchester, Illinois.

Hall, Barbara J. Mexico in Pictures. Sterling Publishing, New York
City.

Hancock, Ralph. Mexico. MacMillan Company.

Montgomery, Rachel. (trans.) Cortes and the-Conquest of Mexico.
Paul Hamlyn, London, 1967.

Ross, Patricia Fent. Mexico. Fide ler Co., Grand Rapids, Michigan.

Stuart, George E. Discovering Man's Past in the Americas. National
Geographic Society.

Syme, Ronald. Cortes of Mexico. William Morro* & Co.

Tanser, H. A. Westward to the Americas. Longmans.

van Hagen, Victor..The Sun Kingdom of the Aztecs. World Publish-
ing Company, New York,.1958.

Witton. Dorothy. Mexico (Our World). Julian Messner, New York.

VI-7

. 231

September 1959Gifts for the Jaguar God

August 1953 Hunting Prehistory in Pai

SepteMber 1941 -7Expedition Unearths .Bu
of Jade

November 1936Yucatan Home of the Gi

August 1958 How Old Is It?

October 1968 Mexico's Window on the

.

Teacher Reference

Farb, Peter. Man's Rise to Civilization As Shown
North Ameria, From Primeval Times to tf
Industrial ,State. Dutton.

Additional Print Materials:
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National Geographic Magazine

January 1959 Maya
January 1969 The Quetzel
September 1959 Gifts for the Jaguar God

August 1953 Hunting Prehistory in Panama Jungle

September 1941 Expedition Unearths Buried Masterpiece
of Jade

November 1936Yucatan Home of the Gifted Maya

August 1958 How Old Is It?

October 1968( MexiWs Window on the Past

Teacher Reference

Farb, Peter. Man's Rise to Civilization As Shown by the Indians of
North America, From Primeval Times to the Coming of the
Industrial State. Dutton,

Additional Print Materials:
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BIBLIOGRAPHY (Continued)

b. Non-print Materials

It is recommended that the film-strips be used with time for inter-
action about each frame, and with the text not shown at first.

16mm Films

T-1132 Spanish Conquest of the New World (Cortes & Monte-
zuma)
Running Time-10 minutes

TK-1635 Mexico, Land and People (Mexico, Past and Present)
Running Time-20 minutes

TK-1781 The Spanish Explorers (Columbus, Cortes, Coronado,
etc.)
Running Time-15 minutes

Filmstrips

Ancient American Civilization Series

PK-4874 Incas and Their Way of Life.
Frame 41 .

PK-4875 Inca Achievements id Art and Science.
Frame 38

PK-4876 The Maya and Their Way of Life.
Frame 45

PK-4877 Mayan Achievements in Art and Science.
Frame 41

PK-4878 The AzteCi and Their Way of Life.
Frame 42

PK-4879 Aitec Achievements in Art and Science.
Frame 3/

PK-4880 Aztecs, Incas and MayasA Comparison.
Frame 44

PK-4090 Incas, Mayas, and Aztecs.
Frame 52

PK-1359 Age of Exploration. By Life.
Frame 50

PK-3939 Peru (Topography and Inca Descendants) by McGraw-
Hill.

YI-8
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The following table is intended to facilitate
frames selectively, without captions, as a basis f
mation. Only major areas are identified in the
repeated in other filmstrips. Frarhes generally
than actual photographs.

Number of Frames on this Subject

Subject A

Maps 2

Religion 5

War 1

Farming, Food 6

Transportation, Etc. 1

Arts, Crafts, Architecture 7

Technology 2

Government

A. The Aztecs and Their Way of Life.

B. The Aztecs, The Maya, The Incas: A C

C. Aztec Achievement in Art and Science.

D. The Incas, The Maya and the Aztecs.

The Maya and Their W ay of Life, Inca A
Science, The Incas and Their Way of Life, and
Art and Science, all provide opportunities for c
some reference to Incas generally, tabulates
ways, and makes the role of the Indian clearer:
lion places the Cortes story in context while poi
ness of the Europeans.

Audio Tape

147-T1B He Wore a Woven Wrapper.
(Story of an Aztec boy of 600 years a
this ancient civilization). 15 minutes

School Broadcasts entitled "A Brave and Fear
Why" and "The Last Days of the Aztecs" are
tape from the dubbing service of the Audio-
Department of Education, Edmonton. 15 minu

'



ontinued)

that the film-strips be used with time for inter-
frame, and with the text not shown at first.

The following table is intended to facilitate planning to use single
frames selectively, without captions, as a basis for discussion and infor-
mation. Only major areas are identified in the table. Some frames are
repeated in other filmstrips. Frames generally show illustrations rather
than actual photographs.

Conquest of the New World (Cortes & Monte-
Number of Frames on this Subject in Filmstrip

Subject A B C

Time-10 minutes Maps 2 3 2

Land and People (Mexico, Past and Present) Religion 5 4 8 6

g Time-20 minutes War 1 3 5

apish Explorers (Columbus, Cortes, Coronado, Farming, Food 6 5 2 3

Transportation, Etc. 1 1

Time-15 minutes Arts, Crafts; Architecture 7 6 8

Tech nology 2 1 1

Government 1 4

Civilization Series

nd Their Way of Life.
41

chievements in Art and Science.
38

tya and Their Way of Life.
45

Achievements in Art and Science.
41

tees and Their Way of Life.
42

1chievements in Art and Science.
37

Incas and MayasA Comparison.
44

NIayas, and Aztecs.
52

Exploration. By Life.
50

Topography and Inca Descendants) by McGraw-

233
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VI-8

A. 'The Aztecs and Their Way of Life.

B. The Aztecs, The Maya, The Incas: A Comparison.

C. Aztec Achievement in Art and Science.

D. The Incas, The Maya and the Aztecs.

The Maya and Their W ay of Life, Inca Achievements in Art and
Science, The Incas and Their Way of Life, and Mayan Achievements in

Art and Science, all provide opportunities for comparisons: Peru makes
some reference to Incas generally, tabulates Peruvian resources and
ways, and makes the role of thc Indian clearer: and the Age of Exploia-
tion places the Cortes story in context while pointing out the rapacious-
ness of the Europeans.

Audio Tape

147-T1B He Wore a Woven Wrapper.
(Story of an Aztec boy of 600 years ago, and aspects of life in

this ancient civilization). 15 minutes.

School Broadcasts entitled "A Brave 'and Fearful People", "Warand
Why" and "The Last Days of the Aztecs" are available for dubbing on
tape from the dubbing service of the Audio-Visual Services Branch,
Department of Education, EdmontOn. 15 minutes each.
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